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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services over the Internet. Choosing the best option from all the available cloud services can be challenging. There might not be a single best option. The selection process is further complicated by the fact that the best option can depend on a myriad of factors, such as costs and Quality of Service (QoS) attributes. These factors are not all equally important in every use case and hence the service selection has to be tailored to the needs of the specific case. Estimating the future costs of your choice can also be challenging, as it depends on your chosen service and the predicted usage. In this paper, we conduct a systematic literature review of existing approaches for cloud service selection and future cost estimation. We discuss the various approaches and enumerate relevant features and characteristics in this context. We give an overview of the challenges and drawbacks of these approaches and areas for improvement in the future.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—productivity, programming teams, software configuration management
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing services — including servers, storage, databases, networking, software — over the Internet and has been around for two decades now [20]. It provides developers and businesses the ability to have their solutions up and running with the click of a few buttons or a few API calls. This enables users to easily scale their application. We use the term application here, and elsewhere in this paper, to refer to the software the users wants to deploy to the cloud. These computing services, referred to as cloud services or services in short from here on, are provided by various different cloud providers. Microsoft Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP) are examples of cloud providers to name a few.

The large number of cloud services on offer today is a double-edged sword. While the variety affords flexibility and increases the chances of finding an ideal service, it also adds complexity to the selection process. For example, there are over 30 types of AWS EC2 (virtual compute server) instances[13] alone. Add in the varying regions, the various combinations of memory, network bandwidth, storage and CPU configurations and finding the ideal one that meets all the requirements is now a difficult problem. While one could manually search through the various cloud services on offer, it can become tedious and error-prone as the number of services on offer increases. The problem is compounded when the user has to select cloud services for multiple applications. Each application can have different requirements. Cloud services which are suited for one application can be inadequate for another application. Similarly, changing requirements may trigger the need for different cloud service than currently employed. All of these problems call for more automated and systematic approaches to cloud service selection.

Another aspect that has to be considered when choosing and using cloud services is cost. For businesses, costs are an important factor, and therefore it is essential to estimate the costs for applications in advance. For some, it may even be the goal to reduce or minimize the costs associated with the applications.

In this paper, we try to answer the following questions:

- RQ1: What approaches exist for the selection of cloud services?
- RQ2: What approaches exist to estimate the future cost of cloud services?

To this extent, we do a systematic literature review and try to answer these questions from the perspective of the cloud user - in our case, a project manager who wants to select a cloud service for their project. The paper is structured as follows: first, we give an overview of the review process we employed to identify the papers to review. Then, we describe the papers reviewed, the objectives they are optimizing for and the approaches they have taken in solving the problem. We define a set of features and characteristics, both in general and those specific to service selection or cost estimation, and identify which papers provide these features...
and how. Finally, we discuss the challenges, drawbacks, and shortcomings of the reviewed approaches and provide our conclusions.

2. REVIEW PROCESS

We conducted the systematic literature review based on Guidelines for performing Systematic Literature Reviews in Software Engineering [10]. After a preliminary search based upon the research questions relevant keywords emerged:

- cost prediction
- price estimator
- service selection
- future costs

These keywords were supplemented with synonyms and combined to relevant search strings.

2.1 Search terms

The search terms were adapted for the respective digital libraries. The search was conducted on the 05.05.2022 and covered the years 2009-2022. Two digital libraries were used for the systematic literature review: IEEE and ACM. IEEE and ACM are big digital libraries and are recommended for studies in the field of software engineering by Kitchenham [10].

The corresponding search string for the document title: 'Cost prediction' OR 'price prediction' OR future costs' OR 'future price' OR 'future Service selection costs' OR 'future Service selection price' OR 'cost estimator' OR 'price estimator' OR 'Cost estimation' OR 'price estimation'. This is combined with a search string which is searched in the metadata: 'Cloud'.

The search terms are focused to find relevant keywords in the document title and the keyword "cloud" is searched in the metadata (i.e. document title, full text, keywords, affiliation and publisher) to increase the relevance of the results.

2.2 Filters

The search resulted in 73 (IEEE) and 72 (ACM) papers. The number of papers were narrowed down by the following inclusion criteria:

- IC1: papers that conducted cloud service selection
- IC2: cost estimation from the user (of the cloud) perspective

These exclusion criteria were applied:

- EC1: papers with a focus on short time cost predictions, i.e. spot price predictions,
- EC2: papers with a focus on highly specialized services

These filters narrowed the number of papers to 9.

3. OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES

The approaches are grouped into "service selection" and "cost estimation". This grouping is based on the main objective of the approach. 8 approaches had service selection as their main objective and one approach focused only on cost estimation. We provide an overview of the respective approaches and provide context for them. The approaches are compared with a short overview of the commercial tools available for service selection. The chapters following this one are focused on specific features that are important based on the literature. The approaches are discussed in more detail regarding the features they offer. Based on this, the shortcomings and challenges of the approaches are discussed.

3.1 Service Selection Approaches

In this section, we review how the various papers tackle the problem of service selection and discuss the objective of the approach, the inputs, and the outputs.

Cloud service selection is the process of finding a cloud provider who can best satisfy a user’s needs [25]. The best cloud provider should meet all the user’s needs, referred to as requirements by us, while optimizing one or more objectives - for example minimizing cost of deployment or maximizing network throughput. We define the user as the project manager of the corresponding project. This is due to the impact the cloud service selection may have on the project and the various trade-offs that need to be factored in. We refer to the project manager, whenever we mention user from here on out.

While most of the papers reviewed framed the problem of service selection as that of selecting a service that optimizes a general set of user selected Quality-of-Service (QoS) attributes, a few were focused on specific use-cases and tailored their optimization objective around that use-case.

Soltani et al. [22] proposed QuARAM Service Recommender that adopts a hybrid approach (case-based and MCDM based) for service selection. On receiving application requirements and customer preferences, a case-based recommender is employed to recommend a suitable service using previous deployment information. Use of past deployments can help accelerate the selection process as only a subset of service providers have to be considered which were previously recommended. However, this presents a problem in that if a prior recommendation was bad for whatever reason (maybe the services at that time were limited and now better services are available), the recommendations for similar future services are also affected. The authors do try to mitigate this by having the case-bases updated based on feedback from users. In the absence of any such previous deployments or if the precision of case-based recommendation is below a specified threshold, the problem is modeled as a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) problem and solved to find the most suitable service. This approach is an answer to RQ1, but it works best if there are enough cases in the case-base to make it effective.

Abourezq et al. [1] developed the Cloud Services Research and Selection System (CSRSS) to select cloud services that best meet the user’s requirements. Initially, user selects the criteria the cloud services must meet. These requirements are then categorized into two - fixed (such as provider’s name, OS, etc.) and variable (price, bandwidth, etc.). The fixed requirements are used to query a database and obtain a set of services meeting these requirements. A combination of algorithms were applied to this result set to select the cloud services that offer the best compromise in all the criteria defined by the user. This approach posed a problem in that the final result set was still quite large. For instance, from 50,000 cloud services the final result set contained over 2,500 services, meaning the user still had work...
to do the ideal service. Rehioui et al. [21] extended CSRSS by adding clustering to operate on the result of the previous step and find a small set of services closest to the user’s ideal service. They were able to reduce the size of the resulting set to less than 15 and the user now only had to compare a few services to arrive at their ideal service.

Tan et al. [23] introduced Probabilistic Hierarchical Refinement (ProHR) for optimizing selection of composition of services. They consider an application as a composition of micro-services with defined global QoS constraints and use ProHR to find an optimal composition of services from a pool of competing similar services. ProHR is divided into three stages - preprocessing, probabilistic ranking, and hierarchical refinement. In the preprocessing stage, global QoS constraints are used to prune all services that fail to satisfy the global constraints and help reduce the search space. In the probabilistic ranking stage, the remaining services are ranked according to a combination of two criteria - their QoS values individually and as part of a composition. In the final step, Hierarchical Refinement, an optimal composition of services is selected from the ranked services using Mixed Integer Programming (MIP). The result is a composition of services that maximizes the global QoS value and meeting all global QoS constraints.

Often times, multiple applications need to be deployed at multiple locations in order to provide the end-users (here we mean users using the application) the best possible experience in terms of minimum response times. However, locations closer to users may also cost more money due to a multitude of factors (like data centers in metropolitan cities, where most users might reside, might be costlier than in smaller towns). Tapsamidou et al. [24] tackled this problem (also known as Web Services Location Allocation Problem or WSLAP) subject to minimizing total deployment cost and network latency. To this end, they proposed a Divide and Conquer approach whereby WSLAP is decomposed into sub-problems of finding location allocation for each application and then the solutions are merged to arrive at the final allocation for all applications. They employ evolutionary algorithms to solve the optimization sub-problems and their own novel combine algorithm for the merge step. The result is a configuration which tells the cloud user where to deploy which application, such that the total deployment cost is minimal while also minimizing the latency for the majority of end-users.

Another popular use-case of cloud services is using it for data storage. And for many, loss of data is unacceptable and replication is a necessity. However, like with all cloud services, money is a big factor and finding storage that meets requirements and is cost effective is a challenge. Chang et al. [4] focused on this selection of service providers for replicated cloud storage. They proposed two probability based algorithms for service selection that maximized availability with a given budget. They characterized service providers with two properties - price and failure probability - and used these to find a selection of services that fits within the user’s budget and that minimized the probability of data loss. Their approach helps answer RQ1 for a particular type of cloud service, namely cloud storage. A drawback is that it requires knowledge on failure probability of the services, which is not always the case as some providers does not provide this information.

Serverless computing is a cloud computing execution model where users can execute application logic as functions and all operational concerns are delegated to the cloud platform. To implement complex business functionality, individual functions are composed into serverless workflows. Estimating the cost of these workflows is rather complex, as the response time and hence the cost of a function depends on its input parameters, which are propagated from prior functions within the workflow. Eismann et al. [8] proposed a methodology to predict the cost of such workflows, taking into account the influence of input parameters. They modeled the distribution of a function’s response time and output parameters and used it to estimate the cost of the workflows. The cost estimation then enables users to evaluate and compare workflow alternatives and optimize existing workflows.

Chard et al. [9] developed a Scalable Cost-Aware Cloud Infrastructure Management and Provisioning (SCRIMP) tool. This modular tool focuses on reducing the needed knowledge to select services, improve the performance based on profiling and predictions. This means that user defined policies (i.e., preferences of the user) are used together with a profiling module and a prediction module to provision infrastructure. These profiles are a performance measure for specific applications on specific cloud instances. The profiles are created by an "offline profiling service" (service does not mean "cloud service" in this context, but is the term used in the approach) and augmented by monitored data during deployment. Based on the profiles and price prediction, a list of possible cloud instances is filtered. SCRIMP then bids based upon the price prediction together with the user profiles. The deployment is monitored and changes to the provisioning are made continuously. To summarize the inputs and outputs of this approach: The application/job and user preferences (e.g., preferences for spot-market instances [8]) are needed. The application is then deployed to the chosen service.

Wang et al. [26] focus on mobile micro clouds and their future costs. This approach can be adapted for a more generic service selection. The focus here lies on changing spatial requirements, i.e., applications need to be migrated to accommodate the changed location of the end-user. The input for this approach is composed of discovered cloud services and estimated costs for migration of a application. The result depends on the used algorithm, the paper provides an offline and online algorithm. In the case of the online algorithm the result is the mapping from application to service for the next time step. For the offline algorithm, the result is the mapping for a certain time horizon, which can be changed accordingly. In both cases this mapping corresponds to the smallest expected costs.

### 3.2 Cost Estimation Approach

We found a paper that only provides a solution for RQ2 and not for a service selection. We present this separately.

Aoshima et al. [2] focuses on estimating the costs for deploying applications early in the design phase. Speed of this estimation is preferred to accuracy. This approach does not provide service selection. For this rough cost estimation several details are needed. The rough computational requirements are needed, i.e. how many resources are needed to handle an event, how many events occur and what other applications are needed. Resources denote the needed software and hardware, this depends on which cloud service is used.
Resources can include cloud instances, storage, databases, analytics and other services which are provided by cloud service providers. The costs are modelled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each node corresponds to an application and an edge represents a relationship between applications, while the direction shows the direction of a request. The graph is used to define the relations between the applications, but for the cost estimations formulas are used (and not graph algorithms). Costs which are associated with networks i.e. requests between applications are considered in this approach. The computational requirements to handle an event are also needed. The user has to select a cloud provider and use the price list as an input for this approach. This is not necessarily the most cost efficient provider, but this is not further considered in this rough pre-design cost estimation. Additionally non-linear costs can be modelled. This can be useful when the resource needs depend on the workload, i.e. for a high workload should another instance be used compared to a low workload.

3.3 Commercial Tools

The landscape of commercial search and selection tools for cloud services is rather uninspiring. In 2016, Eisa et al. did an analysis on the available tools at the time which were Intel Cloud Finder, Clouedorado, and RankCloud. Of these, Intel Cloud Finder is not available anymore. RankCloud has not been updated since at least 2017, the website is not up to modern web standards (like lack of responsive and mobile friendly UI for example) and only feature five cloud providers. Clouedorado is online and working and has improved since the analysis was done. It divides cloud services into three categories—Cloud Server, Cloud Hosting and Cloud Storage. It also has a page tabulating the various cloud providers and their features. Users can specify their requirements and a list of providers matching the requirements is returned, sorted from cheapest to most expensive. Clouedorado limits its search to under 15 providers and the price provided was less accurate than in the respective provider’s pricing calculator. For example, on June 1, 2022, the price mentioned in Clouedorado for an EC2 instance ($5.x.large instance type, US East region, 4 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM, 17 ECU or EC2 Compute Units, 20 GB SSD Amazon Elastic Block Storage) was $75.00 per month for 1 year while it was $8.011 in AWS pricing calculator. Other commercial tools (CloudHarmony, cloudcomparetool, CompareCloud) to name a few offered limited capability and customizability and were also restricted to the major cloud providers in their comparisons.

In summary, while the cloud services on offer has grown tremendously in the past decade, commercial tools currently available for cloud service comparison and selection have failed to keep pace with it. While existing tools do help users in some capacity, they are all severely lacking in capability (like ability to mention fine-grained requirements and constraints), customizability (like add or remove features or providers they prefer) and usability (like modern mobile friendly and responsive UI).

4. GENERAL FEATURES

Several important features emerged while comparing the different sources. Some features are distinctive features that apply in service selection, and several are useful in the context of cost estimation. A few features could also be classified to be relevant for both topics. We grouped them together in this section. Table 1 gives a quick glance at the general features.

4.1 Type of Cloud Service

Cloud services are generally classified into three — Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). Recently, with the rise of serverless computing, new paradigms such as Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) and Backend-as-a-service (BaaS) have also emerged.

While most of the papers reviewed does not make any such distinction in their selection process, few specifically on one of these types. The advantage of focusing on one is that it allows to make use of characteristics specific to that class and may help enhance the effectiveness of the approach. For example, Eismann et al. focuses on FaaS and specifically takes use of the fact cost models employed by most PaaS providers is directly related to how long each invocation of the function takes. We also observe that none of the approaches focus specifically on PaaS, which could be an area to focus for future research.

4.2 Monitoring

Monitoring can mean different things in the context of service selection and cost estimation, we define monitoring as the application monitoring after deployment to assess the workload in the virtual machines (VMs). This can be used as an input for online optimization which need to know current workloads to work. Monitoring in the context of application profiling is further discussed in the section Profiling.

Chard et al. uses monitoring in several steps. It is mainly used in monitored queues for different cloud providers. Jobs are submitted into a queue to be deployed. After the application is deployed, the execution is monitored until the application is finished. This is used in this approach for VM scaling and online optimization.

4.3 Multicloud

The services of different cloud providers differ in their price and quality of service (QoS). Often times, the optimal selection involves making use of multiple cloud service providers. It is more complicated for an service selection/cost estimation approach to support multiple cloud providers. This is due to the increased search space, the problem of comparing different services and differences in pricing structure.

The technique by Tan et al. allows this composition of multi-cloud providers for IaaS and SaaS selection, while Eismann et al. and Chang et al. enable this for serverless cloud functions and cloud storage providers respectively. Chard et al. support AWS, Globus galaxies and Cloud Kotta the support for other commercial/academic cloud platforms will be added. Aoshima et al. calculates rough cost estimates and does only need the costs of different cloud providers to work in a multi-cloud context.

4.4 VM scaling

As an application usage can change overtime, its needs and requirements can change as well. Due to these changes resources that were optimal at the beginning may not be sufficient and additional resources may be required. The scal-
ing of resources to accommodate the new, changing requirements can be divided into horizontal and vertical scaling. Horizontal scaling means changing the number of virtual machines and vertical scaling means changing the virtual machine size. This change can mean that the number of VMs/VM size is increased or decreased.

Chard et al. \[5\] utilizes Profiling 6.2 and Monitoring 4.2 to continuously update application profiles. These profiles determine the needed resources for this application. This has the advantage of heterogeneous horizontal scaling, i.e. the instances for an application are not necessarily of the same instance type.

4.5 Network optimization

Network optimization is a closely linked to Quality of Service (QoS) optimization. It is mainly done to reduce the latency for end-users of the applications and reduce the request time between applications. End-users refer to the people which use the applications which are deployed in the cloud. Reduced latency can lead to increased satisfaction for users. This leads to a need to model the communication between applications. Aoshima et al. \[2\] model the requests an application sends to another application, additionally the needed bandwidth and CPU resources to handle the requests are modelled. This is used as a rough estimate for the resulting costs of the network communication of the deployed applications.

4.6 Online optimization

The approaches can be categorized broadly into two different groups, based on the point in time when the selection/estimation is conducted. Some approaches conduct the selection/estimation once and select services based on the results (offline algorithm). Other approaches conduct a continuous selection/estimation, we call this online optimization or online algorithms. They usually are computationally more expensive regarding the selection/estimation but can react to changing demand, market conditions or other relevant changes.

Chard et al. \[5\] incorporates a queue based service selection. This approach can work with applications that have limited execution time and applications that are running continuously. Request to deploy Applications can arrive at anytime. This necessitates an online optimization to select services for new arriving applications. Additionally service selection and cost estimation methods are used for VM scaling.

5. SERVICE SELECTION FEATURES

We enumerate several features which we believe service selection approaches should strive to provide. We discuss what we mean by these features, why they need to be a part of any approach and the approaches presented in literature that provide these features. A quick overview is provided in Table 2 excluding approaches that do not deal with service selection.

5.1 Service Selection

The result of service selection can be put into two categories—a single candidate chosen by the selection process or a list of viable candidates from which the user can select the one they see fit. In either case, the selected service or service(s) meets all the requirements set forth by the user and it is up to the user to determine which approach they want to use.

Solutions proposed by Soltani et al. \[22\], Tan et al. \[23\], Tupsamudre et al. \[24\] and Chang et al. \[4\] fall into the first category. Solution of Abourezq et al. \[1\] and its extension by Rehiioui et al. \[21\] offer the user a set of service providers that is as close to the ideal service needed by the user but leave the final decision to the user itself.

5.2 Deployment

We mentioned already how manually selecting services can become tedious, especially as the number of services increases. Deploying to the selected service manually again poses this same problem, and having the selection service automatically do the deployment will go a long way in solving this problem.

Of all the papers reviewed, only the QuARAM Framework by Soltani et al. \[22\] has the capability to take the result of the service selection process and deploy to the selected service. In QuARAM, the recommended provider configuration is passed onto a deployment engine which takes care of the deployment. All other papers only return the result of the selection process back to the user and the obligation is on the user to then deploy their applications.

5.3 Incorporates User Feedback

User feedback on the results of service selection, such as whether the selected service matched the expectations of the user or whether the quality of service was not as advertised by the provider etc., can provide valuable insights. Incorporating such feedback into the service selection can improve the results for future queries.

Soltani et al. \[22\] were able to incorporate user feedback to their case based recommender and in doing so were able to improve the quality of future recommendations as measured by their experiments.
5.4 Service Composition

We define service composition to mean an application (also referred to as a composite service) composed of multiple services (called component services) which communicate with each other to facilitate functionality. Many companies now employ this type of architecture instead of one big monolithic application (for example at Netflix[9], Uber[12], Spotify[11] etc.). Composite service selection aims to find suitable cloud services for such composition of component services. For example, the user may not care about the latency in communication between the component services so long as the total end-to-end latency of the composite service remains under the specified limit. This may present an opportunity to select cloud services which may not have the best latency but has other factors (for example cost) that make it a better choice. The selection process should then take these factors into consideration.

Tan et al. [23] solves this problem by defining global QoS constraints for the service composition, using their methodology to rank services for each component service that satisfy the constraints and then finding an optimal composition from these ranked services. Soltani et al. [22] used their case-based recommender to identify an optimal composition from prior deployments. If the case-based recommendation fails (as can happen if there are no similar cases in the case-base), suitable cloud services are found for each component service separately and a consolidator is used to find the optimal composition.

5.5 Performance Optimization

Regardless of the different optimization objectives and use-cases, service selection is a search problem. The search space gets bigger each year with the number of available cloud services growing. A bigger search space increases the computational effort. Combine that with the various choices for regions, CPU, network bandwidth, storage and memory configurations, which leads to an even bigger search space. For example, as of June 2022 in Microsoft Azure[19], there are over 50 VM instance types and over 40 regions. The problem is more pronounced in the case of service composition. A composite service which is made up of 10 component services and each of these is deployed on one of the 2000 options (50 types x 40 regions). This results in 200010 possible options and exploring all these is often impractical. In this case the solution space is already big, but if we consider other cloud service providers, scaling of VM instances or other features that are considered in this paper, the solution space gets even bigger. Therefore, different techniques and optimizations need to be employed, for example to reduce the search space, and ensure that service selection is performant.

Use of the case-based recommender in Soltani et al. [22]’s approach help speed up the selection process since all available services are not searched, but rather a subset of services which were previously recommended for similar applications. Tan et al. [23] cut down on the search space in their pre-processing stage by eliminating all services that cannot satisfy the global constraint as well as removing all dominated services (for a service to be dominated means there exists another service which is better or equal in all aspects than this service, this also called “Skyline operator”). Similarly Abourezq et al. [1] use the Skyline method to cut-down on the possible solutions before any optimization algorithms are applied.

6. COST ESTIMATION FEATURES

Cost estimation approaches can be characterized by several features. These are mainly concerned with modelling capabilities and can depend on other more general features. We use the term cost as the monetary cost a user of cloud services has to pay. This includes the costs related to data processing i.e. the instance cost and the data transmission costs i.e. API calls to applications. The costs for the data processing includes the setup of the application and the actual workload of the application. The cost for data processing can be higher than necessary, if an instance is oversized compared to the actual need of the application. The papers and the cost estimation features that they offer is summarized in Table 3.

5.4 Service Composition

We define service composition to mean an application (also referred to as a composite service) composed of multiple services (called component services) which communicate with each other to facilitate functionality. Many companies now employ this type of architecture instead of one big monolithic application (for example at Netflix [9], Uber [12], Spotify [11] etc.). Composite service selection aims to find suitable cloud services for such composition of component services. For example, the user may not care about the latency in communication between the component services so long as the total end-to-end latency of the composite service remains under the specified limit. This may present an opportunity to select cloud services which may not have the best latency but has other factors (for example cost) that make it a better choice. The selection process should then take these factors into consideration.

Tan et al. [23] solves this problem by defining global QoS constraints for the service composition, using their methodology to rank services for each component service that satisfy the constraints and then finding an optimal composition from these ranked services. Soltani et al. [22] used their case-based recommender to identify an optimal composition from prior deployments. If the case-based recommendation fails (as can happen if there are no similar cases in the case-base), suitable cloud services are found for each component service separately and a consolidator is used to find the optimal composition.

5.5 Performance Optimization

Regardless of the different optimization objectives and use-cases, service selection is a search problem. The search space gets bigger each year with the number of available cloud services growing. A bigger search space increases the computational effort. Combine that with the various choices for regions, CPU, network bandwidth, storage and memory configurations, which leads to an even bigger search space. For example, as of June 2022 in Microsoft Azure[19], there are over 50 VM instance types and over 40 regions. The problem is more pronounced in the case of service composition. A composite service which is made up of 10 component services and each of these is deployed on one of the 2000 options (50 types x 40 regions). This results in 200010 possible options and exploring all these is often impractical. In this case the solution space is already big, but if we consider other cloud service providers, scaling of VM instances or other features that are considered in this paper, the solution space gets even bigger. Therefore, different techniques and optimizations need to be employed, for example to reduce the search space, and ensure that service selection is performant.

Use of the case-based recommender in Soltani et al. [22]’s approach help speed up the selection process since all available services are not searched, but rather a subset of services which were previously recommended for similar applications. Tan et al. [23] cut down on the search space in their pre-processing stage by eliminating all services that cannot satisfy the global constraint as well as removing all dominated services (for a service to be dominated means there exists another service which is better or equal in all aspects than this service, this also called “Skyline operator”). Similarly Abourezq et al. [1] use the Skyline method to cut-down on the possible solutions before any optimization algorithms are applied.

6. COST ESTIMATION FEATURES

Cost estimation approaches can be characterized by several features. These are mainly concerned with modelling capabilities and can depend on other more general features. We use the term cost as the monetary cost a user of cloud services has to pay. This includes the costs related to data processing i.e. the instance cost and the data transmission costs i.e. API calls to applications. The costs for the data processing includes the setup of the application and the actual workload of the application. The cost for data processing can be higher than necessary, if an instance is oversized compared to the actual need of the application. The papers and the cost estimation features that they offer is summarized in Table 3.

6.1 Cost estimation

Cost estimation is needed to know the costs of certain deployments or to have estimations which are used for the service selection.

Eismann et al. [8] worked on a methodology to estimate the cost of serverless workloads. One of the factors in deciding the cost of a serverless function is its execution duration which is directly dependent on the function’s input. For example, a function which compresses an image will have longer execution time for a larger image. And in a workflow, the input of one function is the output of another. The approach in this paper involved predicting the distribution of a function’s response time and output parameters based on it’s input parameters and then using that to model the cost of various workflows.

Chard et al. [9] use an online optimization approach. The cost estimation works by approximating resource requirements of the application (see Application Profiling 6.2). All candidate instances are combined with a cost function, this depends on the dynamic market prediction (See Dynamic market prediction 6.3), the advertised/negotiated prices and
the preferences of the user. These preferences can include: preference for spot market instances, a specific instance type, or other preferences. Suitable instances are selected with their associated costs, with the instance cost and the expected duration the costs can be calculated. Wang et al. [20] focus on cost estimation with applications that often need to migrate (to another location, not necessary another cloud provider). This migration happens to accommodate spatial requirements of the end-user, i.e. the people which use the application. The costs are divided into local costs and into migration costs. The local costs include the costs for data transmission and data processing, they depend on the end-user location, network condition and instance cost. The migration cost denotes the cost associated with the migration of an application to a service at another location. For both costs the information are gathered directly from the cloud provider or are based on historical data.

### 6.2 Application profiling

For service selection and cost estimation, it is essential to have an estimation for the resources which are needed. These estimations are especially important for the cost estimations, as the resource type and quantity determines a substantial part of the cost. There are several methods to determine the resource needs for an application. User estimations are often incorporated, but are often inaccurate [5]. Cloud service providers describe resources in different formats, which makes it harder to compare them [5]. The performance of an application can depend on the specific resources, which makes it even harder to know the resource demands. Another method which was found in the literature is application profiling. This is based on running the application and measuring performance and resource utilization. These resource requirements are summarized in a profile. We define a profile the same as Chard et al. [5]: “[...] a concise description of the performance and CPU, memory, network, and disk requirements of an application under different environments and scenarios.”

Only the approach from Chard et al. [5] incorporates such a profiling. This approach focuses on the provisioning of applications, therefore only virtual machine (VM) instances are considered in the profiling. The application profiling is conducted in two steps: 1. An offline step where the application is deployed on several instances to estimate the resource requirements. 2. The application is continuously monitored to improve the estimation (profile).

### 6.3 Dynamic market prediction

Market prices are depended on various factors. There are the advertised prices per instance and unit of time for the different cloud providers. These can be divided into "pay as you go" and "reserved" instances. Reserved instances are cheaper, but they are only available with long term contracts (usually one year or more) These prices and availability are guaranteed. Cloud providers seek to increase the utilization of their cloud and incentives the usage of unused instances with lower prices, so-called spot prices or dynamic market prices. These instances are bid upon by various users and have lower prices, but the actual usage can not be guaranteed. This happens if the bid is not won. Another disadvantage is that the instance can be withdrawn due to changes in the market, i.e. the usage of the base price instances increases. Service selection and cost estimation approaches can incorporate the capability to handle/use these dynamic prices to lower the costs for the user.

Chard et al. [5] use an approach which sets a minimum bid price which provides a probabilistic guarantee that the bid is won. The is done by predicting the spot market price of the instance and more that this prediction. This system is based on a time series of upper bounds of market prices. This is continuously updated for increased accuracy.

### 6.4 Non Linear Costs

Costs are often modelled on the assumption of linear scaling, i.e. for an increase in the workload of 50 % roughly 50 % more resources of the same type are needed. The same resource type should cost the same when more is needed. This is not the case when non linear workloads are introduced. These non linear workloads require different resources depending on the workload. An application could be optimized in such a way that for low usage a CPU is utilized and with increased utilization the workload is shifted towards a GPU. This leads to a change in type of instances that is needed depending on the workload of the application.

Aoshima et al. [2] provide this capability with a threshold based non-linear cost modeling. For this, changes in their cost matrix are made.

### 7. DISCUSSION

The goal of this paper was to give a systematic literature review to present the state of the art regarding the research questions:

- **RQ1**: What approaches exist for the selection of cloud services?
- **RQ2**: What approaches exist to estimate the future cost of cloud services?

Based on this literature review, 9 relevant papers were identified which use very diverse approaches to tackle ser-

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Cost estimation</th>
<th>Application Profiling</th>
<th>Dynamic Market Prediction</th>
<th>Non-linear Cost Modeling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soltani et al. [22]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan et al. [23]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehouri et al. [21]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tupsamudre et al. [24]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang et al. [1]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eismann et al. [8]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chard et al. [5]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [20]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aoshima et al. [2]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
vice selection/cost estimation. Below we present issues we identified in the approaches we presented in this paper and then we discuss the limitations of our paper.

7.1 Challenges, Drawbacks, and Shortcomings of current approaches

A big drawback of all the existing approaches is the lack of clarity on where the data for analysis comes from. All the approaches discussed make extensive use of data about the QoS attributes of the various cloud services like the latency, throughput, guaranteed up-time etc. They assume the availability of said data for the selection process, however this may not be the case all the time for all the services. Similarly, there is no single source where one can go and get a list of all available services. This is an issue in service discovery and selection - a lack of a global service registry that is up-to-date on information like all the available cloud providers, their features and characteristics. Owing to these challenges in getting data, some papers (like Rehioui et al. [21]) resorted to using dummy data for their analysis.

Another aspect almost all the papers fail to incorporate are the non-quantifiable requirements. For example, certifications and compliance such as track record, trust worthiness, privacy of customer data and customer service are non-measurable features of the service provider that may have a big impact in whether a user wants to choose a particular service. However, current approaches predominantly focus on quantifiable aspects when selecting services.

Most of the papers on service selection employ offline optimizations. These can not react to changing requirements. With an offline optimization the service selected at the beginning may be inadequate to satisfy the updated requirements. More approaches should implement online optimizations to tackle these problems. Additionally, as new cloud services are introduced, they may be better suited that previous services. An approach should discover these and consider it for the future service selection.

The approaches that are considered in this paper also did not utilize "reserved instances", i.e. cheaper instances but with a long term commitment. This is a field where cost reductions could be made. This needs to be explored further. It can be seen that no approach has an implementation for all identified features. Most papers focus just on service selection or cost estimation and do not implement the other. Some features are rarely observed, these include monitoring, VM scaling, online optimization, deployment, incorporating user feedback for future improvements, service composition, Cost estimation, Application Profiling, Dynamic market prediction and Non linear cost modelling. This observation does not mean that an approach has to implement all features to be a viable approach. Some features have only niche usages and are less important than other features. Examples for this are "Incorporates User Feedback" and "Non-linear Cost Modeling", especially the non-linear cost modeling is only useful if the user wants different instance types for their respective workload.

Future research should therefore focus on utilizing VM scaling, online optimization, service composition in a multi cloud environment. Another goal should be to incorporate dynamic market pricing into the service selection, combined with the capability of non linear cost modeling.

7.2 Limitations

These findings are based upon a limited number of keywords and digital libraries. This study is not a comprehensive overview of all relevant papers on this topic. Other relevant paper can emerge with other keywords and different sources. The exclusion criteria EC1, EC2 (See Filter 2) could have filtered out papers which focused on the respective topic, while implementing a more general approach to service selection or cost estimation. While we tried to appeal to a wide audience, some content may still be at a deeper level where some prior knowledge might be necessary to understand the text. Conversely, some parts of the paper might be too high-level and may have needed deeper explanations.

8. SUMMARY

In this paper, we provided a systematic literature review based upon the research questions RQ1 and RQ2. We mentioned several reasons why a systematic and automated approach to service selection is needed. We found several approaches for service selection and cost estimation. We identified several features any service selection or cost estimation approach should have, explained why these features were important and gave an overview of how the reviewed approaches provided some of these features. We found that no approach implemented all the identified features. This should be possible, but is likely impractical. We also documented the various short comings of these approaches. The number of approaches that provide an easy to use and powerful real time solution is lacking. Many features have a trade-off between accuracy, capabilities and computational complexity/speed. An approach should be selected depending on the preference of the user.
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ABSTRACT

Machine Learning (ML) continuously becomes more used and thus an efficient and standardized set of development and deployment practices and concepts in the form of MLOps is sought after. MLOps is not yet as standardized as general DevOps. Hence, many organizations struggle to deploy their machine learning models to production.

Therefore, we analyze the deployment process of machine learning models which are specified in the documentation of three cloud providers that offer machine learning tools. Their differences and similarities in the deployment process are highlighted and compared. The possible options to use a deployed model are also explored.

Among all three different machine learning platforms that are analyzed regarding their deployment process, three common components needed for deployment are found. All platforms deploy to REST-API endpoints. Only one platform requires additional components for the deployment of machine learning models. Therefore, a general deployment pattern of all three tools can be specified.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—deployment, MLOps, Machine Learning, Machine Learning Platforms

1. INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning is becoming increasingly widespread in a broad variety of fields. From personalized media recommendations to conversational AI agents, machine learning seems to become ever more important in the future for researchers as well as companies [39] [33]. Moreover, with this increasing set of potential applications for machine learning, the financial and ethical cost of potential accidents rises too. Whether it is about setting the ticket price on a travelling platform too low or too high or showing only engaging media like conspiracy theories or hate speech to social media users, these accidents incur an unwanted cost [11] [14]. Therefore, researchers and companies are interested in reducing the risks of such accidents by ensuring a safe workflow during the development and deployment of machine learning models. Therefore MLOps practices support developers. At the same time, the management and life cycle of machine learning models should be shorter and more efficient for higher profitability [41]. Additionally, many companies struggle to bring their machine learning models to production which can be improved a lot with MLOps [10] [17], especially, by following deployment standards which may be retrieved from patterns among the current leading platforms.

To reach a shorter, safer and more efficient life cycle and management of machine learning models the concept of MLOps has been invented. Machine Learning Operations (MLOps) describes a set of practices to develop, analyze, maintain, deploy and publish machine learning solutions including data-generating, data cleansing and data labelling. The term MLOps is derived from DevOps (Development & Operations) but is not yet as standardized as DevOps is.

MLOps uses well-known concepts of DevOps like Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery while also introducing new ones like Continuous Training in order to meet the specific requirements of machine learning development and management [11].

Many cloud providers offer MLOps platforms for developing machine learning solutions like Azure Machine Learning or Amazon SageMaker. They offer the ability to gather data, monitor deployed models or train models on a platform. Therefore, a lot of processes along the machine learning life cycle have specifications within these platforms according to the platform holders. This includes the deployment process of machine learning models, which components are necessary for the deployment and how inference requests can be sent [31] [1].

Therefore, four research questions arise:

- R1: What is the process for machine learning model deployment on single MLOps-platforms?
- R2: How do the processes differ between platforms and what do they have in common?
- R3: What model format is needed for deployment?
- R4: What knowledge do developers need in order to deploy a model on the platform?
2. BACKGROUND

Machine Learning.

A description would be to call machine learning the designing of accurate and efficient inference and prediction algorithms which use training data samples and are based on concepts of computer science, statistics, probability and optimization. These algorithms are applied to various learning problems such as classification, which assigns categories to objects, ranking, which orders objects according to some criterion, or clustering, which partitions objects into homogeneous regions, for example. The aforementioned learning problems abstract real-world problems like classification, which can be used for speech recognition, ranking, for ordering web search results, or clustering, for identifying communities in social networks.

An artefact called a model, which is trained on training samples, can evaluate new data in processes called prediction and inferencing. The model can make inferences online, sometimes also called real-time, or in batches. An online model receives data points in real-time which have to be evaluated one at a time while a batch model receives large data sets of data points for evaluation at once.[32].

DevOps.

DevOps can be used in highly iterative software development processes such as Scrum or Extreme Programming and offers the realization of three concepts: Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery and Continuous Deployment. Continuous Integration ensures that after each iteration a ready-to-run application is available which might not have been tested yet. Furthermore, Continuous Delivery offers a candidate for testing and then release after each iteration. Finally, Continuous Deployment ensures that due to Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery a tested application is deployed. These concepts help realize automation, for example, in testing.[18].

MLOps.

MLOps is about standardizing and shortening the life cycle and its management of machine learning models. The life cycle of a machine learning model consists of the following steps:

- Defining the goal and purpose of the machine learning model,
- gathering data and developing and training the model,
- preparing the model for production,
- deploying the model to production and monitoring the model and feedback used in future iterations.

Automation of several life cycle steps plays a big part in shortening and standardizing the life cycle. Thus, Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery from DevOps are used, which are necessary for the software-related challenge of automating, for example, the testing of machine learning models.[31]. Furthermore, Continuous Training is a new concept from MLOps due to the unique training requirements of machine learning models. It ensures that a model can always be automatically trained on newly obtained data by requiring some sort of data validation and model validation.[29].

blue/green deployment.

During the deployment of services, that do not tolerate downtime, it is crucial to have a technique that enables rapid switching between software versions. Therefore one might deploy the new software version to a different location (e.g., different IP address, different port number). Once the new deployment is ready, the routing can be redefined so that the old access point (e.g., IP address, port number) is used for the new deployment. Some tools offer gradual traffic shifting between deployments.

3. METHODOLOGY

The deployment processes of three ML platforms, Microsoft Azure Machine Learning, Amazon SageMaker and Google Cloud Vertex AI, are compared. In the end, the differences and similarities of the deployment processes are analyzed. If there is a common pattern, it is synthesized and described.

The following parts of the deployment processes and use of the deployed services are analyzed and later compared: Expected structure of the given machine learning model which should be deployed, platform defined steps and components of the deployment process and the techniques how to access a deployed model as a client.

For this research, the documentation of the selected platforms is considered and the deployment part, as described before, is examined for further analysis and comparisons. Microsoft Azure Machine Learning, Amazon SageMaker and Google Cloud Vertex AI are selected because they are, including IBM Watson Studio, in the so-called Leaders quadrant of the Gartner Magic Quadrants 2021 for Cloud AI Developer Services[30].

4. ANALYSIS

4.1 Azure Machine Learning

Azure Machine Learning is Microsoft’s platform and service for the life cycle of a machine learning project. In order to understand the deployment of a machine learning model on Azure Machine Learning, some terms have to be explained.

4.1.1 Explanation of terms

- An endpoint itself can have multiple deployments. A deployment is a specification of several resources and attributes that are necessary for hosting a model on a compute target. The attributes vary depending on the type of model and inferencing. The data traffic from inferencing can be divided in an endpoint using the concept blue/green deployment, which is the concept of diverting traffic between a blue deployment and a green deployment in order to change deployments gradually or to spread the compute load. This is possible since an endpoint can have multiple deployments.

- A scoring script, also called entry script, is needed. It receives the input data for inferencing, passes it to the deployed model and then returns the response of the model.

- An environment for the model which specifies what docker image or operating system is used, for example,
is needed. The docker image mentioned earlier is a container which ensures that software runs the same regardless of the computing system.

- **A compute target** is the system on which the machine learning model is hosted on. Some examples are Azure Kubernetes Service, Azure Container Instances or a local machine\[36\].

4.1.2 Deployment process (R1, R3, R4)

Azure Machine Learning can deploy various types of machine learning models, for example, for batch or online inference. In the following, the deployment to online and batch endpoints will be summarized as shown in figure[7].

The deployment of a model with an online endpoint on Azure CLI requires knowledge in Python, YAML and Azure Command Line Interface itself, also known as Azure CLI. Azure CLI and YAML do not have to be used if the deployment of the model is done on the Azure Machine Learning studio, which is an online portal for creating and managing machine learning projects, with a user interface.

- Firstly, Azure CLI v2 and its machine learning extension, an Azure resource group and an Azure workspace have to be already set up. An online endpoint for inferring with its deployments is also needed.
- The next step is to register the model and environment separately using Azure CLI.
- In order to be able to send inference requests to the model, a scoring script has to be available.
- With the components consisting of a registered model, registered environment, an endpoint with at least one deployment and a scoring script, the model can be deployed. The deployment requires the user to create the endpoint and its deployments in the cloud by using Azure CLI.
- An inference can be requested by sending the request data through an Azure CLI command or by using a REST client.

If Azure Machine Learning studio is used, the model can be uploaded and registered from the studio. Furthermore, during the deployment process Azure Machine Learning Studio uses a setup wizard which creates an endpoint and the deployments. The environment and scoring script have to be uploaded in the following steps of the wizard\[36\].

The deployment of a batch inferencing model differs from an online inferencing model only in an additional step where the compute target, which is an Azure Machine Learning compute cluster, has to be created beforehand and in the content of the files\[38\].

The machine learning model and environment do not require to change to a format unique to Azure ML. The output of training jobs, such as the model directory which is output by MLflow or a scikit model in pkl format, can be used without any changes\[37, 35\].

Developers require knowledge about Azure CLI, YAML schema of endpoints, deployment and environment if the model is not deployed on Azure Machine Learning studio. Furthermore, a Python scoring script with an init() method and a run() method are needed. The run() method receives input data, passes the data to the model for inference and returns the inference result. In the init() method any initialization tasks such as caching the model into memory, can be executed\[36\].

4.1.3 Explaining the process for machine learning model deployment on Azure Machine Learning

Based on the deployment process of models on Azure Machine Learning regardless of inference and compute target type five core components can be inferred as part of a structure as shown in figure[2]. The components are the endpoint, the deployments of the endpoint, the scoring script, the machine learning model and the environment.

The following figure[2] describes only the flow of the inference request and does not reflect the authentication at the endpoint for example.

- At first, the inference request reaches the endpoint.
- The endpoint divides the traffic between all deployments according to its specification if there is more than one deployment.
- In the next step, the scoring script receives the inference request and forwards the to be inferred data to the model.
- The model is running in the environment on the compute target and offers the scoring script a model response which is returned to the endpoint.
- Finally, the endpoint sends the model response to the sender of the inference request.

4.2 Amazon SageMaker

Amazon SageMaker is Amazon’s platform and service for managing machine learning models including their deployment. The deployment of machine learning models on Amazon SageMaker is divided into four types of inference.

- **Real-time inference** like described in the Background.
- **Serverless inference** automatically manages and scales compute resources which is recommended for workloads that have idle periods between high traffic periods\[12\].
- **Asynchronous Inference** is recommended for inference requests which have high data sizes up to one GB. The requests are queued and processed in an asynchronous manner which is possible with automatic scaling and management of computing resources\[2\].
- **Batch transform** uses a machine learning model and a dataset to create a transform job which uses a real-time endpoint for batch inferencing\[34\].

4.2.1 Deployment process (R1, R3, R4)

Amazon SageMaker offers several options for the deployment of machine learning models. The SageMaker console has a user interface for an interactive deployment. It is also possible to use AWS CLI or AWS SDK’s like Boto3 for deployment using code[6]. The deployment process (figure[1]) is very similar between the inference types. It consists of four steps if the SageMaker Python SDK is used.
At first the AWS region and SageMaker role, which defines which permissions the user gives SageMaker, have to be specified.

After that, the container image has to be retrieved and the trained model has to be provided.

Then a model object has to be created.

Finally, the endpoint has to be created and the model has to be deployed.\[6\][4][5].

Requesting an inference requires a SageMaker Runtime client and SageMaker API has to be used.\[9\]. Another concept which can be used for deployment is the blue/green deployment. It enables a smooth switch between deployments of, for example, different versions of a model. In order to make use of the concept, the endpoint can be updated.\[3\]. The interactive approach in the Amazon SageMaker console offers a wizard to execute the previously mentioned steps.\[7\].

SageMaker relies on Docker containers for the deployment of machine learning models and thus any model developed in a supported framework on SageMaker or with a pre-built Docker container has a fitting format and can be deployed. In the case of models which are serialized in JSON or pkl or without any Docker container, a container can be created with the ezsmdeploy SDK. It uses the Amazon SageMaker Python SDK and requires the model files, a python script for inference and prediction and a file which lists dependencies.\[40\][8][15].

Thus, a developer requires knowledge of the Amazon SageMaker Python SDK, SageMaker API, Python and ezsmdeploy SDK or Docker containers for the deployment of machine learning models.

4.2.2 Explaining the process for machine learning model deployment on Amazon SageMaker

The previously introduced steps needed to deploy a model seemingly only require the container, model and an endpoint as components. The definition and documentation of these mentioned components offer a better insight into what components are needed for the deployment and which are optional.

Starting with the step of creating a model object in SageMaker, the model object can accept more parameters than the container, the model URL and the SageMaker role. The documentation lists a predictor.cls() which is method to create a predictor.\[10\]. A predictor makes inference requests, encodes input data and decodes output data. The predictor encodes data with a serializer that is passed as a parameter to the predictor. In the same way, a deserializer can be passed to the predictor for decoding the output data. Since a predictor is only created if a method predictor.cls() is passed as a parameter to the model and the model calls its deploy() method, the predictor is optional.\[10\][11].

The last step of creating the endpoint and deploying the model requires the model object to call its deploy() method. The deploy() method receives the instance type, instance count and endpoint name as parameters and creates the endpoint on which the model is deployed. The endpoint itself can be updated as mentioned in the earlier paragraph. Using the Amazon SageMaker API in Boto3, the method update_endpoint() changes the already created endpoint by deleting the old endpoint configuration and deploying a new one. The endpoint configuration has a deployment configuration, which is an attribute which makes the blue/green deployment possible.\[13\]. However, the definition of the endpoint configuration and deployment configuration is optional.
4.3 Google Cloud’s Vertex AI

Google unified its preceding AI Platforms into the new Vertex AI platform on May 18th, 2021 [42]. The platform allows users to create machine learning models and AI applications within a no-code environment (AutoML) or custom-trained models based on arbitrary coding (AI Platform) [24]. Google offers to deploy models created within their infrastructure as well as models created and trained on other platforms.

4.3.1 Deployment process (R1, R4)

Independent of the used scenario, which are custom-trained models or the use of Google’s AutoML, the user needs to create a REST endpoint within the Google Cloud. Google enables the user to deploy multiple models to the same node, e.g. for gradually version changes in a model or load balancing. It is also possible to deploy one model to different endpoints, e.g. testing and production environment or usage of the same model with different performance needs [19]. A visualization of the process can be found in figure 5.

Google’s Cloud Platform offers deployment of custom software as well. Considering this, every type of machine learning software can be deployed. To make use of the beneficial features of Vertex AI, e.g. using pre-trained containers, using containerization on Google servers and their optimizations considering speed and latency, the model needs to be imported, if not already existing, to Vertex AI. This section is focused on this part because especially here Google defines its processes for how to deploy machine learning models.

Regarding research question R3: For models that are created within special Python frameworks (TensorFlow, scikit-learn, XGBoost) and versions, at least Python 3.7, the user can work on pre-configured containers provided by Google [28]. Users that would like to use models created outside the Google Platform need to import their code as images to either Google’s Artifact Registry [26] or Google’s Container Registry [20]. These containers can then be used within Vertex AI [29].

Once a model is created within Vertex AI users can make use of the versioning and life cycle management of their models [27].

Google offers deployment in two versions: Creating an online, synchronous prediction service or accessing an asynchronous batch processing. The processes are different for both types and eventually introduce restrictions.

Online prediction.

Models from the Vertex AI suite can be deployed either with the dedicated Vertex AI API [22] or with the more general Google Cloud Console [21]. Both variants enable the user to leverage blue/green deployment by assigning an improved model to an already existing REST endpoint and adjust the so-called traffic split between these models. The user can make use of load balancing and horizontal scaling due to replication of the containers used. A relevant restriction for online prediction is the unavailability of online prediction for models based on Google’s AutoML Video service. For using the endpoint, a user makes synchronous HTTP calls to the created REST endpoint in specified formats. These formats vary among the AutoML services and
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especially if a custom-trained or imported container is used. In figure 6 a visualization of the interaction with a deployed model is given.

**Batch predictions.**

The steps described in the paragraph "Online prediction" are not relevant if a user would like to make batch predictions. Within Vertex AI a model, which is used to make batch predictions, does not need to be deployed to an endpoint. The user can specify a batch prediction service with defined input and output destinations. To specify the model and its version is relevant as well. To trigger a batch process, the user uses the Vertex AI API. For integrating this service into a larger software, the software has to communicate via the Vertex AI API and may need to store and load the input and output data programmatic to the Google Cloud [23]. The differences compared to online-prediction can be seen in figure 6 as well.

**Required Developer Knowledge (R4).**

For deploying an already created model within Vertex AI a user needs to be familiar with the concept of REST-APIs and able to make use of the Google Cloud API. If it is necessary to create containers from given programs Docker knowledge is also required. In general, the user does not have to be a skilled developer but has to be familiar with special information technology concepts like REST or Containerization.

### 4.3.2 What are the steps and components of a machine learning model deployment on Google Vertex AI?

The deployment can be split into three major components and related steps:

- **raw model** as code or as python artifact or as AutoML artifact
- **container** created by Vertex AI from python artefact or AutoML artefact or imported by the user. *Google calls this model which should not be confused with the raw model*
- **endpoint** which is configured to horizontal scale or use special resources, e.g. GPU, and direct traffic to containers, so-called models

### 4.4 Comparison (R2)

#### 4.4.1 Deployment process results

**Online-processing services.**

The final result of the machine learning model deployment processes is very similar among the different platforms. Every platform deploys for online predictions to REST-API endpoints which are then used by clients. All platforms use containers for deployment and offer a horizontal scaling via duplicating container instances. Every platform allows some type of blue/green deployment with different techniques.

**Batch processing services.**

Utilizing batch processing services differ among the analyzed platforms. Azure ML specifies special batch processing endpoints. Googles’ Vertex AI allows to create batch processing jobs on containers, which are called models, but for utilizing them in an application manual coding is needed. Amazon Sagemaker uses online processing endpoints with special parameters.
4.4.2 Deployment process (R2)

Components and developer provided inputs.

Every platform needs a model which should be deployed. The form in which a model is available can vary within every platform. Amazon’s SageMaker and Google’s Vertex AI create a container image from a model which is presented as an output of their own MLOps services or as an artefact created from other software, e.g., TensorFlow, scikit-learn or XGBoost. It is also possible for every platform to deploy an already created container. Using arbitrary containers in the process is quite similar to a general deployment process but may lead to non-optimal use of resources as the containers created by the platforms themselves make use of special configurations for ML-related algorithms.

Only Azure ML needs to have a so-called scoring-script which is used as middleware between a REST endpoint and a containerized model. It is possible to specify the environment in more detail for every platform.

Core deployment processes.

The first step of all processes is the derivation of a containerized version of an already created machine learning model, whose format may vary. For every platform, the developer needs to create an endpoint which handles the requests and communicates with several instances of the previously described containers. All analyzed platforms enable a blue/green deployment by allowing to use multiple models in form of different containers behind a single endpoint. The developers or administrators can define the amount of traffic which is sent to which model.

Deployment of batch-processing services.

For batch predictions, the processes vary. Azure ML uses a quite similar process compared to its online-prediction deployment process. An endpoint can be either batch processing or online processing. Amazon SageMaker utilizes online endpoints for batch processing with specialized parameters. Google’s Vertex AI needs a little less configuration for batch-processing as it is not needed to create an endpoint but it is possible to define batch processes within the API or the UI of Vertex AI. The developer needs to add data transfers and API-Calls to its application or service which should use batch prediction manually. If it is only needed on a server-side level a type of cronjob can be defined.

4.4.4 Pattern in deployment processes

From all the similarities and differences it is possible to derive a general pattern which can be found with small deviations in every analyzed platform.

At first, every platform forces the developers to create a containerized version of their machine learning model. The developer must create a REST endpoint, within the platform which communicates with one or more machine learning models, as well. Every platform utilizes the containers for horizontal scaling which is parameterized by the developer. For updating a model every platform presents a blue/green deployment technique.

5. CONCLUSION

In summary, Azure Machine Learning requires a model, a scoring script, an endpoint, at least one deployment and an environment for the deployment of a machine learning model. In comparison, Amazon SageMaker needs an endpoint and a model object made of the machine learning model and container for deployment. Lastly, Google’s Vertex AI deploys a model only with a model, an endpoint and a container. Azure Machine Learning has the most differences from the other two tools since a scoring script and at least one deployment are also necessary for Azure Machine Learning.

Therefore, the general deployment pattern of the three analyzed platforms is made up of the following common components:

- A machine learning model,
- an endpoint
- and a container or some sort of another environment.

While the found pattern is not representative of all MLOps platforms, since only three platforms have been analyzed for the pattern, it indicates a potential trend in how MLOps platforms deploy machine learning models in the future.

Furthermore, the results show that, at least concerning three of the currently leading, according to Gartner[30], platforms, MLOps platforms are becoming more similar to each other.

6. Future Work

This paper only offers a comparison of the deployment process on three MLOps platforms. To decide with certainty whether a standard is forming, other platforms have to be analyzed as well in regards to their deployment process and their required components for deployment. Furthermore, in the case a standard can be inferred, a general deployment pattern can be defined such as in this case.
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ABSTRACT

Machine learning is undergoing a revolution with an increase in the use of ML models in production. The goal of MLOps is to automate prototyping and deployments for rapid development. Many software companies have created their MLOps solutions by giving their interpretation of an ideal machine learning pipeline. But there is no common interpretation of how a generic machine learning pipeline should look and function. This paper provides a formalization of popular MLOps pipeline structures, intending to define a common anatomy of MLOps pipelines. This anatomy will provide a common terminology for communication about MLOps pipelines and help improve the modeling process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—productivity, programming teams, software configuration management

Keywords

Microsoft Azure, Machine learning, AWS, Spark, MLOps, Anatomy, Pipeline

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, machine learning is encountered often in our daily lives in social media, movie recommendations [29], etc., due to significant data availability and substantial computing resources offered by various frameworks for managing the machine learning lifecycle. However, applying machine learning algorithms on a big scale comes with risks and challenges, considering auditing, stability, and software continuous delivery. Continuous delivery (CD) is a software development procedure to automate the release of a new version of code to production. As a result, a unified approach is required in the entire software lifecycle, starting from business requirements to end-product, going through the building, testing, and production, which is called MLOps. MLOps are a set of approaches focused on creating and deploying quality AI models in production efficiently and automatically. In MLOps, machine learning models can be tested and deployed in isolated environments, increasing production pace.

MLOps is a set of practices aiming to produce machine learning end-to-end products collaboratively between data scientists and ML engineers. Accordingly, MLOps has a proven set of advantages [23], for instance, Reproducibility by defining reusable functions for data preprocessing, training, and scoring process, Versioning by allowing developers to work on pipeline concurrently, Reusability by creating pipeline implementations which can be triggered externally using REST APIs, and much more.

Certainly, advantages cannot be granted without having some concrete conventions to supervise stable workflow. Those principles ensure higher quality, simplify the management process, and continuous model delivery using continuous integration and continuous delivery software methods. Continuous Integration (CI) is a software development procedure that builds, tests, and merges new code changes to a repository. Continuous Delivery (CD) aims to automate the release of the latest version of code to production. Fig. 1 presents 4 essential principles for independent MLOps workflows [23] and will be discussed subsequently.

![Figure 1: MLOps principals.](image)

- CI/CD is a set of practices/techniques. One practice is to implement a delivery process as an automated delivery pipeline.
- Workflow Orchestration controls the pipeline stages synchronization using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), defining task dependencies and relationships [23].
- Continuous Training / Continuous Evaluation (CT/CE) establishes automated training and evaluation on new...
data after extracting feature sets from the data pre-
possessing stage.

- Continuous Monitoring monitors the model’s behavior
after deployment to ensure it works as expected and
evaluates its performance based on a group of metrics.

Multiple offerings currently exist in the market encom-
passing the above principles. There is no common frame-
work or anatomy which can describe these MLOps pipelines
for further study. Therefore, the current solutions are re-
viewed, and then their anatomies are formalized into a generi-
c one so that the understanding of the MLOps pipelines can
be made manageable and optimizable in the future. This
paper aggregates pipelines from different MLOps platforms
and then provides a generalized MLOps pipeline with generic
anatomy.

The structure of the paper will go as follows. First, the
detail-end MLOps pipeline in popular cloud providers and
data processing frameworks - Azure, Spark, AWS, GCP,
and Databricks is reviewed. After studying different pipe-
line structures, a formalized and generalized overview of the
machine learning pipelines is given. Finally, the findings are
concluded with a summary and proposed future work.

2. MLOPS PROVIDERS

2.1 Azure

Azure is a public cloud computing platform managed
by Microsoft. Azure Machine learning is one of the services
provided for building, managing, and monitoring machine
learning models’ lifecycle. Azure Machine Learning Studio
is a web-based platform where data scientists and engineers
find tools to create and automate high-quality day-to-day
workflows.

In Azure, pipeline stages are encapsulated as several steps
with different computing resources for each stage [24]. Hence,
separate stages allow developers working on the same pipe-
line do changes to scripts independently without overloading
pipeline computation. Fig 2 shows essential steps needed to
employ an independent executable pipeline in Azure. In the
next paragraphs, we will go through each of those stages.

![Figure 2: Azure ML workflow.](image)

**Step 1:** Create workspace - a high-level resource for machine
learning functions to manage and monitor created ar-
tifacts in a centralized platform - to hold and share pipeline
[8].

**Step 2:** Setup pipeline resources (computation and datas-
tore).

**Step 3:** Create machine learning model steps. The ma-
chine learning model in Azure is defined as separate steps.
A step - a pre-built function available via the Azure Machine
Learning SDK [27] - takes attributes such as script path, in-
put, output, etc., and runs on the configured compute target
resources. Each step executes a script, from the script di-
rectory, on the input source and stores results to the output
datastore given as value. For instance:

- **Data Preparation:** This step first takes input data
in any format and then operates different predefined
data preprocessing modules to prepare/clean data for the
training step. For example, selecting the clipping
module to treat incorrect records, using the Normal-
ize Data module to normalize input data, employing the
Group Data Into Bins tool to prepare numerical
data in addition to converting numeric features into
categorical ones.

- **Training Evaluating:** Model training can be done in
the Azure AutoML tool [10, 11]. Automated machine
learning expeditiously computes different combinations
of algorithms and hyperparameters, tracks the metrics’
outcome from those models, evaluates models, and fi-
nally selects a model with the best results of the metric
chosen.

**Stage 4: Model Register** is the last step for both deploy-
ing ML models and tracking model different versions. Each
model is created as a docker container with all files stor-
ing the model. After registering, a model is identified by
name and version, while each version is incremented once a
model registers with the same name. For deployment, only
registered models can be deployed as service endpoints. En-
capsulated environment with all dependencies, scoring code
to predict given request, and inference configuration are all
required for successful deployment.

2.2 Spark

Apache Spark [1] is an open-source data processing plat-
form used to process queries on big data and allocate data
queries across multiple clusters. Spark can be deployed in
various programming languages, Python, Java, and Scala,
and provide code reuse for numerous workloads. By using
distributed workloads advantage, Apache defines a machine
learning pipeline that manages machine learning algorithms
along with big data processing and provides an API (MLlib)
that simplifies the development and deployment of scalable
pipelines.

MLlib [1] - a spark machine learning library - is API that
combines multiple powerful machine learning algorithms into
a single workflow. In the next paragraphs, we will define the
main component of the spark machine learning pipeline as
depicted in [3].

![Figure 3: Spark ML workflow.](image)
Data: MLlip API uses DataFrame from Spark SQL as a dataset uniform data structure, which can hold different data types, for instance, text, feature vectors, booleans, etc.

Transformer: is a one-level abstraction in MLlip API that acts as a preprocessing step containing learned models (output from estimators) and different feature transformation phases such as one-hot encoding and feature scaling. This stage technically executes `transform()` function which transforms one dataframe into another by adding, deleting, or updating features in the input dataframe and providing the new dataframe as input for the next stage.

Estimator: is another high-level abstraction that encapsulates algorithms that train/fit data. In the essence of training, the Estimator technically implements method `fit()`, which accepts transformed dataframe from the preprocessing step, trains data on ML algorithm, and returns a transformer. The returned transformer alters the dataframe according to parameters learned during the learning phase.

Evaluator: is the last step before returning model. It is used to evaluate model performance using ROC [21] and according to parameters learned during the learning phase.

Model: Finally, the pipeline outputs a model with `fit()` method, which can be used to start the training of different models.

2.3 AWS

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is one of most widely used Cloud Service Providers. AWS SageMaker Pipeline is their continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) service for machine learning. SageMaker Pipeline builds upon already existing SageMaker services and are orchestrated according to the MLOps templates which list out the underlying resources needed.

In general, AWS SageMaker pipelines are created according to a default MLOps template and a pipeline structure defined using python SDK. SageMaker project templates offer different choices of code repositories, workflow automation tools, and pipeline stages. Pipelines can be categorised into 3 stages with human checks requirements as per specifications. Fig. 6 shows general structure of the pipeline. In next paragraphs we go through the each stage and general steps involved in them.

![Figure 4: Machine learning workflow in AWS](image)

Model Build: Model building stage focuses on the data pre-processing, training and tuning of the model.

- Processing: Processing Jobs are created for data preprocessing. A preprocessing step requires a process component (for example, SKLearnProcessor from SKLearn [13]), python script which defines the sequence of actions, data read and write locations (S3 object storage, for example).
  - Training: Training jobs are created to train a model. A training step requires an estimator, as well as training and validation data inputs. Here, user can select from a plethora of built-in algorithms and pre-trained models like XGBoost [14], K-NN, YOLO [30], etc. as well as define custom models.
  - Tuning: Tuning jobs are created to tune hyperparameters, also known as hyperparameter optimization (HPO) [29]. It runs multiple training jobs, each one producing a model version. Tuning jobs produce model artifacts such as model weights and hyperparameters.
  - Transform: Batch transform the input dataset by running inference on it. Outputs a dataset. it also allows to optimize the job by specifying different parallelization parameters for any pre-processing.
  - ClarifyCheck: ClarifyCheck conducts baseline drift checks against previous baselines for bias analysis and model explainability. Checks such as data bias check, model bias check and model explainability check can be done one at a time. Outputs results.

Register Model: The Model is registered in the AWS SageMaker Registry for deployment and metrics comparison.

- RegisterModel: RegisterModel registers the created model with AWS SageMaker model registry, each model can be one model or a combination of two or more models. Model infrastructure requirements as well any baselines are also registered. Approval by human or automatic approval can be programmed in the step.

Model Deployment: MLOps project templates include model deployment specifications, approved model versions in the model registry are automatically deployed to production. Desired endpoint, infrastructure and API specifications have to be set and deployed using the CreateModel jobs.

Helper Steps: Certain steps are used for flow and logic control.

- Condition: Condition Steps are used to evaluate the specified conditionals to assess which action should be taken next in the pipeline. Nested condition steps are currently unsupported.
- Callback: Callback steps incorporate additional processes and AWS services into the workflow that aren’t directly provided by Amazon SageMaker Model Building Pipelines.
- Amazon Elastic Map Reduce: Runs Map Reduce functions [10] on the dataset.
- Fail: Fail steps are run when a desired condition or state is not achieved and we want to mark the execution of pipeline as failed, along with custom error messages.
2.4 GCP

Tensorflow Extended (TFX) [29] - is the MLOps framework used by Google Cloud Platform (GCP). Under the hood TFX supports several orchestrators such as Kubeflow, apache Airflow and Apache Beam. In certain installations of TFX, there is no need for user to specify and manage any of the underlying infrastructure. TFX works by specifying pipelines files beforehand. Most common way of the pipeline building and scripting for TFX is done using an online jupyter notebook provided by Google cloud.

TFX pipelines consist of several components which are mentioned below.

Data Preprocessing

- **ExampleGen**: ExampleGen splits the data into training and evaluation datasets. It accepts input data and creates data as output in different formats such as CSV, TFRRecord, BigQuery, etc
- **StatisticsGen**: StatisticsGen calculates the dataset statistics like min, max, distribution, missing values etc by consuming the datasets created by ExampleGen and creating dataset statistics.
- **SchemaGen**: SchemaGen creates a data schema showing the expected type of data for each feature by consuming statistics from StatisticsGen and creating Data Schema.
- **ExampleValidator**: ExampleValidator detects anomalies, missing values and data skew by consuming schema and statistics from SchemaGen and StatisticsGen respectively and generating data validation results.
- **Transform**: Transform does feature engineering on the data created by ExampleGen using a schema created by SchemaGen. It creates a model for feature engineering the data along with statistics. Transform enriches the dataset. It consumes examples (dataset) and dataset schema and produces a model which is stored to disk for later usage with any tensorflow compatible framework.

Model Building and Training

- **Trainer**: Trainer trains the model, it creates the models and variables related to them. It also creates a graph specific to the TensorFlow framework which stores global information, model and variable data, offering robustness, reliability and visualization of processes. We specify where, how and the architecture of the model. It consumes dataset (examples), trainer logic file, data schema, pre-trained models if any and creates atleast one inference model and another model for evaluation.
- **Tuner**: Tuner tunes the model’s hyperparameters. It is primarily used with Keras components but can also be imported from outside libraries. Tuner consumes dataset, model and objective metrics to produce the optimum hyperparameters.

Model Validation

- **Evaluator**: Evaluator evaluates the performance of the model. It also validates the model using methods such as K-Means validation and calculating metrics such as AUC, loss, etc and comparing them with the baselines set by the developer. It consumes evaluation split from ExampleGen and a trained model from Trainer. It “blesses” models which pass the evaluation tests, that is, the models are marked as good. It also produces analysis and validation metadata.

Model Deployment

- **Pusher**: Pusher pushes a model to deployment. We specify the endpoints and respective infrastructure here. It consumes a “blessed” (see Evaluator above) model and uses Tensorflow Serving to deploy the model.

2.5 Databricks

Databricks [2] is a data engineering and machine learning open-source platform for processing and transforming big data from various cloud-based data providers, ie. Azure, AWS, GCP, etc., to extract BI reports and build machine learning models. Moreover, Databricks is a web-based data warehouse for many data requirements. It is considered the primary service used by data-driven decision-making companies as a big data tool to achieve the full potential of combining their data efficiently, ETL processes, and machine learning. Designed by the founder of Apache Spark [31], Databricks offers a platform as a service (PaaS) on the top of cloud computing providers as which they manage resources (upscaling and downscaling computing clusters) based on workload.

Built upon centralized datalake, Databricks machine learning [4] provides an integrated complete ML lifecycle environment. It incorporates managed services for access data at any scale, feature management, model training and testing, and model serving. There are distinct machine learning architecture models in Databricks, but fig 6 depicts the most generic ML pipeline. We will establish a complete definition of each phase inside diagram in the following paragraphs:

First and foremost, data needs to be loaded into the ML pipeline. Databricks facilitates data ingestion procedure by having automated and reliable ETL functions from secure cloud data storage into centralized Delta Lake.
Coming from different secure cloud data providers, Data in Data Lake is in its native format; hence, it requires selective Data Prepossessing steps such as handling null values, standardization/normalization, categorical variables, one-hot encoding, etc. Transformed output data can be easily now interpreted by ML models.

Data is now ready for the next phase, the Training pipeline. It has two interchangeably components which are:

- **Feature engineering**: takes raw input dataset and is responsible for not only extracting beneficial features that influence model prediction scores but also operating complex calculations such as PCA [19], word embedding [7], etc. A pipeline can be created manually by the developer or by Feature store [3]. Databricks Feature Store can create, explore and select features in the dataset and then publish features to a generalized repository across the organization to ensure computing the same feature code in model training and testing.

- **Train model** can be done either manually or using AutoML. All through preparing the dataset for model training until having the robust best-performed model across multiple ML models concerning development-based parameters and production-based parameters, AutoML can create machine learning models in regression, classification, and forecasting problems. MLFlow performs a set of training trails while evaluating various models from scikit-learn [28] and XGBoost [15] packages to select the best model. AutoML uses Spark and Hyperopt [9] - an open-source library that uses Bayesian optimization for parameter tuning-to paralyze the search for the best model across different models. Finally, it creates a python notebook with source code executed and trial logs for each run.

Next step is deploying the best model from the training pipeline as a REST API service using MLflow. MLflow Model Registry MIFlow- an open-source service used for monitoring and governing machine learning’s end-to-end lifecycle - uses the selected model artifact stored from AutoML to migrate from a new model version to staging and then production stages.

**Scoring pipeline** runs the model scoring script. First, the notebook loads the testing dataset (data with no predicted label(s)) from the data prepossessing stage to ensure reliable data format as well as the production version of the registered ML model. Then the trained model classifies input data and outputs some predictions (scores). Consequently, predictions along with loaded data directly move to one of the secure cloud data providers. In addition, Auto Loader trigger function automates the scoring pipeline by creating a streaming job once it detects a new input record and passes it to the score function.

3. **GENERALIZATION**

3.1 **Formalization Proposal**

As seen in the study section 2 Different major MLOps providers structure their MLOps pipelines differently with different components. There is no common definition of a MLOps pipeline. Different MLOps maturity level pyramids from Google [5] and Microsoft [18] try to classify the current state of MLOps deployments, but none of them generalize the common stages in a MLOps pipeline. To understand the common model of MLOps we first need to generalize across major MLOps providers to find out the commonalities and formalized stage descriptions.

![Generalization of Activities in MLOps](image)

From the study in 2 we can generalize the types of activities and objects for any MLOps system. This provides us with the basic building blocks of any MLOps stage. All the activities shown in Fig. 7 can be combined together in different ways and for different number of times to create a single stage.

3.2 **Artifacts**

Artifacts are the static components of any pipeline. They can be data or physical infrastructure generated by users and
machines. Activities work on the artifacts to change them or create new ones. Artifacts act as an input or output to activities.

- **Model Artifacts:** Model artifacts are machine learning models, model specifications and metadata about the models.

- **Data Artifacts:** Data artifacts are datasets and data storages.

- **Script Artifacts:** Script artifacts are code, scripts and pipeline templates.

- **Reports:** Reports are the output of assessment activities. They contain model performance metrics, model validation reports, model evaluation metrics and infrastructure performance metrics. Any output which is a human readable measurement and summary of an artifact is a Report.

- **Policies:** Policies are the logics which guide the decision processes. They are generally set by the architect and direct the decision processes for the pipeline branches, if any. These consist of conditional statements based on the model evaluation metrics to decide whether more tuning is required or if the model should be deployed.

- **Infrastructure:** The underlying cloud infrastructure resources for hosting the MLOps activities and reading, storing objects. These can be physical (servers, databases, etc) or virtual (Workspaces, registries, extra-pipeline operations etc)

### 3.3 Activities

Activities are the process steps in any MLOps pipeline. They process the artifacts. One activity or more than one activities are stacked together create stages in any pipeline.

#### 3.3.1 Transformation

Transformations are the main class of activities. Transformations work on one or more artifacts to produce another artifact. For example - Training a model, applying the transformation work on one or more artifacts to produce another artifacts and creating new ones. Artifacts act as an input or output to activities.

- **Data Processing:** Data processing transformation activities are related to reading data from the disk and processing them in one way or another to make them ingestable by the models. This also includes increasing the quality of the data and feature extraction. Generally, the input and outputs are dataset artifacts.

1. **Data Retrieval:** These transformation read the data from physical storages or API endpoints into datasets which are then processed further. DataFrame Reader in Spark and built-in Bucket or Object storage reading functionalities in Azure and AWS are good examples.

2. **Data Analysis:** These increase the quality of data by removing or fixing missing values and doing a statistical analysis of the data to look for data skew which induce bias in the models. Data Correction in Azure and ExampleValidator in GCP are some notable examples. Datasets are analysed to create reports and metrics about the data.

3. **Data Preprocessing:** These apply mathematical or transformative functions on the existing data to change its distribution and make it easier for the models to fit the data. It is also possible to change the data representation by creating categorical values from continuous ranges or changing textual data to word embeddings such as Fasttext [12], etc. Data Normalization, Binning, Categorization activities in Azure, Feature scaling, One-hot encoder in Spark, Sklearn based data preprocessing in AWS and ETL operations, feature extraction, PCA, built-in text to word embeddings transformation in Databricks are some notable examples. Here, datasets are consumed to produce new datasets with changed features.

4. **Feature Extraction:** These activities create new features from the existing features of the dataset. Although there might be some correlation between the data attributes, these are useful for simpler models. Notable examples include feature store in Databricks and manual feature extractor in AWS. Old datasets are consumed to create new datasets with added features.

- **Model Training:** These transformations are employed to train models defined using a predefined architecture. Generally, the input is a dataset artifact and output is a trained model artifact. There still can be two further distinctions made:

1. **Pure Model Training:** In this activity, only the simple transformation of using a dataset to train a model is performed. Model training step in Azure, Training using built-in algorithms, user input and estimators from other libraries in AWS, Spark Estimators, Trainer in GCP and Manual training in Databricks are some examples. Input artifacts are datasets, evaluation metrics and output artifacts are trained model, weights and hyperparameters.

2. **Automatic Training:** These transformation are a cross between model training, transformation and assessment activities. The best example for these are AutoML [22] functionalities in Databricks, tuning using Hyperparameter Optimization (HPO) in AWS and tuner functionality in GCP. These transformations combine the training, testing and validation activities together, removing the need for connecting these three activities.

- **Model Inference:** Model inference operations, usually called Transform operations in AWS and GCP are used to batch transform a whole dataset using the trained model. This method is useful when the MLOps pipeline is part of a decision workflow and not just an endpoint being called by another service. The input is a dataset and a trained model and the output is a transformed dataset.

#### 3.3.2 Assessment

Assessment operations take in artifacts such as machine learning models and create reports of their performance using different specified metrics. Model validation in Azure, ClarifyCheck and QualityCheck in AWS, which compare the
model with the metrics of the previous iterations of the training process, Evaluator in GCP and Scoring pipeline in Databricks.

3.3.3 Decision

Decision activities use the policies to decide between different pipeline branches and create the relevant artifact, for example, it can choose the branch of deployment if the machine learning model has higher than baseline accuracy. Condition and Fail steps in AWS are explicitly defined Decision activities. Most of the time decision activities and assessment activities are combined together to select the best model from different training runs. Decision models have the input of reports and metrics and their output are branch decisions.

3.3.4 Provision

Provision operations read the artifacts such as templates, workspace specifications and pipeline configurations to create the underlying infrastructure for the whole MLOps process. Deployment of models, which is usually done at the end stages of pipeline, also falls under provision. Provision activities mainly contain 3 types of activities:

1. **Model Registration**: Model registration activities are triggered by decision activities after all the correct criterion for the model metrics are passed by a newly trained model. The model is “registered” into the framework registry for storage and deployment.

2. **Model Deployment**: The registered model is deployed to an endpoint. The specifics of this have to be defined by user. This allows the model to be used via an endpoint.

We use these basic activities to define the different stages in any generic MLOps pipeline. But before that we must define the Core domain model of the MLOps pipeline.

3.4 Core Domain

The aim of the core domain model is to help in understanding the structure and hierarchy of the generalized pipeline. We use the methodology from [17] to construct the core domain model.

- **Pipeline**: A pipeline represents the whole MLOps pipeline.
- **Stage**: One or more stages make a pipeline. Each stage has different functions.
- **Activity**: Activities are the basic building block of any stage. They can be any of the four specializations. To represent the flow between the activities, there are two flow dependency types.
- **Preconditions**: Every activity has some preconditions which can be satisfied by artifacts, reports or infrastructure provisions.
- **Logical Dependency**: They represent the control flow in which the activities should take place because of their dependencies on each other or as a result of decision activities.

Figure 8: Pipeline Structure Core Domain

- **Functional Dependencies**: They represent the data flow between the activities. If the data from one activity goes to another activity, then there is a functional dependency between the activities. Functional dependency also implies logical dependency.

3.5 Generalized Stages

From the pipeline stages of MLOps providers in Section 2 and interpolating the pipeline and pipeline flows with the core domain model in 3, we can define a general pipeline structure with stages for MLOps. These stages can be ordered and are dependent on each other.

- **Provisioning**: This stage consists of “provision” activities. The design can be in such a way that all the infrastructure required can be provisioned before the pipeline starts or it can be provisioned just-in-time. So not all the Cloud providers may have a provision stage as the first stage, it can run in parallel as well.
- **Data Processing**: Transformation activities such as Data Retrieval, Data Analysis, Data Preprocessing and Feature extractions which convert the data from one form into another are included in Data Processing stage. This stage consumes data sources and creates a ready dataset for the stage.
- **Model Build and Training**: Model construction, and model training on the datasets. This is one of the core parts of any MLOps pipeline. This stage includes the Pure Model training activity. It consumes the datasets and metric policies from the user and produces a trained model.
- **Model Tuning and Validation**: In this stage the models metrics are calculated using different validation meth-
ods. This is also the stage where most of the "decision" activities take place, since it involves comparing the model against the baselines, thresholds and the previous iterations of the model. This consumes trained models from the Model Build Training set and produces their reports using Assessment activity. Automatic Training activities combine the Model Build Training and Model Tuning Validation stages into one stage.

- **Model Registration**: Every "Successful" version of the trained model is registered in a central registry or repository. This is to keep track of the models and their versions. This stage consumes a validated model, stores the model data in a registry and produces a registry identifier.

- **Model Deployment**: Model deployment involves setting up the endpoints for accessing the model via some interface (commonly HTTP interfaces) and deploying the model and server application on a server. It consumes model and a registry identifier and produces an infrastructure endpoint.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed MLOps terminology, reviewed five workflows from MLOps providers, and summarized the examined workflows into one general pipeline structure. Furthermore, we investigated the infrastructure of the different MLOps pipelines starting from data ingesting to model deployment. We then generalize the studied models into one model with four activities while defining a generic pipeline with six stages.

In the future, work can be focused on optimizing the interfaces between the activities and coupling of the stages.
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ABSTRACT
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 2020, a report published by O’Reilly found that microservice architecture is becoming increasingly popular in the software industry, with about 77% of companies using microservice architectures [23]. Although it gained a lot of interest, there is still no clear definition for this architecture in the literature. However, in this paper I follow the definition provided by Dragoni et al. [13] that a microservice architecture (MSA) is a collection of small services with specific tasks that interact through shared communication channels to achieve business goals. According to the authors of [13] the main advantages of MSAs are services with high granularity, support for different technologies, easy swapping between services, a high fault tolerance and decentralized information.

If an architecture is not properly designed, many disadvantages can arise. Kalske et al. argue that the MSA could become too complex than necessary or its maintenance could take longer than appropriate [19]. As an example, the authors state that instead of using similar or same technologies, different ones could be used, so that changes to individual services and thus also to the MSA could take longer. The advantages mentioned above might not be used to their full extent or even be reversed. Creating a system and its architecture is a very difficult and important task, especially if the project can become very large [12]. MSAs can consist of hundreds or thousands of services [10]. Before the system can be developed, the architecture must be carefully designed and planned. During implementation, attention must be paid to ensure that the architecture is not changed in the wrong way [12].

Bogner et al. identified in 2017 in [9] that there was a lack of research on measuring the quality of MSAs at that time. With this work, I want to investigate in which direction the research of the last years on metrics of MSAs is developing. For this purpose, I do a lightweight systematic literature review to answer the following research question RQ1:

• What metrics are present in the research of recent years for the design documents or source code of a MSA and for which quality attributes are these metrics used?

As a result, I give an overview of the found metrics. The rest of the work is structured as follows. Section two begins by setting out the framework for the rest of the paper and explaining basic concepts and terms. Then, in section three, I look at research that is close to mine. In section four, I describe my approach and the design of the study. The result and discussion comes in section five. Then I close the study with a conclusion and ideas for future work.
2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Software quality and quality attributes

The ISO standard 9000 defines quality as the "degree to which a set of inherent characteristics of an object fulfils requirements". Objects can be goods, raw materials, but also services, work processes and the content of designs and concepts [16]. To measure the fulfilment of requirements and thus the quality of a MSA, I measure the quality attributes of it.

To define the quality attributes, I refer to the ISO/IEC standard 25010 [17]. The ISO/IEC standard 25010 defines a model that specifies the quality attributes of a software product. It divides software product quality into the quality attributes functional suitability, performance efficiency, compatibility, security, safety, reliability, and maintainability. Each of these quality attributes is broken down into smaller quality factors. Because these quality factors are granular and specific, they enable measurement of the quality attributes and thus the quality of a software product. For example, maintainability as a quality attribute is defined in the standard as "the degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a product or system can be modified to improve it, correct it or adapt it to changes in environment, and in requirements". Maintainability is subdivided into the quality factors modularity, reusability, analysability, modifiability and testability.

To answer the research question RQ1 and thus get a better overview of the found metrics, I assign them to the quality attributes from the ISO/IEC standard 25010 [17].

2.2 Software architecture

By focusing on a system’s “big picture” in a software architecture, software architects can abstract away the finer details of implementation and other development parts [23]. The system’s software architecture can be described as follows: "The structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them" [7]. An architectural description can include multiple views that emphasize different aspects of a system, such as logical, implementation, deployment, or process views, as well as perspectives from different stakeholders, such as developers, end-users, business analysts and project managers. For example, the implementation view models the source code of a software architecture and typically shows technical components with their properties and relationships to each other [21]. In this work, I focus on the architecture information described in higher-level structures with reference to the implementation view. Thus, I consider the software architecture of a microservice-based application as a component and connectors graph. I see microservices as components that represent system functionality, units of computation or data storage, and connectors link them together. Such a graph abstracts the to-be-implemented source code of an MSA. A component consists of more technical components or classes and is characterised by the fact that it can be deployed independently and thus has no in-memory connection to any other component of the MSA. The components offer request possibilities to the other components of the MSA [33].

2.3 Metrics

A key need in all engineering fields is right measurement, and for software engineering it is the same [15]. According to the IEEE glossary, a metric is a “quantitative measure of the degree to which a system, component, or process possesses a given attribute”. In the definition it refers to quality metrics which are defined as a “quantitative measure of the degree to which an item possesses a given quality attribute”. A quality metric is a “function whose inputs are software data and whose output is a single numerical value that can be interpreted as the degree to which the software possesses a given quality attribute”. Thus, in the terms of the IEEE definition of a quality metric, a software engineering metric is the mapping of software or a process of software development to a vector or scalar quantity [1]. Often, a metric includes an understanding of its representation [21].

In the context of my work, I use the source code or design documents of a software architecture of a microservice-based application as input for a metric and get a scalar or vector size for it. I see the source code of a software architecture as the concrete implementation of the application. To define design documents, I refer to the IEEE standard 1471 definition of the design of an architecture. The design of an architecture is described as a “collection of products for documenting an architecture” [2]. The design documents could, for example, have been created using an architecture description language such as UML [21].

3. RELATED WORK

There are many studies related to the quality measurement of software architectures, such as by Coulin et al. and by Stevanetic and Zdun [30]. In [12] Coulin et al. collect metrics to measure the quality of the design of a software architecture and in [30] Stevanetic and Zdun consider also the implementation. Five quality attributes were found by Coulin et al., maintainability, extensibility, simplicity, reusability and performance, and a wide range of metrics to measure them. I do not consider software architectures in general, but restrict myself to microservice architectures. Also, the paper [12] were published in 2019 and [30] in 2015, so I review newer work.

Research papers that use metrics to evaluate microservice architectures are for example [4] by the authors Al-Debagy and Martinek or [27] written by Pautasso and Wilde. Al-Debagy and Martinek collect in [4] metrics for evaluating the design of microservice architectures. They focus on cohesion, granularity and complexity and found some similar metrics the number of operations or lack of cohesion metric (LCOM) as I did. However, these studies mostly focus on one quality attribute, such as maintainability, and do not attempt to provide an overview.

Another area when it comes to microservice architectures is the consideration of patterns. There is a lot of research around collecting and analysing patterns, as Ntenzos et al. in [24] describe. In the work [24] metrics for assessing architecture conformance to microservice architecture patterns and practices are collected. In this paper, I do not look at specific patterns and, how they are used in an architecture, but I give an overview of general metrics for measuring quality. Furthermore, there are papers for example by Cojocaru et al. [11] and [33] written by Zdun et al. that focus on the evalu-
4. STUDY DESIGN

To answer the research question RQ1, this study was conducted with the guidelines of [20]. I have made an effort to make it reproducible and transparent.

4.1 Search and selection process

I used IEEE as a search platform for my research. It is one of the most important computer science research databases. My query was the following:

```plaintext
AND ("All Metadata":"microservice* architecture*" OR "All Metadata":"microservice* application") AND ("All Metadata":metric) AND ("All Metadata":evaluation OR "All Metadata":quality OR "All Metadata":assessment) AND ("Index Terms":"microservice* architecture*" OR "Index Terms": "microservice application" OR "Index Terms": "microservices applications") AND ("Index Terms":metric OR "Index Terms":metrics)
```  

The search found twelve papers. Due to limited scope of this work, I included papers that met the following criteria:

- the publication date is after 2018
- the paper contains metrics about the source code or design documents of a MSA

After applying the two selection criteria, I had selected two papers for further processing. Based on the first criterion, one paper from 2017 and one from 2018 were not included and based on the second criterion, I excluded eight other papers. Due to the limited extent of this work, I did not make any further attempts to select other papers, for example, I did not examine the citations of the papers I found. For the same reason, I did not perform a quality assessment of the two selected papers.

4.2 Data extraction

The two papers that resulted from the selection process contained 16 different metrics that can be applied to the source code or design documents of a MSA. I summarised the extracted information about these metrics in the tables 1 and 2. Table 1 gives an overview of the metrics found and their properties, and table 2 gives a description of the metrics. The columns of the two tables are the following:

- **Metrics Name**: The name of the metric presented in the row of the table. If the paper presenting the metric has not named it, then I have meaningfully given it a name considering the extracted information.
- **Measurement Object**: Indicates whether the metric can be applied to the source code or the design documents of an architecture. Because of size constraints, I have only used the word design in the table instead of design documents. In addition to the application mentioned in the papers, I have also added other possible applications of the metric. These added applications are based on my own experience and are marked with the symbol *.
- **Quality Attributes**: For each metric, I have taken the quality attributes from the papers and added some of my own consideration. The additional added quality attributes are marked with *.
- **Reviewed**: The papers resulted from the selection process that describe the metric are listed here.
- **Cited**: If the metric from the two selected papers was cited from another source, I have indicated those sources here.
- **Description**: Extracted information from the two papers found.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a result, to answer the research question RQ1, I build table 1 and 2 as an overview of MSA metrics that have been discussed in the literature in recent years. I selected...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lines of Code</td>
<td>The lines of code are incremented to measure the size of the architecture or a microservice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of Code Average</td>
<td>The lines of code of the microservices in the microservice architecture are incremented and then averaged. This metric can be used, for example, to find large microservices in the microservice architecture and possibly split them into several.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Open Interfaces</td>
<td>The request possibilities provided by the microservices in a microservice architecture are listed. These can be for use in their microservice architecture as well as for other applications. The level of detail of the request, i.e. whether to count parameters that are passed in a request, can be decided at one’s discretion. If the number of operations is only considered and it exceeds 10, the microservice should be split.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Request Option Usages</td>
<td>The total frequency with which the provided request options from a microservice are used by other microservices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of Dependencies</td>
<td>The number of request options provided by a microservice is divided by the total frequency with which these request options are used by other microservices in the code. Thus, it shows the ratio of the two quantities and calculates the degree of coupling for a microservice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Technologies Used</td>
<td>The various technologies used to implement a microservice are counted up. By technologies is meant which languages and frameworks are used, but other technologies can also be included at your discretion. A high count negatively influences maintainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Asynchronous Dependencies</td>
<td>The number of request options a microservice uses while other code of it can be executed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resiliency to Failure</td>
<td>The metric can only take the value True or False. If an error occurs, the microservice is able to restart if necessary and call up the last state before the error.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request Options Multiplied Methods</td>
<td>The number of request options provided by a microservice is multiplied by the number of methods needed to implement it. The higher the result, the more granular the microservice is. The degree of granularity must not be too high but not too low in order to positively influence maintainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stateless</td>
<td>It is specified whether a microservice is stateless. A stateless application does not change its behaviour with incoming requests. Such Stateless applications can then be enlarged better, e.g. by duplicating the microservice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Stateless</td>
<td>In the table, the metric Stateless is listed. This is the number of microservices for which Stateless is true. Microservice architectures that have many stateless microservices are more scalable and thus more maintainable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GitHub Stars</td>
<td>The code of microservices or the entire architecture is published publicly on GitHub. Users can then reuse and rate the code there. This rating of the individual users is summarized by GitHub into a star rating and thus indicates the reusability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters</td>
<td>All unique parameters that can be used for a request option provided by a microservice are counted. The larger the value, the potentially larger the microservice and thus more potential negative impact on maintainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters Used</td>
<td>For each request possibility, the supported parameters are summed up. The larger the value at the end, the potentially larger the microservice and thus more potential negative impact on maintainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters Used Max</td>
<td>For a microservice, the number of request possibilities is multiplied by the previously defined Number of Parameters metric. The result represents the maximum that the Parameters Used metric can have, which is the case if all request possibilities provide the same parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Cohesion Metric (LCOM)</td>
<td>The metric indicates how the operations or request options in a microservice relate to each other in terms of functionality. The metrics, Parameters Used and Number of Parameters Used Maximum, are given in the table. Parameters Used is divided by Number of Parameters Used Maximum and then 1 minus the result is calculated. The final result should be between 0 and 0.8 otherwise it means a bad cohesion for the microservice and it should be split. A bad cohesion also affects the maintenance badly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
two relevant papers out of the ten. In total, I found 16 metrics of which 13 metrics are just for the measurement of maintainability, one just for the measurement of reliability and two just for the measurement of maintainability and reliability. All metrics I found were applicable to the source code as referenced in the two papers. For ten of the 16 metrics, I identified that they could potentially be applied to given design documents.

Eight out of the ten papers I found with my query were about analysing an MSA in deployment and only two focused on the source code of an MSA. This coincides with the findings of other authors in papers published before 2019 like Alshuqayran et al. in [6] or Pietrantuono et al. in [28]. They have come to the same conclusion as I have, that the focus of the research is on the analysis of an MSA at runtime. Alshuqayran et al. [6] conducted a systematic mapping study of microservice architectures in 2016. Their research focused on the years 2014 to 2016. Before 2014, the term MSA was not widely used in the literature [28]. They discovered that in 33 papers found, 31 discussed the topics of "deployment", "cloud" and "performance". As described in 2018 by Pietrantuono et al. [28], many papers look at runtime properties of MSAs. Using tools such as AWS Cloud Watch, it is very popular to monitor performance between service invocations and runtime errors [29]. Too few papers are published that present metrics on the source code of an MSA, and in particular there was no metric described in the found papers for analysis of design documents.

The metrics found were almost all about the measurement of maintainability and there were hardly any for the other quality attributes from the ISO/IEC standard 25010 [17]. These findings coincide with the findings of Coulin et al. [12] for software architecture metrics in general. Thus, most of the metrics they found focused on the maintainability, in particular the coherence and coupling, of a software architecture. Coulin et al. [12] reasoned that maintainability is the most important quality attribute of a software architecture and that all others depend on it. When looking at MSAs, Valdivia et al. also states that maintainability is mainly measured in the existing literature [31]. I can only agree with Coulin et al. [12] that maintainability is the most important quality attribute of an MSA and thus also of an MSA. For example, maintainability measures the granularity of an MSA with the quality factor modularity. If maintainability is very high, the structure of the MSA itself, i.e. how the microservices interact individually and with the others, is also well constructed [18]. Furthermore, maintainability is often a synonym for sustainability, as it allows software programs to be updated and used for many years [22]. However, I think that this is not a reason why the other quality attributes have hardly been researched in recent years. The research needs to be more extensive, because it is also important to be able to measure the quality of an MSA through the other quality attributes. For example, it is relevant to consider performance efficiency before deploying the MSA to prevent poor performance early on. If it later becomes apparent that a poor architecture is the reason for insufficient performance, then this can only be repaired with great difficulty [32].

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In software development, architecture is a key factor [12]. With this paper, I have conducted a lightweight systematic literature review towards finding out which metrics for measuring which quality attributes of a microservice architecture have been discussed in recent years. Out of ten papers I found with my query, only two contained metrics for the source code or design documents of a microservice architecture. From these two papers I extracted 16 metrics. The metrics were mainly focused on measuring the maintainability of a microservice architecture and I hardly found any for the other quality attributes. Furthermore, the metrics from the papers were only mentioned for the application on the source code of a microservice architecture. My result can be used as a starting point to get an overview of MSA metrics present in the literature of recent years.

Research in the future can focus on doing a more comprehensive systematic literature review, so that the search can be extended to other platforms such as ACM. In addition, papers could also be reviewed before 2019 to build a complete catalogue of metrics. Finally, it is necessary to find more metrics for source code or especially design documents, so that quality attributes other than maintainability of a microservice architecture can be measured.
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ABSTRACT
The development of Microservice applications brings new challenges for quality assurance. Especially as Microservice architecture (MSA) continues to spread in professional software development, it is necessary to ensure MSA’s long-term maintainability and portability. Currently, there is little research on the influence of MSA on quality attributes and how maintainability and portability can be measured and evaluated in MSA. This paper surveys the literature’s proposed metrics for maintainability and portability. A mapping for Quality-Models from service-oriented architecture (SOA) and service-based architecture (SBA) to MSA is proposed. In addition, a visual representation is presented to illustrate the influence of quality factors on quality attributes. As a result, it can be stated that this field has not yet been sufficiently explored.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, Microservice Architecture has gained popularity as a software architecture pattern and the adoption and success has grown rapidly [9, 20]. Martin Fowler and James Lewis have defined the Microservice architectural style “as an approach to developing a single application as a suite of small services, each running in its own process and communicating with lightweight mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API” [9]. Additionally, the terms Portability and Maintainability refer to the quality attributes defined in ISO/IEC 25010 standard, which defines a high-level quality model for software products. The quality characteristics defined by the model are the basis of the research, which aims to study how they can be defined and modeled in Microservice Architecture. The ISO/IEC 25010 standard [13] defines portability and maintainability as followed:

- **Portability** as “the degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a system, product, or component can be transferred from one hardware, software, or other operational or usage environment to another.”
- **Maintainability** as “the degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a product or system can be modified to improve it, correct it or adapt it to changes in the environment and the requirements.”

The quality model defined in the ISO/IEC 25010 standard determines which quality characteristics will be considered when evaluating a software product’s properties. The model is used as the basis for defining portability and maintainability, as it is widely accepted by both industry experts and academic researchers [1].

The paper aims to analyze and model maintainability and portability in the context of Microservice-based applications. The Systematic Literature Review (SLR) methodology was applied to identify and synthesize research regarding the topic to achieve the goal. Based on the extracted data, an overview of the measurement of portability and maintainability in the context of the MSA was provided. This paper’s primary contribution is to aggregate the existing metrics for maintainability and portability and propose a model to measure the quality attributes.

Section 2 provides background information necessary to better understand the context of the paper. Section 3 outlines studies related to the topic of this paper. Section 4 defines the research questions and explains in detail the research method used in the study. Section 5 presents the findings and the results of the study and answers the specified research questions. Section 6 gives a conclusion and outlook on further research.

2. BACKGROUND
Microservice architecture (MSA), service-oriented architecture (SOA) and service-based architecture (SBA) are often overloaded, with each term having multiple definitions and variations [22]. In the following subsections, we present general definitions.
2.1 SBS, SOA and MSA

SBS is a type of architectural pattern that, unlike monolithic systems, strongly emphasizes service as the primary architectural component of a system. Both MSA and SOA are often considered special types of service-based architectures. A common characteristic of these architectures is that they are distributed.  

SOA is a design approach where multiple services collaborate to provide some end set of capabilities. A service here typically means an entirely separate operating system process. The communication between these services is done by calls over a network and not by method calls within a process boundary.  

MSA was described by James Lewis and Martin Fowler as "an approach to developing a single application as a suite of small services, each running in its own process and communicating with lightweight mechanisms, often an HTTP resource API. These services are built around business capabilities and are independently deployable by fully automated deployment machinery. There is a bare minimum of centralized management of these services, which may be written in different programming languages and use different data storage technologies" [23].

2.2 Comparison

An SBS is a superordinate concept for SOA and MSA. Therefore, an SOA or MSA can be understood as an SBS specialization. Similar to the definition of SOA and MSA, the distinction between the concepts are unclear.  

One possible generalization is to regard MSA as a subform of SOA with additional restrictions. MSA neglect central components such as the enterprise service bus or the business process-centric service choreography. Nevertheless, complement the latest implementation findings such as continuous deployment (CD) and DevOps. From this, the following relationship between the terminologies can be derived [1].

![Figure 1: relation between SBS, SOA and MSA](Image)

With this background, it is possible to map selected metrics for SBS and SOA to MSA. When mapping metrics from SOA to MSA, all metrics related to exclusive SOA concepts such as the Enterprise Service Bus are omitted.

3. RELATED WORK

Shanshan Li et al. did a systematic literature review on 2020 regarding quality attributes of MSA [19]. However, maintainability and portability were not among the attributes studied by the paper.  

The first purpose-built quality model for maintainability metrics for SBS was created by Bogner et al. [4] [3] [6]. In [4] and [3], they summarized existing literary metrics for OO and SBS. In [3], a notation is introduced to represent the influence of a quality factor on a quality attribute. Bogner et al. [3] agrees with Cardarelli [6] that the area of quality model for maintainability metrics needs further research and validation.  

H. Ghandorh did a systematic literature review, A. Noorwall, A. B. Nassif, L. F. Capretz and R. Eagleson in 2020 regarding software portability and the metrics proposed to measure it [10]. The paper offers preliminary results in analyzing portability in a broader scope but is not focused on MSA. It must be noted that research on portability of MSA is lacking.

4. RESEARCH METHOD

The Systematic Literature Review methodology was followed according to the guidelines defined by Kitchenham et al. [14]. This section explains the following steps in detail.

4.1 Research Question

To obtain precise and suitable models of portability and maintainability, we formulated 2 research questions:

RQ1 - What research studies have been done on portability and maintainability in the context of Microservice, Service-Based, and Serviced-Oriented Architecture? Answering this question provides an understanding of the current state of research regarding the two quality attributes of interest. This question is an important step that can lead to an answer to the second research question.

RQ2 - How to model portability and maintainability in the context of the quality of Microservice Architecture? This is the central research question of this paper. It aims to explore the results of the first research question and use them as the foundation for developing precise, concise, and correct models of the quality attributes of portability and maintainability.

4.2 Search and Selection Process

4.2.1 Initial Search

An automatic search was done on three of the biggest scientific databases in Software Engineering, namely ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, and Scopus. The meta-search string used as the basis in the automatic search of the different databases is detailed on listing [1].

Listing 1: The Meta Query String

The search string was designed to limit the search space to MSA, SOA, and SBS results and either portability or maintainability (or both). In the initial phase of the research, the query was limited to Microservices only. However, the search space was broadened due to low results, especially regarding portability. The string was then updated to match the specific syntax of each database that it was used on. Finally, no time-span restrictions on the publication date of the results were placed; therefore, all papers available at the time of running the search string were considered.

4.2.2 Impurity and Duplicate Removal

The automatic search returned results that were not research papers. Such results were manually removed. In addition, papers that shared the same title, publication date, and author were considered duplicates and manually removed during this phase.
4.2.3 Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined and applied to select the appropriate studies. Such selection criteria are outlined as follows:

Inclusion Criteria:
- **I1** - Paper covers maintainability or portability in the context of Microservices, Service-Oriented or Service Based Architecture.
- **I2** - Paper offers metrics for measuring maintainability or portability.
- **I3** - Paper suggests approaches for modeling maintainability or portability.

Exclusion Criteria:
- **E1** - Paper is not written in English.
- **E2** - Paper is not available as full-text.
- **E3** - Paper only mentions Microservice, Service Oriented, or Service Based Architecture in keywords or as an example.
- **E4** - Maintainability and portability are mentioned but not further analyzed.
- **E5** - Paper focuses on the application of a newly introduced architecture or framework to improve maintainability and portability.

4.2.4 Combination and Snowballing

After the selection process, all the remaining studies were combined together. However, because of the small number of remaining results, a snowballing process was performed to increase the set of potential studies that are relevant to the topic. The studies were read in detail, and their references were explored to find potentially interesting papers. The final set of documents is shown in table 1 in the appendix of this paper. The results of the SLR give an outlook on the current state of research regarding portability and maintainability and additionally serve the purpose of answering the first research question.

4.2.5 Data Extraction

In the last phase of collecting scientific works, the definition of attributes was investigated. The focus was on how an attribute influences the maintainability or portability of MSA. In addition, different ways were determined around the attributes to specify. Finally, in the absence of research, an attempt was made to create a mapping from a higher-level application structure to MSA. For example, from SBSs or SOA.

5. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

This section presents the results and findings from the literature review conducted. In the first subsection, a formal description of the relationship between quality attributes and quality factors is presented. In the second subsection, a quality model of maintainability based on the reviewed studies is presented, while a quality model of portability is given in the third subsection. Since there are no metrics for MSA, the metrics for SBS and SOA are mapped to MSA. This mapping is possible because, as described in section 2, an MSA is a specialization of SOA or SBS.

5.1 Formal description

Bogner et al. [3] provide the first formal description of the relationship and influence between a quality factor and quality attribute. In the formulation, characteristics are defined as product factors of a combination of an entity and a quality factor that affects a quality attribute. In the context of their work, the quality attribute was maintainability. The proposed notation is as follows:

\[ \text{[Entity]} \rightarrow \text{(Quality Attribute)} \]

With a concrete example from Bogner et al.:

\[ \text{[Function]} \rightarrow \text{(Complexity)} \rightarrow \text{(Analyzability)} \]

The given example is interpreted as: The quality factor complexity of a function has a negative effect on the quality attribute analyzability.

5.1.1 Visual representation

Based on Bogner’s formal description, we propose a visual representation in the form of a tree:

- The root node represents the quality attribute.
- The direct children of the root node represent a quality factor of the quality attribute.
- The direct children of the quality factor node represent a metric of the quality factor.
- If the quality factor negatively affects the quality attribute, the node has a dashed line.
- If the quality factor influences the quality attribute positively, the node has a solid line.

The figure 2 shows an abstract example.

Figure 2: Abstract example for a quality model

5.2 Maintainability metrics for MSAs

Characteristics such as granularity, code maturation, size, complexity, coupling, and cohesion are frequently cited in literature dealing with maintainability. One of the first researchers to propose a quality model for maintainability of SBSs is Bogner et al. [4]. An overview and the relationship of quality factors to the quality attribute maintainability is given in figure 3.

5.2.1 Granularity

Definition: Granularity is described as the size and the degree of decomposition of the services of a Service-Based System (and subsequently Microservice Architecture). Traditionally, the metric used to describe the granularity of systems is Lines of Code (LOC). However, because of the increased technological heterogeneity found in SBSs and MSAs, the metric is of little interest. Therefore a few other metrics are often suggested in studies more fitting to SBSs and MSAs, namely Weighted Service Interface Count and Component Balance.

\[ \text{[MSA]} \rightarrow \text{(GRANULARITY)} \rightarrow \text{(Maintainability)} \]
5.2.2 Code Maturation

Definition: According to Bogner et al. [4], code maturity describes the degree of code quality in the areas of technical proficiency and consistency. A high code maturity improves the maintainability of an MSA.

\[ [\text{MSA}|\text{CODE MATURATION}] \rightarrow [\text{Maintainability}] \]

Bogner et al. [4] has identified three metrics to determine the code maturation.

Comment Ratio (CR): Following Fluri et al. [8] findings, Bogner et al. [4] proposes the Comment Ratio CR(S) metric. The metric is defined as the ratio between the number of comment lines and the total number of lines.

\[ CR(\text{MSA}) = \frac{LOC_{\text{comment}}(\text{MSA})}{LOC(\text{MSA})} \]

Clone Coverage (CC): Following Koschke et al. [15] findings, Bogner et al. [4] proposes the Clone Coverage CC(S) metric. The metric is defined as the ratio between the duplicated lines and the total number of lines.

\[ CC(\text{MSA}) = \frac{LOC_{\text{duplicated}}(\text{MSA})}{LOC(\text{MSA})} \]

The MSA is harder to maintain with a high amount of duplicated code.

Test Coverage (TC): Describes how well the MSA source code is tested. According to Bogner et al. [4] there are many different ways to determine the metric value. The most used way is the relative amount of covered lines and condition coverage based on the number of control flow branches.

5.2.3 Size

Definition: The size of an MSA is the aggregate size of all services. The large size has a negative impact on maintainability. The larger the aggregated size of all services in an MSA, the more difficult maintenance becomes. [3].

\[ [\text{MSA}|\text{SIZE}] \rightarrow [\text{Maintainability}] \]

The Line of Code (LOC) describes the size of a service. However, the definition of size by LOC is controversial because it is challenging to infer the maintainability of a service from its size. However, the relative size ratio between services can be used to find potential services that are too large according to Shim et al. [29]. Therefore, the aggregated size of all services is not very meaningful for maintainability according to Bogner et al. [3].

There is only one metric WSIC [5.2.2] to determine the size. However, we disagree with Bogner et al. that WSIC can be used to determine the size of an MSA. According to Hirzalla et al. [11] the metric WSIC is an indicator of the complexity rather than of the size of a service.

5.2.4 Complexity

Definition: Describes the required interaction of services to accomplish a task. That is the number of operations and tasks of a service and their direct and indirect use. High complexity has a negative impact on maintainability.

\[ [\text{MSA}|\text{COMPLEXITY}] \rightarrow [\text{Maintainability}] \]

According to Bogner et al. [3] it is challenging to assign the existing metrics to complexity. The reason is that the authors of the existing metrics do not use unique categorizations. As a result, often no clear distinction is made between coupling, complexity, or size. In the following, we present two key metrics that we consider to best measure complexity.

Total Response for Services (TRS): \( RFO(O) \) describes for an operation \( O \) the number of sequences of other operations and local methods that are executed when the operation \( O \) is called. \( TRS(S) \) describes the sum of all Response for Operation \( RFO(O) \) values for each operation of the Service Interface \( SI_S \). Called services are counted as well [25].

\[ TRS(S) = \sum_{O \in SI_S} RFO(O) \]

Number of Versions per Service (NOVS): \( NOVS(\text{MSA}) \) describes the total number of versions over the total number of services within the MSA [11].

\[ NOVS(\text{MSA}) = \frac{|V|}{|S|} \]
In an MSA used in production, it is not uncommon to support multiple versions of services to keep compatible with an older client application that uses the MSA. Increasing the number of versions per service makes the MSA difficult to maintain. According to Bogner et al. [9] it can be beneficial to set a threshold for both NVS_{AVG} and NVS_{MIN}.

### 5.2.5 Coupling

**Definition:** Describes the interdependence and interconnection of a service with other services. For example, an MSA composed by services which have just a few interconnections to each other can be maintained more easily. [3].

\[
[M\text{SA}]_{\text{COUPLING}} \rightarrow [\text{Maintainability}]
\]

The coupling can be easily analyzed by mapping the services links as a graph. This makes the coupling metric very clear and easy to define. In the literature, many different proposed metrics capture the coupling of services. In the following, a few of these metrics are presented.

**Services Interdependence in the System (SIY):** By Rud et al. [28], the metric SYI is defined. Here SYI represents the edges of the service S. Concretely, the MSA as a graph describes the interconnection of a service with other services. For example, an environment to another. It can be expressed with the following equation:

\[
\text{SIY}\left(\text{MSA}\right) = \frac{|\{(S_1, S_2)\text{with}(S_1, S_2) \land (S_2, S_1) \in E_{\text{MSA}}\}|}{2}
\]

**Absolute Importance of the System (AIS):** Rud et al. [28] define another metric AIS(S). The metric AIS(S) describes the number of services that invoke a service S. In a representation of the MSA as a graph, this is the number of incoming edges of the service S.

\[
\text{AIS}(S) = \delta^-(V_S)
\]

Bogner et al. [3] recommend not excluding clients that point to the same node. It is not helpful to set a threshold for the metric. Instead, the metric can be used to identify essential services.

**Absolute Dependence of the Service (ADS):** Similarly to AIS Rud et al. [28] propose ADS(S) to describe the number of services that are invoked by a service S. In a representation of the MSA as a graph, this is the number of outgoing edges of the service S.

\[
\text{ADS}(S) = \delta^+(V_S)
\]

Again it is not helpful to set a threshold for the metric. The metric can be used to identify important services. [3].

**Absolute Criticality of the Service (ACS):** Rud et al. [28] defines the combination of AIS(S) and ADS(S) as followed:

\[
\text{ACS}(S) = \text{AIS}(S) \times \text{ADS}(S)
\]

The combination of AIS and ADS allows finding services with a high degree of coupling.

### 5.2.6 Cohesion

**Definition:** Cohesion describes how well individual parts or services within an MSA represent a logical task or unit. With a high cohesion, the maintainability of an MSA application can be improved. Unfortunately, cohesion is not extensively discussed in the literature. Only Perepletchikov et al. [24] have dealt with cohesion in detail. Three metrics of cohesion SIDC, SIUC, and TSIC are presented below.

\[
[M\text{SA}]_{\text{COHESION}} \rightarrow [\text{Maintainability}]
\]

**Service Interface Data Cohesion (SIDC):** If all operations of the interface SI_{S} use the same parameter data types, the service S has a high cohesion defined as SIDC(S) = 1. To calculate the value for SIDC(S), the number of operations with the same data types is divided by the total number of discrete data types for the interface SI_{S}. With SIDC(S) = 1 a maximum cohesion for a service is defined; thus a value close to 1 for SIDC(S) is necessary to ensure a good maintainability of S. [24][3]

**Service Interface Usage Cohesion (SIUC):** The SIUC(S) metric is used to describe how the calling behavior of clients is for the operations from the service interface SI_{S}. The service S is considered highly cohesive if every client uses every operation from SI_{S}. The value of the SIUC(S) metric thus describes the ratio between the number of operations used per client and the number of clients multiplied by the number of operations of the SI_{S} service interface. The value of the metric thus lies between 0 and 1. As with SIDC, a value close to 1 is an indicator of good serviceability of the service S. [24][3]

\[
\text{SIUC}(S) = \frac{\sum_{s \in S} |\{(s, S)\}|}{\delta^-(V_S) \ast |O_S|}
\]

**Total Service Interface Cohesion (TSIC):** TSIC is used to express the normalized sum of the two metrics SIDC and SIUC. The sum of the two metrics SIDC and SIUC is added and divided by two. [24][3]

\[
\text{TSIC}(S) = \frac{\text{SIDC}(S) + \text{SIUC}(S)}{2}
\]

### 5.3 Portability metrics for MSAs

Portability is the other quality attribute that is investigated in our paper. However, as the results of the conducted SLR show, research on portability metrics for Service-Based architectures and especially Microservices, has been minimal. Based on the limited results, we offer a basic model for it. Direct Portability, Installability and Adaptability are factors of portability that are frequently mentioned in literature. This subsection of our paper investigates these quality factors. An overview of the relation of quality factors to the quality attribute portability is given in figure 4.

#### 5.3.1 Direct Portability

**Definition:** Direct portability is the ability to take a piece of software directly and execute it on another platform without modification [17]. However, portability is not a binary quality. This type of metric has often been present in literature regarding portability [21][17][19].

\[
[M\text{SA}]_{\text{Direct Portability}} \rightarrow [\text{Portability}]
\]

**Degree of Portability of the Service (DDPS):** The metric is based on previous works regarding portability in software such as J. D. Mooney [21] and J. Lenhard [17]. It shows the degree to which a single Microservice could be ported from one environment to another. It can be expressed with the following equation:

\[
\text{DPS}(S) = 1 - \frac{C_{\text{port}(S, \text{env1})}}{C_{\text{new}(S, \text{env2})}}
\]
Figure 4: Quality Model for portability

$C_{port}$ is the cost of changes that must be done on a service $S$ to port it from an old environment $env_1$ to a new environment $env_2$. $C_{rew}(S, env_2)$ is the cost of rewriting a service $S$ for a new environment $env_2$. Assuming that the cost of porting will never be higher than the cost of rewriting, the degree of portability will always be between the range $[0,1]$. If the degree of portability is equal to 0 then the service can be ported to a new environment without any changes, while if it is 1 represents a service that needs to be rewritten entirely. One thing to consider is how to measure the complexity. In studies, it is common to measure it using Lines of Code (LOC) $[21, 17]$.

5.3.2 Installability

Definition: The ISO/IEC model defines installability as the "degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a product or system can be successfully installed and/or uninstalled in a specified environment" $[13]$.

$$[MSA]Instal\text{lasticity}] \rightarrow [Portability]$$

According to the studies P11 and P13 from Lenhard et al. $[18, 16]$, installability can be subdivided into two subattributes, Server Installability and Deployability. In these studies, for each sub-attribute, a set of metrics that can measure it. For the rest of the installability subsection, the metrics from literature are presented.

a) Server Installability.

This sub-attribute of installability measures the ease of service installation, given that it is possible, and it is captured by the metrics Ease of Setup Retry and Installation Effort $[18, 16]$.

Ease of Setup Retry (ESR): The metric measures how easy it is to repeat an installation successfully. Furthermore, it can be calculated as the ratio between the number of successful installations ($N_{success}$) and the total number of attempted installations ($N_{total}$).

$$ESR = \frac{N_{success}}{N_{total}}$$

Therefore $ESR \in [0,1]$ where a value close to 1 signifies a failure-free installation process. Conversely, if the process is not bug-free or is prone to installation failures, then the value of ESR will be lower.

Installation Effort (IE): The metric measures the notion of difficulty of the installation process as the ratio between the average time complexity (AIT) and the number of distinct steps (NDS). NDS counts the number of different operations that need to be performed for the installation process, and it is calculated using heuristic evaluation. AIT on the other hand, is calculated by running the steps found during the evaluation of NDS a suitable number of times and computing the average time required.

$$IE(S) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } N(S) = 0, \\ \frac{AIT(S)}{NDS(S)} & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

b) Deployability.

The sub-attribute measures the work needed to deploy a service in a production environment. To deploy the service in the production environment, preparations must be done, including the packaging process and the construction of deployment descriptors $[18, 16]$.

Effort of Package Construction (EPC): Measured by counting the number of folder structure creations ($N_{fc}$), descriptor creations ($N_{desc}$) and compression operations ($N_{co}$) that must be performed to construct the deployable executable.

$$EPC(S) = N_{fc} + N_{desc} + N_{co}$$

Deployment Descriptor Sizes (DDS): Measures the complexity of the descriptors needed for the deployment of a service and is calculated with the following formula:

$$DDS(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{desc}} size(d_i)$$

Where $N_{desc}$ is the total number of descriptors and $size(d_i)$ is calculated based on the type of the descriptor $d_i$ (such as with LOC for plain text files or the number of elements for XML files).

Deployment Effort (DE): DE is an aggregation metric that combines the metrics EPC and DDS listed above. The metric is therefore calculated using the formula:

$$DE(S) = EPC(S) + DDS(S)$$

Deployment Flexibility (DF): Deployment can take different forms, which a server can support, and therefore it could influence deployability. The Deployment Flexibility metric counts the number of options for deployment that are supported by a server.

5.3.3 Adaptability

Definition: The ISO/IEC model defines Adaptability as "the degree to which a product or system can effectively and efficiently be adapted for different or evolving hardware, software or other operational or usage environments" $[13]$.

$$[MSA]Adaptability] \rightarrow [Portability]$$

Metrics for adaptability corresponding explicitly to SBS, SOA, or MSA were not found. However, the study P12 offers metrics for measuring adaptability of a system at an architecture level $[26]$. The metrics in this paper are considered in terms of components of a system and services where
a set of components makes up the system, and these component require or offer services (functionalities/interfaces). The meaning of service in the original study differs from the meaning of a service used in the context of service-based systems. As such, the metrics from P12 are mapped to the context of Service-Based Systems. The main components of Service-Based Architecture and especially MSA are Services, and therefore components from the paper P12 are mapped to services. Additionally, we call as functions what P12 refers to as services.

**Absolute adaptability of a function (AAF):** The metric measures the number of services (denoted by $US$) used by an MSA for a given functionality $f$.

$$AAF(f) = |US_f|$$

**Relative adaptability of a function (RAF):** The metric measures how each functionality stresses its adaptability choices and gives a notion of how much more manageable it could be by measuring the ratio between the number of used services to achieve the functionality over the number of services that offer such functionality.

$$RAF(f) = \frac{|US_f|}{|S_f|}$$

**Mean of absolute adaptability of a function (MAAF):** It is a metric that measures the mean of AAF. MAAF captures the notion of effort that is needed to manage each functionality.

$$MAAF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} AAF(i)}{n}$$

**Mean of relative adaptability of a function (MRAF):** It is a metric that measures the mean of RAF. MRAF gives an outlook on the mean utilization of the potential services for each function.

$$MRAF = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} RAF(i)}{n}$$

**Level of system adaptability (LSA):** The metric measures the notion of adaptability for the entire system by evaluating the ratio of the number of services that compose the current system over the number of services that the most adaptable system would use. The level of system adaptability is captured by the following formula:

$$LSA = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} AAF_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |S_i|}$$

### 6. DISCUSSION

From the results of the SLR, research on Portability models is very limited compared to other quality attributes. When limiting the query string to MSA only, no results were found regarding portability. The results are minimal when broadening the scope of all service-based architectures. Our paper introduces a model of different sub-attributes of portability, such as installability and adaptability, based on different papers found by the SLR. However, for replaceability, another sub-attribute defined by the ISO/IEC standard [13], there were no results found. J. Lenhard has done extensive work regarding the portability of Process-Aware Systems on P13, where all the sub-attributes of portability are modeled in detail. However, most metrics introduced in the paper deal with process models and process languages (such as BPMN, BPEL). For the scope of this paper, a mapping could not be done between those metrics to the context of Microservices. However, this could be a possible area of future research.

Similarly, research on the maintainability quality model for MSA is also not extensive. However, Bogner et al. have laid a solid foundation by introducing and mapping maintainability models from object-oriented (OO) to SOAs and SOAs. Many of the metrics captured by Bogner et al. can be transferred to MSA. However, as with portability, these metrics have not been adequately researched. In particular, validation and testing of the metrics on real MSA are needed to verify the correctness of the metrics.

### 7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Research on quality assurance models of MSA has been very limited. There is no research that addresses the metrics of maintainability and portability for MSA. As such, the scope of research has been widened to considered SBSs and SOAs too. To answer RQ1, the current state of research on portability and maintainability was studied through a detailed systematic literature review. As an answer to RQ2 we propose a model of maintainability [4] based on the results of the literature review. This model is based on previous research on the topic. On the other hand, models of portability were non-existent when strictly speaking about Microservices. Therefore, we offer an initial simplistic model of portability based on studies done in a larger scope and by mapping those results to MSA.

We also hope that these models will serve as a starting point for further research on this topic. Thus, there is a need to continue to advance the research and evaluate new metrics and formal definitions. In addition, empirical evaluation of the models in a real-world scenario is a possible area for future research.
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Table 1: Reviewed Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Study Title</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Towards a Practical Maintainability Quality Model for Service and Microservice-based Systems</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Automatically Measuring the Maintainability of Service- and Microservice-based Systems – a Literature Review</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Limiting Technical Debt with Maintainability Assurance – An Industry Survey on Used Techniques and Differences with Service- and Microservice-Based Systems</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>An Extensible Data-Driven Approach for Evaluating the Quality of Microservice Architectures</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>A method for monitoring the coupling evolution of microservice-based architectures</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>A Design Quality Model for Service-Oriented Architecture</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Supporting Service-Oriented Design with Metrics</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>A Metrics Suite for Evaluating Flexibility and Complexity in Service Oriented Architectures</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Coupling Metrics for Predicting Maintainability in Service-Oriented Designs</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Product Metrics for Service-Oriented Infrastructures</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Measuring the Installability of Service Orchestations Using the Square Method</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>On the relationships between QoS and software adaptability at the architectural level</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Portability of process-aware and service-oriented software: Evidence and metrics</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Technical Debt is a metaphor to describe "not-quite-right" code. This debt can in most cases speed up software development in the short term, but at the risk of paying a higher cost later.

Therefore, in this paper, we will examine the correlation and causation between Technical Debt and quality. We attempt to find several models to help us measure Technical Debt and quality. With these models and methods, we continue our analysis of what aspects of software quality are positively or negatively affected by Technical Debt.

We can find a clear correlation between Technical Debt and software quality for the similar characteristics they have in many aspects. When the Technical Debt reaches a threshold, it may slow down the software development, which is similar to what many software developers would expect. At this threshold, more time is spent on working around Technical Debt, which can be called paying interest on that debt than is gained by speeding up development by taking on Technical Debt. This can negatively affect software quality.

But on the other hand, if developers can manage Technical Debt in suitable ways, and never reach the threshold, Technical Debt can also enhance the efficiency of software development, thus allowing for more time to improve software quality. There also has to be a strategy for paying back the debt. This can be a gradual process where instead of working on new features, developers pay back some of the debt every so often.

The results show that Technical Debt can have a varied impact on software quality. Taking on Technical Debt is not necessarily a bad idea, but the debt has to be managed correctly.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering—management—productivity, programming teams, software configuration management

Keywords
Software Quality, Technical Debt, ISO 9126, SQALE Method

1. INTRODUCTION
Before considering the topic at hand, the aspects of Technical Debt (TD) and quality are introduced respectively.

1.1 What is Technical Debt
TD is a metaphor introduced by Ward Cunningham to describe the effects of deficiencies in internal quality to non-technical product stakeholders.

Writing "not-quite-right code" [10] is like going into debt. It can speed up development initially, but additional time spent on this suboptimal code counts as interest on that debt [10]. When there is TD, developers have to put in extra time and effort to continually fix the problems and side effects caused by previous compromises. While there may seem to be immediate benefits to be gained, software engineers may have to pay that debt back in the future. Rewriting the code can be interpreted as the debt being paid back.

A codebase containing a plethora of TD is hard to maintain and can make the product inflexible, and the whole department may have problems due to loose implementation or incomplete object-oriented design.

While the metaphor of TD is based on financial debt, there are some differences from financial debt. One is that the debt is not necessarily taken on by the same person that has to pay it back. This is because developers often don’t have to maintain the code that they have written themselves when it goes into the maintenance phase and is no longer actively developed [4]. Often debt does not have to be paid back at all. When a product is retired, all the existing debt is ignored and does not have to be paid back, unlike financial debt.

1.2 What are the aspects of Software Quality
In general, regarding Software Quality, there are external quality and internal quality. The external quality is usually considered from the view of users. For example, whether the software functions correctly, the performance of the software, the usability, and the security of the software. The internal quality is considered from the view of developers, and it the concerns readability of the code, ease of maintenance, good scalability, reusability, and ease of testing.

External quality is the perceived usefulness of a system. It provides users with value and meets the specifications of the software developers. This quality can be measured through functional testing, quality assurance, and user feedback. It
Developers want a successful product that will continue to products. The requirements for developing or manufacturing reliable acceptance, as defined by TechTarget, establishes and maintains customer (user) needs (expectations) is defined by the IEEE [1990] as the considered an important factor in commercial success [3]. It life [22]. This is why the quality of software products is now organizations and is becoming an integral part of human life. McCall’s Quality Model [20] presented in 1977 is one of the most well-known quality models in software engineering history. McCall’s model was developed by the US air-force electronic system decision (ESD), the Rome air development center (RADC), and general electric [25], for the quality of software. McCall’s model established software quality through three aspects: Product Revision, Product Operation, and Product Transition. Every quality factor has a set of quality criteria, and every quality criterion could be reflected by one or more metrics [3]. The contents of McCall’s Quality Model are the following: Figure 1: Golden Triangle [1]

is the quality that directly affects the users.

Ease of maintenance is how easy it is to change parts of the code in the future. Scalability is how easy it is to increase the functionality of the product[11]. Reusability is the degree to which an asset can be used in more than one software system, or in building other assets [22].

1.3 Motivation

In the research there are various ways to describe the boundaries of project quality. The simplest of these is ‘The Golden Triangle’ (Figure 1) which includes four dimensions [1]. The reason why quality is placed in the middle of the triangle is that quality is a reflection of the result of balancing the other three factors. For example, if the scope is not reduced, the cost is not increased, and if the team wants to save time and take shortcuts, the quality will be affected, and this quality is not only the quality of the product but also the quality of the architecture and the quality of the code.

In this paper the authors want to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 How can TD positively affect software quality?

RQ2 How can TD negatively affect software quality?

2. RELATED WORK

There is a lot of existing research on TD and quality. Many people focus on the management of and models of both. These models exist the help stakeholders understand these abstract concepts. Therefore, the focus is on the two concepts and to provide the most known models.

2.1 Software Quality

Software is the key to the development process of many organizations and is becoming an integral part of human life [22]. This is why the quality of software products is now considered an important factor in commercial success [3]. It is defined by the IEEE [1990] as the degree to which a system, component, or process meets specified requirements and customer (user) needs (expectations). And Quality assurance, as defined by TechTarget, establishes and maintains the requirements for developing or manufacturing reliable products.

Software quality is important for developers and users. Developers want a successful product that will continue to run without crashing and run reliably, free of bugs and defects. A high-quality product means a competitive product on the market. Ensuring that all products are up and running can enhance the reputation of an organization. With good software quality, the company can attract good developers, because they should aspire to create a culture of technical excellence, where quality is not negotiable. A quality assurance system is designed to increase customer confidence and the company’s reputation while improving workflow and efficiency and enabling the company to better compete with others [14].

2.1.1 McCall’s Quality Model

McCall’s Quality Model [20] presented in 1977 is one of the most well-known quality models in software engineering history. McCall’s model was developed by the US air-force electronic system decision (ESD), the Rome air development center (RADC), and general electric [25], for the quality of software.

McCall’s model established software quality through three aspects: Product Revision, Product Operation, and Product Transition. Every quality factor has a set of quality criteria, and every quality criterion could be reflected by one or more metrics [3]. The contents of McCall’s Quality Model are the following:

Product Revision It is about the ability of the product to change.

- Maintainability: The quantity of work required to diagnose and modify a running software to meet new user requirements, or when the environment changes or new errors are found during the operation.
- Flexibility: The quantity of work required to modify or improve a piece of software that is already in operation.
- Testability: The quantity of work required to test the software to ensure it can perform its intended function.

Product Operations It is about adaptability to new environments.

- Correctness: The ability to which the software meets the design specification and the user’s intended objectives in the intended environment. The goal is that it is going to require that the software is free of errors.
- Reliability: The ability to which the software continues to operate without failure for a specified period of time and under specified conditions, under the design requirements.
- Efficiency: The number of computer resources required by the software system to perform the intended function.
- Integrity: The ability to protect data from accidental or intentional destruction, alteration, or loss for a particular purpose.
- Usability: The quantity of work required for a software system for users to learn, use the software and prepare inputs and interpret outputs for the program.

Product Transition It is about the basic operational characteristics.
• Portability: The quantity of work required to port a software system from one computer system or environment to another computer system or environment.

• Reusability: The ability of a software (or a component of software) to be reused in other applications (the functionality of which is related to the extent to which the software or software component performs the function.

• Interoperability: The quantity of work required to connect software to other systems. If this software is to be networked or communicate with other systems or bring other systems under its control, there must be interfaces between the systems to allow them to be linked.

In more detail, McCall’s quality model consists of 11 quality factors that describe the external perspective of the software, that is, the customer or user perspective. 23 quality criteria that describe the internal perspective of the software, that is the developer perspective, and a set of metrics that define and are used to provide standards and methods of measurement. The key to this model is the relationship between quality characteristics and metrics. However, the model does not directly consider the functionality of the software.

2.1.2 Boehm Model

In 1978, B.W. Boehm developed his software quality model. The model represents a hierarchical quality model which is similar to the McCall quality model, using a set of predefined attributes and metrics to describe software quality. These attributes contribute to the total software quality.

Boehm adds new factors to McCall’s model and emphasizes the maintainability of software products. This model aims to address contemporary models’ shortcomings which automatically assess software quality quantitatively.

The Boehm Model structure develops three levels of characteristics, namely High-Level Characteristics, Intermediate-Level Characteristics, and Primitive Characteristics. Each High-Level Characteristic contains many Intermediate-Level Characteristics, and Intermediate-Level Characteristics also contain corresponding Primitive Characteristics. In Boehm Model, the High-Level Characteristic represents the basic high-level requirements for practical use, into which the evaluation of software quality can be placed. There are three high-level characteristics, namely As-is Utility, Portability, and Maintainability. Next, the Intermediate-Level Characteristics in each High-Level Characteristic are illustrated. As-is utility Extent to which, the software product can be used as-is.

• Reliability: The ability to which the software continues to operate without failure for a specified period of time and under specified conditions, under the design requirements.

• Efficiency: The number of computer resources required by the software system to perform the intended function.

• Human Engineering is similar to Usability: The quantity of work required for a software system for users to learn, use the software and prepare inputs and interpret outputs for the program, gets more focused on Communicativeness.

Portability Effort required to change when the environment has been changed. Portability has no Intermediate-Level Characteristics, but it connects directly to Device Independence and Self-Containedness.

• Device Independence: The ability of a software product to co-exist in a public environment with other independent software with which it shares public resources.

• Self-Containedness: The ability of a software product to replace another software product for the same purpose in the same environment.

Maintainability Effort required to detect and fix an error of the software product.

• Testability: The quantity of work required to test the software to ensure it can perform its intended function.

• Understandability: The ability of a software product to enable users to understand whether and how the software is suitable and can be used for specific tasks and conditions of use (documentation, initial impressions of functionality).

• Modifiability: Software products that give users the ability to operate, control, and modify it.

Primitive Characteristics can be used to provide the basis for defined quality metrics, many of which are highly similar to McCall’s quality model, but the Boehm Model is more focused on the Operability of users and tries to satisfy the needs of users. And Boehm defined the ‘metric’ as a measure of the extent or degree to which a product possesses and exhibits a certain (quality) characteristic. Boehm’s model is an improvised version of McCall’s quality model, but it also has its weaknesses, which continue to manifest themselves in the course of its development.

2.1.3 A generic standard ISO 9126

As a large number of software quality models were developed, confusion occurred and new standard models were needed. As a result, ISO/IEC JTC1 began to develop the required convergence and encourage worldwide standardization. In 1991, the ISO published its first international consensus about the quality characteristics of software. It reflects the sum of features and characteristics of a software product’s ability to satisfy specified and potential requirements.

As can be seen in Figure 2, this model is a hierarchical tree structure composed of characteristics and sub-characteristics. The highest level of this structure consists of quality characteristics and the lowest level consists of software quality criteria. The model defines six characteristics, including functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability. These characteristics are further classified into 21 sub-characteristics.

In the ISO 9126 Quality Model, internal quality attributes have an impact on external quality attributes, while external attributes also have an impact on in-use quality attributes. In addition, in-use quality depends on external quality, while external quality depends on internal quality.
When comparing ISO 9126 Quality Model with McCall’s quality model and Boehm Model, it is clear that McCall’s quality model and Boehm Model are the basis of the ISO 9126 Quality Model and that all the characteristics in ISO can be referred to in both of the above models. So it can be said that ISO 9126 is a general standard quality model, but its separate internal and external quality measures are its shortcoming.

2.2 Technical Debt

Ever since the coinage of the term by Cunningham in 1992, TD has been of large research interest, both in academia and the industry itself. This is even though TD is not directly visible to the customer of a product, compared to software quality.

After first giving an ontology and categories of TD, ways to measure and find TD are covered.

2.2.1 An Ontology of Terms on Technical Debt

TD is can be divided into multiple different types of debt. These are Architecture Debt, Build Debt, Code Debt, Defect Debt, Design Debt, Documentation Debt, Infrastructure Debt, People Debt, Process Debt, Requirement Debt, Service Debt, Test Automation Debt, and Test Debt. These types of debt have different indicators by which TD can be measured.

For example code debt is illegible source code which can be indicated by duplicated code, non-standard-conforming code, or inefficient algorithms.

Source code comments can contain information about a special type of TD: Self-admitted TD. This debt fits into the deliberate section in Fowler’s quadrant because the developer knew that something was "not-quite-right" and because of that mentioned it in a comment. But not all categories from there can be found in source code comments. E.g. infrastructure debt can not be identified from the source code. The five categories which can be identified are found by the following types of comments.

Design debt Comments mentioning that the code is mis-placed, suffers from a lack of abstraction, is poorly implemented, a workaround, or a temporary solution.

Defect debt When the comment contains information about a known defect in the code.

Documentation debt Missing or incomplete documentation is mentioned.

| Requirement debt | The incompleteness of the code is mentioned. |
| Test debt | Comments that state that tests are nonexistent, or need to be improved. |

2.2.2 The categories of Technical Debt

Martin Fowler defined a quadrant of four classifications of TD. This quadrant groups TD according to how and why TD was taken. Another categorization is between self-admitted TD and not self-admitted TD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deliberate</th>
<th>Prudent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘We do not have time for design’</td>
<td>‘We must ship now and deal with consequences’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘What is Layering?’</td>
<td>‘Now we know how we should have done it’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reckless Deliberate

This quadrant reflects a team that takes shortcuts without design and does not follow good development practices because of cost and time, has no follow-up plans for TD. For example, codes directly without design and has no intention of refactoring the code later.

Prudent Deliberate

This quadrant reflects a situation where the team is clear about the benefits and consequences of the TD and also has a follow-up plan to improve the architecture and enhance the quality of the code. For example, to release the product as soon as possible, they develop it in a rushed way first and then refactor the code, this kind of debt can be repaid in time so that it can have some short-term benefits and no negative impact on the long term.

Reckless Inadvertent

This quadrant reflects a situation where the team is unaware of the TD and does not know that it has to be subsequently repaid. For example, the development teams are ignorant of architectural design, and their code is thus very unstructured.
2.2.3 Short-Term and Long-Term Technical Debt

McConnell [21] proposes the distinction between short-term and long-term debt. Short-term debt is taken on tactically and reactively. This can be the case when due to unforeseen problems shortly before a planned release, it is decided to use a quick and maybe not perfect solution to these problems. It is expected that this kind of debt is then paid back quickly. Long-term debt on the other hand is taken on strategically and proactively [21]. That means there does not have to be a reason like the problems described above to take on debt. Instead, it is decided that taking on the debt will have a long-term benefit and it is not expected to be paid back quickly. One example of long-term TD can be when a product is quickly developed, without much regard to TD, just reach the market as fast as possible [21]. Otherwise, the product could appear too late which would result in lost revenue, or maybe a competitor has already established their product.

Prudent Inadvertent
This quadrant reflects the fact that the team takes architectural design and TD seriously, but TD arises due to changes in the business, or other objective factors. For example, if during the initial design the team cannot accurately predict the development of the following business, and as the business grows, the design cannot meet the new requirements, it is difficult to avoid this TD in this way, but if the architecture can be upgraded and refactored promptly, it can be ensured that there will be no serious impact.

2.2.4 SQALE Method

SQALE, short for Software Quality Assessment Based on Lifecycle Expectations, is a method to evaluate the source code of a software application. It is compromised of the following four key concepts [18]. This evaluation can show TD in the source code.

The Quality Model Used for formulating and organizing the non-functional requirements that relate to code quality.

The Analysis Model Rules for normalizing the measures and the violations relating to the code as well as rules for aggregating the normalized values.

The Indices Represent the cost, used to represent and analyze the TD.

The Indicators Three summarized indicators are used to provide a visual representation of the TD.

The SQALE is specifically adapted to consider TD in addition to software quality.

2.2.5 Repair Effort

Repair Effort (RE) is the cost of bringing the internal software quality back to the ideal level after taking on TD [23]. The RE consists of the Rework Fraction (RF), the Rebuild Value (RV), and the Refactoring Adjustment (RA). This repair effort can be specified in man-months and is the product of RF, RV, and RA. This relationship can be represented by the following formula:

\[ RE = RF \cdot RV \cdot RA \]

Figure 3: Estimated Rework Fraction[23]

RF is the percentage of lines that need to be changed to increase the quality of the code from one level to another. E.g. if the quality is already four out of five an estimated 40% of lines have to be changed, because the quality is already quite good. Similarly, if the quality is very poor (one out of five) 175% of the lines have to be changed. Figure 3 shows this relationship.

RV is the number of man-months that it takes to rebuild a system. RV depends on the size of the system and on the technology that is used to build the system.

RA represents the experience and tooling a team has which increases the team’s productivity when refactoring. A team with lots of experience can take 10% less time, which is represented by the RA value.

2.2.6 Static code analysis

Another way the measure TD is through static code analysis [6]. Many tools can analyze a project’s source code to give insights into possible problems that may result in faults or just TD. In the case of TD, most of them give the principal of the debt in time to remove issues [6], which is like the repair effort described above. Some may also calculate the interest on the debt [6]. Because of the way these tools work they are limited to only architectural, design, and code debt from the ontology of terms on TD.

3. METHODOLOGY

The goal of our study was to investigate the correlation and causation between TD and software quality. To get the result a literature review in the domains of TD and software quality was conducted. For finding the relevant literature Google Scholar was used. The search queries were TD and Software quality and also in conjunction with other relevant words like model, measure, or management. From these papers, their sources were also considered to find further papers as well.

The authors primarily looked for papers included in journals and conferences and therefore most of the resulting papers were from the IEEE or ACM databases. But some sources were not from academia but the industry instead. They were often just websites but still sound based on the fact that they were also cited in the academic papers. The relevance of the papers was based on whether they might provide an answer to the research question. Although the authors searched in recent literature, the foundation which is in parts quite old was also used.

Both authors evaluated the papers on their own and then combined the results. For some papers where only a part of them is relevant to our research question, only these parts were evaluated and not the paper in its entirety.

4. RESULTS
Many software quality models were found in the literature. To keep everything consistent, the authors decided to only focus on one quality model in the results. ISO 9126 is based on McCall’s Quality Model and Boehm Model. The model has two main parts of the attributes of internal and external quality and the quality in use attributes. Moreover, ISO 9126 has been used as the basis for Tailored Quality Models. One of its features standardizes software quality. According to our analysis ISO 9126 is the most representative and typical software quality model. The SQALE is a software quality Assessment that is based on lifecycle expectations. It provides a comprehensive assessment of the TD of the software source code.

While causation and correlation can exist at the same time, correlation does not imply causation, but causation always implies correlation. In the introduction to models of software quality and TD above, some minor causation exists in the correlation between software quality and TD. The authors try to explain this causation by way of studying how can TD positively or negatively affect software quality.

### 4.1 The similar characteristics between ISO 9126 and SQALE Method

As can be seen from Figure 4, the five characteristics are similar in both ISO 9126 Quality Model and SQALE Method, are Reusability, Reliability, Efficiency, Maintainability, and Portability.

As mentioned above, Testability and Changeability are sub-characteristics of Maintainability in the ISO 9126 Quality Model. But in the SQALE Method, they are considered an early characteristic in the life cycle, so Testability and Changeability become the characteristics instead of sub-characteristics. The definition of Testability in ISO 9126 is the capability of the software product to enable modified software to be validated. At the same time, SQALE Method has made Regulations for the Testability of software. There is no method with a cyclomatic complexity over 12. Reducing the cyclomatic complexity of the software also allows developers to modify the software much easier. Furthermore, Changeability is defined by ISO 9126 as the capability of the software product to enable specified modification to be implemented. SQALE Method contains a requirement for Changeability. For example, there is no cyclic dependency between packages. The cyclic dependency between packages a dependency can cause problems with another package when a package is modified for a specific function of the software. No cyclic dependency also ensures that developers have access to implement a specified modification to the software.

Security is also one of the important characteristics in the SQALE Method, although it does not appear at the first level of the ISO 9126 Quality Model because it is a sub-characteristic of Functionality. Being a sub-characteristic should not imply it is irrelevant to software quality. Research shows that Functionality is acknowledged as the most important aspect of software system quality in Safety-critical Domains. For Security, ISO 9126 states that it is the capability of the software product to protect information and data so that unauthorized persons or systems cannot read or modify them and authorized persons or systems are not denied access to them. An index called SQALE Security Index (SSI) is specified in the SQALE Method. This represents a component of the TD of the source code being assessed. The index also guarantees the refusal of unauthorized individuals.

### 4.2 How Technical Debt can positively affect software quality

If the debt is managed correctly by for example only being taken on for a short duration and then promptly repaid, it can also be beneficial, by allowing, for example, faster shipping of the product. In this case, the debt will not have a negative impact on most aspects of the software quality. Maintainability, reusability, and testability would still suffer from this short-term debt, at least temporarily. This is because the TD makes working on that part of the source code harder, thus negatively affecting its maintainability and reusability. Testability could also suffer from this because of an overly complex solution or because a unique solution has to have a special test for it. Therefore the debt should be repaid quickly to not hinder development in the future too much. This should not be done excessively because TD works differently than financial debt. If the product is near the end of its life the debt does not matter because there will be very few interest payments and when the product is retired the remaining debt is no longer a problem. While the debt is not repaid, because nothing was done to fix the TD, instead this could be seen as the debt being forgiven. This should not be used to justify taking on lots of debt late in a product lifecycle because some of the code could be reused in a future product if it would not contain much or any TD. This reusability can then improve the quality of future products because many issues regarding the reused code have already been fixed. That is because eventual problems have already appeared while the product was in use and are already fixed.

Wehaibi et al. have found that SATD, which is part of the deliberate debt from Fowler’s debt quadrant, in a source code file does not lead to more defects in that file. Therefore this type of TD does not have an impact on many of the categories under Product Operation from McCall’s Quality Model. The opposite can be the case because new features can be developed more quickly when taking on TD. There should however be a distinction between short-term and long-term debt that McConnell also proposes. Short-term debt can be beneficial for new features while long-term debt can cripple the development team so
Due to the nature of TD, in the systems that are not modified, but provide the expected level of service, paying back that debt could be deemed an additional unnecessary cost. It could also be decided that these parts of the systems are built intentionally containing TD. Then the total cost at the end of the product’s lifecycle might still be lower than if they were built without any TD. Although the quality of software could increase due to refactoring, it might also happen that new bugs negatively affecting the quality would be introduced. Changing these parts of the source code that contain TD but are stable and not often changed, may also introduce new bugs [7]. These new bugs then decrease the functionality and reliability of the product. This way maintainability may be traded for potentially worse functionality and reliability. Because of this leaving the TD as is can benefit the software quality by not potentially decreasing it through a bug introducing refactoring of the source code.

Another kind of system where TD can positively affect software quality is internal tools. Because the end-user of the product will never interact with them the maybe low software quality of the tools themselves does not affect the quality of the product. The opposite is the case because the increased developer productivity offered by these tools can then improve the software quality of the product.

### 4.3 How Technical Debt can negatively affect software quality

If lots of debt accumulates it can make the software product very hard to maintain [12]. Due to maintainability being a quality characteristic of software quality, for example in the ISO-9126 quality model [17], this leads to a decrease in quality.

Although the authors consider that TD may bring short-term benefits to a project, such benefits often come at the cost of additional work in the future, similar to paying interest on a debt [15]. Significant TD affects the productivity of software development teams and reduces their morale and motivation. This is the case when more time has to be spent working around that TD than is gained by taking on that debt and speeding up development this way. The accumulation of TD leads to a vicious circle: low productivity causes managers to roll out more features and leads to delays in TD issues, which turn to a further increase in TD. This low morale can also lead to a high rate of turnover [20], which only makes the situation worse because developers familiar with the project will leave. That will then lead to an even less productive team, or worse even a decrease in quality because the team is experienced overall. According to the research findings of Ken Power [24], TD will have a negative impact on the software team’s velocity of functionality if it has been ignored, which will severely compress software development time. A software team may ignore TD for the first release, or even the second release. The data in Figure 5 shows the impact of four consecutive releases in a typical case, and as TD rises, the team’s feature velocity falls rapidly. More time is being devoted to reducing TD to deal with the growing backlog of debt items. In extreme cases teams may be forced to spend almost the complete release lifecycle on reducing TD. Consequently, no time will be spent on improving quality [24]. A high level of TD means that a lot of effort is allocated to maintenance. This will ultimately lead to a bankrupt software team and no guarantee of software quality. Bankruptcy works similarly to financial debt because at that point the software team can either only focus on paying back the principal and thus ceasing all feature development or do a complete rewrite. Not only does it waste a lot of time, but it also completely affects the Maintainability and Efficiency of software.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first researched the definitions of TD and quality in the literature. With these findings, we then analyzed the relationship between TD and software quality. In particular, what aspects of software quality can benefit or are negatively affected by TD.

We found out that there is a strong correlation between TD and quality. This is because TD and quality share similarities in many aspects. Most of the time TD will have a negative impact on quality, mainly on the aspects of maintainability and reusability. Also, if a certain threshold of debt is reached all development slows down and no new features can be implemented at all. The opposite however can also be the case if the TD is managed correctly and this critical threshold is never reached. When TD is only taken on for a small amount of time it can greatly increase development speed. Therefore TD can be beneficial to software quality by improving the functionality of the product.

TD will just be forgotten when a product is retired and thus will possibly never have to be repaid. If a part of the source code contains TD but is never or rarely changed, the debt also does not have a negative impact. The developers that introduce TD into the source code will often not be negatively affected by it themselves when they are assigned to another project or when they leave. This gives them an incentive to not care about TD as much as they should.

Despite possible benefits of taking on TD, we found that developers should keep TD to a minimum because it possibly has a negative impact on the software product.

### 6. FUTURE WORK

We found lots of theoretical work on the effects of TD on software quality, but there are very few case studies or empirical work that look into these effects in practice. Such a practical evaluation could help validate the theoretical approach to TD. One possible way to conduct such a study...
would be to use a static code analysis tool on parts of an existing codebase but not its entirety. Half of the files would be analyzed using the tool while the other half would not. The developers should then remove all the TD found by this analysis. Then after some time the number of faults and bugs per file which were analyzed compared to files that were not analyzed could give an estimation of the impact of TD on software quality in practice. E.g. if the files containing no TD according to the analysis tool also lead to fewer faults then TD would have a negative impact on software quality in practice.
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ABSTRACT

Technical debt is a metaphor in software engineering that describes the acceptance of future costs in favor of short-term benefits. Possible consequences are manifold and include additional financial costs as well as quality issues and reduced maintainability. Nevertheless, it is a common phenomenon in software which can emerge unnoticed but is also intentionally taken on due to time pressure and other reasons. For the success of a software project, it is important to manage the amount of technical debt in order to minimize its negative impact. Similarly, risk management is an important part of software engineering. A risk is defined as some part of the software or circumstances of the development that imposes danger to the project’s success. In order to minimize such dangers, the identification and handling of risk factors is crucial. The aim of this work is to determine the relation between technical debt and risk and whether these two issues can be managed jointly. For this purpose, a systematic literature review was performed. Overall, the relation between technical debt and risk management is barely covered in literature, but sources generally agree that the issues mutually affect each other, e.g., the accumulation of technical debt imposes several risks. Due to the similarity between the management techniques for both issues, they can be combined and united. Therefore, a joint management might be beneficial, but scientific evidence for this is missing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term of technical debt has gained progressively more importance since its coined in 1992. It draws a metaphor to the financial sector as it describes the postponement of difficult or time-consuming tasks as a form of taking on debt which has to be repaid later. Without regular repayment of technical debt, it can accrue and lead to severe consequences, including but not limited to higher costs, decreased productivity of developers, lower maintainability and overall reduced project quality [13]. In order to minimize such negative effects, technical debt needs to be carefully managed, and various techniques for this purpose have been proposed. However, research in this field is still not encompassing and effective tools to manage technical debt are missing (8, 12).

This lack of adequate management procedures results often times in an increase of various risks, as for example the costs necessary to repay debts may be underestimated which can lead to missed deadlines or overall project failure. In contrast, it has also been pointed out that risks can increase due to technical debt that is not taken, as the implementation in accordance to coding standards is more difficult and time-consuming, such that timelines may not be met [13]. Both technical debt and risk are more and more frequently discussed in literature and various management techniques have been proposed. However, they have not been put into relation extensively. Mutual influences have been mentioned but not evaluated in detail. An assessment of the relationship might enable developers to manage both issues in a joint manner and thereby save valuable time and resources.

This study aims to determine the relations mentioned in literature so far and thereby create a starting point for further investigation and joint management.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 will examine previous work on technical debt and risk in software engineering and give an overview about common management techniques of these separate issues. Section 3 will describe the procedure of this study on their relation and state concrete research questions. The results will be presented in section 4 and subsequently discussed in section 5. Lastly, section 6 will give a conclusion and some prospects on future work.

2. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND

In order to discuss the relation between technical debt and risk as well as a potential joint management of these issues, it is important to understand them separately at first. Therefore, this section will give an overview of their respec-
The term technical debt was coined in 1992 by Ward Cunningham [12] as he compared the usage of immature code to the financial concept of debt. The development can be accelerated by taking on debt, but it should be repaid as soon as possible, to minimize the interest. The repayment is conducted by rewriting the code, which becomes more and more complex the longer it is postponed and the more debt accrues. According to Cunningham, refactorings then require specialized programmers and engineering organizations can be damaged severely [8]. While this initial analogy seems easy to understand, there is still no single universally acknowledged definition today. After Cunningham’s publication, the term became widely used in blogs, but only in 2010 it was taken up by scientific research. The Dagstuhl Seminar on Managing Technical Debt in Software Engineering in 2016 agreed upon two different viewpoints, concerning the discussion of design trade-offs with technical debt as a metaphor on the one hand, and the denotation of software artifacts indicating future costs on the other hand [12]. The seminar concluded with the following definition for technical debt:

"In software-intensive systems, technical debt is a collection of design or implementation constructs that are expedient in the short term, but set up a technical context that can make future changes more costly or impossible. Technical debt presents an actual or contingent liability whose impact is limited to internal system qualities, primarily maintainability and evolvability." [4]

This definition clarifies, that technical debt can not only occur in code, but is also related to documentation, architecture design and tests [5]. Accordingly, many subtypes of technical debt have been identified, such as architecture debt, build debt, code debt, defect debt, design debt, documentation debt, infrastructure debt and more [4].

The terms principal and interest were adopted in software engineering too, due to their direct relation to the concept of debt. The former refers to the benefit gained by taking on debt, i.e., savings of time and cost resulting from the imperfect code or design or, equivalently, the costs of completing the respective task properly [5, 2]. Interest is the counter-part of this benefit, namely the cost resulting from the debt, which rises over time. Here, one can distinguish between recurring and accruing interest. Recurring interest is the consequence of decreased maintainability such as lower productivity, defects and poor quality. Accruing interest results from new software depending on the code containing technical debt, i.e., decreased evolvability [4]. Note that these consequences do not always emerge: If, for example, the affected module will not be used further so there is no need for maintenance and evolution, the technical debt may not do any damage. This probability for negative impact is referred to as interest probability [2].

On average, 32% of the software development time in production systems is spent on repayment of technical debt, which offers an enormous potential of time saving when it is managed effectively [1]. By employing beneficial regularities, the incursion of technical debt can be avoided or minimized from the start. For example, a high frequency of small commits leads to higher complexity, while big changes tend to reduce technical debt and improve efficiency [3]. Techniques to manage technical debt after its incursion mainly involve the identification and monitoring of debt instances in order to repay them at a reasonable time during development [4]. This can be done by manually analyzing the source code in search for bad smells such as, e.g., god classes or code duplication. Yet such an evaluation is very costly and time consuming [13]. One of the most used tools to automatically identify instances of technical debt in literature is SonarQube. It works by scanning the source code for violations of predefined rules and charging a specified amount of time needed to repair any given violation. The accuracy of this tool has been shown to be similar to the results of manual evaluation by software specialists. However, the time estimated for the removal of technical debt items is not always appropriate, depending on the size and complexity of a project. While developers of a complex, sophisticated project may need twice as much time as recognized by SonarQube to fix a rule violation, the same problem might require only a fraction of the time in a smaller project. Therefore, researchers have concluded that this tool is not suitable to determine the amount of technical debt in a single project, but rather to compare its ratio between projects [4].

Continuous integration is another approach of managing technical debt. The method enables developers to discover errors and duplicate code earlier by having repeatable tests, which also supports the discovery of technical debt items. This validation becomes more difficult at the end of product construction, because functionalities and thereby the necessary test cases become more complex [5].

When identified accordingly, technical debt can also be continuously repaid by continuous refactoring. This is a good way to prevent its accumulation to a critical level and also supports managers in the communication with developers, such that old solutions can be reused and optimized more easily. [3].

CAST is another approach, which calculates technical debt based on coding violations associated with the quality attributes security, performance, robustness, transferability and changeability. The violations are classified into groups of low (10%), medium (25%) and severe (50%) degree of violation, whereby, depending on the category, violations do not always have to be remedied [13]. Additionally, technical debt can be investigated with various analysis tools, for example to identify its subtypes such as architectural debt. These analysis tools use, e.g., standardized code metrics or logical flow charts. A requirements analysis of the current status can give an indication to which level of severity a debt item has progressed. By documenting the progress of software development, an estimate of the technical debt can be given based on the detailed description of the procedure for developing the software. Another approach is a bottom up enumeration of technical debt, starting with trivial mistakes and progressing to rather unobtrusive ones. The problem here is, however, this requires maintenance from the beginning, otherwise the generation of this overview is too expensive and time-consuming [13].

In addition to technical debt, various risks should be managed in software engineering in order to prevent, e.g., rework and additional costs. Risk management is defined as a process of detection, analyzing and dealing of risk factors in a project. Risk factors are, for example, unrealistic time planning, lack of budget and insufficient skills. All of these factors can contribute to software being improperly-devel-
A good management, however, can enhance the development procedure and thereby the quality of software [1]. There are many different approaches to manage risk. One of them is the use of checklists which are created from experienced stakeholders and project managers in related software projects. These lists contain important risk factors identified in similar projects, which can be found more quickly when developing new software, e.g., personnel shortfalls or late changes of requirements [2]. Comparing such lists with the circumstances of a given project is a quick and low cost opportunity of managing risks in software engineering. However, the use of checklists entails difficulties, too. Many different versions exist, but it is not clear which one of them is the best. Furthermore, there are so many potential risks in a software project that identifying and managing them by checklists is not effectively possible, especially concerning large projects [3].

Another approach of managing risks is the use of non-process based analytical frameworks. The multitude of risk factors are grouped into categories so that they can be managed and treated as a group. Various types of grouping exist in the literature. For example, one grouping option introduced by Cule et al. includes the categories client, self, task, and environment, referring to the source of risks. Another option was introduced by Lam in 2014, where the categorization is life cycle based, meaning the risk factors are categorized based on the phase of software development they emerged in. Putting risk factors together in groups increases treatment efficiency considerably and minimizes the effort involved. Furthermore, the categorization in groups supports the discovery of further problems or risks. But as with checklists, it is not clear which tool or grouping is best. A previously used or created tool is not always sufficient for other projects and in some cases a combination of multiple tools might be beneficial [4].

Process models are another approach that is presented in the literature and has the most use in practice. Communication between developers participating in the software is an important aspect of any jointly cultivated software project, since changing one component can have a huge impact on other parts of the software. In order to recognize the extent of such impacts, a number of steps must be performed. First of all, the respective causes and possible consequences need to be recognized and identified in detail. Then, the consequences are analyzed in order to determine resulting risks and thirdly, these risks are evaluated such that remediation activities for the most severe risks can be prioritized. After this series of steps of identification, analysis, and evaluation, risks can be monitored, and documented and treated appropriately [11]. The division of this procedure into individual steps facilitates the application of corresponding tools, which can simplify each step. The implementation of risk management with the help of process models should be carried out iteratively during development, such that the emerging risk factors are recognized early and environmental changes are integrated [5].

The approaches presented here can also be combined and used together, as they are partially incomplete and complement each other. E.g., process models do not offer concrete solutions. Through the combination of multiple tool options, risk management can be completed successfully and efficiently [11].

To conclude this section, the management techniques for technical debt and risk in software engineering share significant similarities. For both issues, identification and monitoring are the main activities. By expanding the criteria during the identification process, it may be possible to handle debt and risk at once. A significant difference is the considered scope: While technical debt relates only to software artifacts, i.e., code, documentation or architecture design, risk factors can be found in external circumstances of the project as well, e.g., among stakeholders or in characteristics of developers. It has not been discussed in detail, whether a joint management of both issues is beneficial. In order to avoid unwanted side effects, the ways in which technical debt and risk can influence each other should be identified at first. This gap in research so far is dealt with in the following sections.

3. METHOD

The aim of this study is to determine the relation between technical debt and risk management. Therefor, we roughly followed the systematic literature review methodology proposed by Barbara Kitchenham [10], but omitted or shortened some parts like the Study Quality Assessment due to the limited scope of the seminar. In the following, our procedure is depicted in detail.

3.1 Research Questions

For a precise literature search we formulated the following research questions based on the gap discovered in related work:

RQ1: What is the relation between technical debt and risk? Both technical debt and risk are common issues in software development, but their relation is not entirely clear. This research question is intended to determine how they are connected and to what extent one of them causes or mitigates the other.

RQ2: Can technical debt and risks be managed jointly and if so, how? For a successful project, both technical debt and risk should be managed effectively. Depending on their relation, it might be possible to manage them jointly by making use of that relation.

3.2 Search Strategy

In the initial search, the focus was on narrowing the number of results by filtering out irrelevant papers, e.g., those related to financial debt. Furthermore, we aimed to disregard papers dealing exclusively with technical debt or risk, since we were looking specifically for connections between both of these issues. After considering various combinations of "technical debt" and "risk management", the following search query was selected:

- "technical debt" in all metadata
- "risk" in full text and metadata
- "management" in full text and metadata
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examined in detail so far, but several researchers have drawn
connection of technical debt and risk. It should be noted, that no study
was found which focuses on the relationship between technical
debt and risk. It should be noted, that no study
was found which focuses on the relationship between these
issues, except one which is strictly limited to security debt
and security risk [9]. General connections were drawn only
in minor subsections or as side notes. Such mentions were
extracted individually for each study and summarized with
respect to the specific context within the paper.

3.5 Data Synthesis

Due to repetitions between studies, the extracted data
was summarized at first. Some explanatory details about
the studies’ context and management techniques were dis-
regarded or complemented in Section 2 as they are not di-
rectly concerned with the topic but necessary for reference.
Then the data was grouped into related concepts in order to
create a comprehensible structure and emphasize the variety
of connections between technical debt and risk.

4. MAPPING RESULTS

The relation between technical debt and risk has not been
examined in detail so far, but several researchers have drawn
a connection in recent years. Figure 1 displays the distribu-
tion of papers mentioning some relation, that were found in
this study. The earliest mention was published in 2014 and
the topic was addressed a maximum of seven times in 2020.
While this might indicate a significant increase of interest in
the topic, the filtering only resulted in one paper from 2021
and did not find any relevant paper published this year.

The relations between technical debt and risk discovered in
literature are manifold and will be described in the following
subsections.

4.1 Risks resulting from taking on debt

Various project risks are significantly effected by technical
debt, but the risk of high effort and duration is the main
effect of technical debt on project level [1]. This leads, e.g.,
many startups into bankruptcy because they fail to manage
technical debt in the early stages, such that it accumulates
and causes severe defects and costs [3]. Without manage-
ment, technical debt can lead to the degeneration of a sys-
tem’s architecture [2].

Due to these potential consequences, the emergence of tech-
ical debt itself can be seen as a risk. Tan et al. investigated
the co-occurring of multiple instances of technical debt in
Python to discover whether the presence of some types of
technical debt can be used to estimate the risk of additional
technical debt to emerge. According to their results, most
associations between technical debt items are random, but
some types have indeed a high chance of occurring simulta-
neously. For example, a high cyclomatic complexity tends to
increase the cognitive complexity of code. Furthermore, the
amount of a specific subtype of technical debt called defect
debt increases, if the software is not tested completely, and
overall the accumulation of bad smells might increase the
risk of specific design problems to emerge soon. Another
finding of the study is that co-occurrence mostly happens
very quickly and is then hard to eliminate [13].

Rindell and Holvitie connected technical debt to security
risk, i.e., they found that for example the data integrity of
the resulting software can be impaired by specific items of
technical debt. They refer to such items as security debt
and argue that previously unknown debt can be identified
by means of a security evaluation, as they are discovered as
the source of security risk. This is an unusual approach and
can not be easily transferred to other types of technical debt
or risk [9].
4.2 Risks resulting from repaying debt

In addition to the accumulation of technical debt, its management and repayment can also impose risks. E.g., the approach of continuous integration for discovery of technical debt items can impose the risk of a shifted focus away from the actual functionalities of the software. Because the tests become more and more complicated towards the end of production and need to be updated continuously, developers may spend too much time on these tests and fail to finish the implementation of software functionalities in time [3].

A crucial method for the repayment of technical debt is the refactoring of impacted code. In fact, technical debt is a main motivator for refactorings in software projects, since high complexity and low readability of code can make bug fixing very difficult even for experienced developers. Such rewritings or reorganisations of code are a common way to improve its quality and comprehensibility. However, refactoring can also impose risks: According to a survey with 328 software engineers, 50% of developers fear that refactorings will introduce new bugs and other side-effects. Especially refactorings in relation to hierarchies often induce faults. Those related to the relocation of code are less likely to do so [8].

4.3 Risk as a decision factor in technical debt management

Martin Fowler created a way to classify technical debt items based on the way risks were considered during the decision process to take on the debt with his Technical Debt Quadrant. He classified technical debt items into the categories reckless deliberate, reckless inadvertent, prudent deliberate, and reckless inadvertent, which correlate to the following attitudes towards risk [14]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reckless deliberate</td>
<td>The risks resulting from technical debt are ignored and the resulting consequences were not taken into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reckless inadvertent</td>
<td>The resulting risks and consequences are not apparent during development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prudent deliberate</td>
<td>The resulting risks and consequences could be identified and analyzed during development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reckless inadvertent</td>
<td>The risks and consequences would be analyzed if they were evident.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decision whether or not to take on technical debt should always be made in consideration of both the advantages and risks. While the former are usually imminent, e.g., reduction of time pressure, future risks are often unknown and could affect various aspects like support costs and code complexity [15]. The knowledge of commonly co-occurring types of technical debt may help developers to foresee possible consequences of taking on debt [13] and therefore to avoid additional project risks.

The following attributes have been found to be key factors for the decision on whether or not at what time to repay technical debt: Severity, existence of a workaround, urgency of fix required by customer, effort to implement the fix, risk of the proposed fix, and scope of testing required. Usually, it is beneficial to repay debt rather sooner than later, as the interest increases as long as the repayment is delayed. Especially in large systems refactoring becomes harder when it is delayed, which also increases the risk of not meeting timelines. However, there have been instances of technical debt that did not incur any interest, even when their repayment was delayed, so they do not impose any risks [15]. In any case, risk is a fundamental component of the subject of technical debt and when it needs to be repaid [11].

4.4 Prioritization of technical debt based on risk

Since the resources for debt management are usually limited, it is important to prioritize the repayment of those debt items which impose the greatest risk over less dangerous ones. Codabux and Williams have developed a framework for this purpose, to categorize technical debt items into low, medium and high risk items. Thereby, the items are rated through the Analytical Hierarchy Process, which is a comparison technique that can be conducted with various metrics. In this case, suitable metrics would be, e.g., the impact of the debt item estimated by developers, its location in source code or its relationship to crucial system functions [2].

4.5 Identifying risks based on technical debt

While most of the literature addresses risk as something to be considered during technical debt management, the same holds vice versa, as the technical debt present in a software project can be utilized to manage risks. Through the categorization of debt items into different subtypes, possible risks in the individual development phases of the software can be identified at an early stage and remedied, depending on the damage [9].

5. DISCUSSION

The mapping results verify our expectation that technical debt and risk are connected, but the data situation is insufficient. Still, in the following the research questions from Section 3.3 will be discussed based on our results.

RQ1: What is the relation between technical debt and risk?

The relationship between technical debt and risk management can be summarized as follows. Technical debt can be seen as a risk factor in software development due to the uncertainty of the emergence and severity of its negative consequences. In a way, increasing risk is an intrinsic property of technical debt. A decisive difference to other risk factors is that technical debt is often taken on, intentionally or subconsciously, in order to circumvent current shortages or problems. Irrespective of whether technical debt is considered as a risk factor itself, it can lead to the emergence or increase of various other risks, such as project failure, additional development cost, timeline transgressions and many more. These consequences and the probability of their occurrence vary between different items of technical debt, depending on the kind of debt, its severeness, repayment and the further development of the respective artifact.

Furthermore, the management and repayment of technical debt items bears risks. This might seem contradictory, be-
cause the management is supposed to relieve the risks of technical debt, but the procedure can be very resource intensive and thus hinder actual product development. Besides, refactorings with the purpose of debt repayment are also prone to error and may incur additional or even more risky debt. Despite these connections found in literature, there has not been any explicit comparison of the amount of risk and technical debt in software projects yet, to the best of our knowledge. A statistic of, e.g., the number of project failures or releases behind schedule in dependence of the incurred technical debt could give a more definite and detailed indication of the correlation between technical debt and risk.

RQ2: Can technical debt and risks be managed jointly and if so, how?

When dealing with technical debt and risk management, the same or very similar procedures can be identified. In both domains, the remediation of issues is less costly, financially and in terms of time, when they are identified and managed earlier. This does not mean, however, that risk management strategies can be directly applied to technical debt or vice versa. Both issues occur in various different forms with different outcomes depending on the individual software project, such that a tailored combination of multiple management strategies is usually advisable. We expect the joint consideration of both issues to be beneficial, because an effective management of risks can support the management of technical debt. With knowledge of the risks present in a software project, the repayment of those debt items which cause the greatest risk can be prioritized. Such repayments can also be timed adequately in dependence of further development and usage of respective artifacts. Additionally, during the decision whether or not to take on technical debt, the risks stemming from potential shortcuts should be contrasted with those that the debt item is intended to avert. This can help developers to determine whether it is actually profitable to go into debt in each individual situation. Note that the joint consideration as described here is only a suggestion based on the connections between technical debt and risk found in literature. It has not been put to the test and needs further investigation to determine its effectiveness in practice.

5.1 Implications

These results suggest that practitioners in software engineering should consider risks during the management of technical debt and vice versa. Since the management techniques are similar, they can be combined and extended to both issues, such that time and resources can be saved. For every decision on taking on debt, the risks resulting from this specific debt item should be carefully contrasted with those it is intended to reduce. Similarly, researchers should consider the risks coming from technical debt and its repayment as well as the probability for technical debt in dependence of various risk factors during their work. Knowing about such connections enables them to draw more specific conclusions and determine the reasons for project failures or other problems. Besides, the benefit of a joint management as suggested in this paper should be statistically verified.

5.2 Threats to validity

In the following subsections, two possible threats to the validity of this study will be discussed. Thereby, internal and external validity is separated.

5.2.1 Internal validity

A threat to the internal validity of this study may be the limitation of the literature search to only IEEE. The picture of the relation between technical debt and risk management drawn in this study might be incomplete, because only one database was taken into account. However, IEEE is known to be encompassing in the field of software development and an initial rough assessment of other databases such as ACM, ScienceDirect, and Scopus revealed similar results.

5.2.2 External validity

Concerning external validity, one should note that this study deals with the concepts of technical debt and risk as a whole, respectively. Especially technical debt can be categorized in many different subtypes such as architecture debt, code debt or defect debt. Each of these types as well as their repayments may have individual implications on risk, which is not considered in this study. Such differences might impact the degree to which it is possible to manage the respective debt item in a joint manner with risk. In fact, even the same type of debt can have different consequences in different software projects, as project properties and development processes differ. Therefore, a joint management technique that worked well in one project might not be transferable to other ones.

6. CONCLUSION

All in all, similarities between managing technical debt and risk can be noted: For both issues, the detection of relevant instances constitutes a big part of the management techniques. Thereupon, the severity of found instances needs to be assessed and monitored in both cases, such that their remediation can be prioritized and planned effectively. Performing these procedures jointly for technical debt and risk might therefore be a possibility to save time and other resources. This is not entirely possible since technical debt is limited to project artifacts such as code and architecture design, while risk factors can come from external circumstances like developer experience or stakeholder involvement. Nevertheless, such circumstances can also influence the occurrence of technical debt, so they should be regarded in debt management too.

Risk should play a significant role in the assessment of technical debt items, because the incursion as well as the repayment of technical debt items can impose risks. The same holds vice versa, since the accumulation of technical debt and especially the growth of its interest can be considered as a risk with varying severity. Note that these statements are mainly speculative so far and are not sufficiently backed with real data. The relation between technical debt and risk and especially the effectiveness of a joint management of these issues requires considerably more research. E.g., as mentioned before, a large scale study on the frequency of project failure in dependence of technical debt could give a better indication of the correlation between technical debt and risk. Such a statistic might also consider and compare projects where technical debt and risk
are already managed jointly to some degree. Additionally, developers can be questioned in a survey on whether or how often they have experienced a project risk resulting from technical debt or vice versa. The questionnaire should also inquire information on how the connection was identified, how such situations were handled and which steps were initiated to avoid their repetition. Since developers may not be able to answer these questions precisely, it might also be beneficial to accompany entire software projects in order to scientifically monitor any occurrence of technical debt or risk as well as their management.
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ABSTRACT

Technical debt management (TDM) has been accepted as an essential part of today’s software development process. As up to 75% of software development effort is spent on maintenance, managing technical debt becomes a key factor for successful software development. Until now, the research on TDM was focusing on company, project and tool-specific case studies, but the impact of different decisions concerning the development process and approach has not been brought into sharp focus. This paper concentrates on understanding the influence of different software development approaches (i.e. product-based and project-based software development) on TDM strategies. We believe that there are some dependencies between the development environment/conditions and TDM.

To find practical evidence in this context, we conducted a systematic literature review of existing primary studies (e.g. case studies and developer surveys) on TD. We will compare TD concepts as well as individual steps taken to manage TD. Our results show that certain TD concepts differ strongly between development modes, e.g. decreased TD visibility in project-based software development or budget-shortages as a predominant TD cause in projects which call for proposals. While multiple other TD causes, as changing requirements or release pressure, are common for both development approaches, they often differ in detail. There are also differences in TDM as, for example, project-based teams tend to implement the action of TD measurement more often and they have a higher necessity of implementing TD documentation. On the other hand, TD repayment differs strongly depending on the exact circumstances of the project/product, and not only depending on the development mode. For TD communication, we made assumptions that project-based teams could have a higher focus on this action, but this could neither be proven nor dis-proven. Other TD concepts and TDM actions differ in detail rather than in their general implementation. Lastly this study shows the absence of studies solely focusing on the development mode, therefore further research needs to be done.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—productivity, programming teams, software configuration management

Keywords

Technical debt, technical debt management, product-based software development, project-based software development, software development, systematic literature review

1. INTRODUCTION

Technical debt (TD) first used by Ward Cunningham in 1992 is a metaphor to describe decisions and practices in a software development team that solve a current problem fast and/or easy by neglecting code and architectural design. Similar to its financial counterpart, TD can therefore accumulate interest in the form of increased cost and time to be spent in later phases of the project.

Managing said debt also called TD management (TDM) describes the practices of monitoring, quantifying, reducing and handling TD in a software development environment. With ongoing time, TD was categorized into activities, for a clean separation between different approaches and practices. TD repayment, TD identification and TD measurement are the most commonly discussed activities, these terms will be explained in detail in section 2 of this paper.

This paper will focus on comparing TD concepts and TDM in project-based vs product-based software development environments. Where project-based environments have a single customer and a fixed time frame, which should be complied to, product-based environments have a flexible scope and target an open market with multiple possible, but yet unknown customers. Because the maintenance of ongoing software development projects is estimated to take up 50-75% time spent TD and TDM is an important research field. In the current scientific literature, there are many case studies on the topic of TD and TDM, in which a specific tool or method is being applied to a small group or company or multiple developers are surveyed on TD and TDM. Additionally, there are multiple systematic mapping studies like one performed by Zengyang Li et al. named "A systematic mapping study on technical debt and its management", which visualizes and combines the state of scientific research on TD and TDM until 2014. However, there has been no
research conducted on the effectiveness of different TDM activities when comparing product- and project-based development environments. In this paper, we want to focus on this gap, give insights into certain studies and answer the following research questions on the topic of TDM:

RQ1 How do TD concepts differ between product- and project-based development?

RQ2 How does TDM change in product- vs project-based development?

To answer these questions we will do a systematic literature review (SLR) [2], in which we will classify the selected papers and their studied software development teams, see more in section 3 into project- or product-based development environments and analyze the applied TDM strategies as well as impact on TD concepts.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the underlying concepts of TD, TDM and project- vs product-based. Section 3 describes the limits of this paper and how the systematic literature review was performed. Section 4 concludes the results received by the SLR. The discussion of said results is performed in section 5 and section 6 contains the conclusion reached by this study.

2. BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we will go into detail on the most important concepts used in this paper.

In Ward Cunningham’s definition of TD the focus was lying on "code debt" i.e. compromises to code quality in favor of faster releases [3]. Over the years, the definition was broadened to include other parts of software development, which then became their own TD types [7]. TD being a financial metaphor evolved to being used as communication ground for non-technical and technical people, which has a high possibility to backfire as not every financial term and concept attached can be applied and translated to its technical counterpart [7]. Therefore, in the following chapters we will use the following definition of TD: Decisions in a software development environment that are made intentionally or unintentionally to speed up or simplify the current task, therefore causing more work in the future.

To handle the consequences of these decisions, TDM is implemented. TDM stands for a group of activities/approaches to handle TD in software development environment and therefore eliminate unintentional TD [7]. TDM comes in form of tools and concepts to be used in software development. Most tools e.g. (IDEs, separate tools) are using the respective source code as input to make use of static analysis, thereby mostly focusing on code TD. TD concepts are often coupled with agile development practices like sprint retrospective and reviews, but also other concepts like test-driven development (TDD) can be part of TDM [5].

TDM actions can be categorized into certain steps which are listed and explained below:

- TD repayment: Removing accumulated TD, e.g. code refactoring [7].
- TD identification: Finding/Tracking planned or unwanted TD, e.g. source code analysis tools [7].
- TD measurement: Calculating positive and negative impacts of TD [7].
- TD prioritization: Ordering TD by relevance of repayment [7].
- TD communication: Provide transparency of the TD state to non-technical team members [7].
- TD prevention: Reducing TD before it is created [7].
- TD representation/documentation: Create visualizations of the state of TD [7].
- TD monitoring: Tracks the TD changes progressively over time [7].

For improved readability, we graphically emphasized the names of the TD concepts and TDM activities in the result chapter of this paper.

For related work, we would like to highlight Zengyang et al. who conducted a systematic mapping study on TD and TDM, which is concerned with highlighting the current scientific status of TD TDM [7]. We identified a research gap as no prior research has been conducted on the implications of different TDM strategies depending on the development environment.

Depending on the project mode, different risks are present, other restrictions to the cost and project time frame apply and members with varying technical knowledge are part of the team on client and vendor site. Two main development environments, and the two we will focus on in the scope of this paper, are product-based and project-based development.

Jez Humble defines ”product vs project” by classifying projects to “have an end-date and a single customer, and we care about scope, cost and hitting the date” [4]. Products, on the other hand, "are evolving continuously, we have multiple customers, and we care about a broader set of risks" [5]. According to this definition, the three most important attributes, to distinguish the development environment by, are: The presence of a project time frame, the presence of a single, responsible customer, and whether multiple teams are working together on the product. The first two attributes are derived directly from the definition. The third attribute aims to reflect the evolution of the product and emphasizes the existence of self-contained project terms. Any other means of measuring the evolution of a product with the amount of information given per reviewed study is impossible or out of scope for this paper. This definition will be the foundation of the mapping of all reviewed studies to the corresponding development environment.

3. METHODOLOGY

After laying the foundations with the theoretical background, this chapter will elaborate on the methodology. First, the limits to our work are defined and the SLR as a method is explained in general. Afterwards, the selection process and data synthesis in this paper is explained in detail.

3.1 Limits to our work

As this paper is part of the university seminar, the scope of the paper had to be limited. Therefore, for the systematic literature review (SLR) we only included 3 scientific
databases (ACM, Scopus, IEEE) and are not using the snowballing principal when selecting the papers to be used in the SLR.

### 3.2 Systematic literature review

A SLR was selected as the paper type to fill the current research gap of TDM in relation to product- vs project-based development environments. This method was used to structure and document the evaluation of the empirical data conducted by prior studies. Since this paper was conducted as part of a university seminar, there was no option of peer reviewing the review protocol before finalizing the paper. All other guideline steps were performed as proposed by Kitchenham et al. [2]

#### 3.2.1 Search strategy

The first step taken to ensure that only relevant papers are included and reviewed was setting the correct search criteria. To exclude all papers in our search scope that do not address TDM, the main search string was set to "technical debt management". By using each database’s query engine, the results were filtered on top to only include one of the following strings in its title "project" or "product" or to include "project-based", "project management", "product-based" or "product management". The concrete queries can be found in section A. Moreover, only peer-reviewed research was included. The resulting papers were published between 2011 and 2021. These can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Without duplicates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Database search results**

Afterwards the following exclusion and inclusion criteria were applied by going over the abstract and conclusion of each paper first and reading the whole paper second.

**Exclusion**

- The paper is a duplicate from another database
- The paper has no publicly downloadable version
- The paper was not written in English
- The paper focuses on a project with too small scope e.g. is looking specifically at the implementation of a feature and not a more general project flow

**Inclusion**

- The paper discusses TDM strategies and their impact on the development environment
- The paper is peer reviewed, a case study or survey

Taking into account the exclusion and inclusion criteria twelve papers were left as part of the SLR, they were distributed among the databases as follows.

The work of reading through the papers and applying the criteria to select them as study material was divided evenly among the two authors. Furthermore, both researchers working on this, were not working on a scientific study in the field of TDM before and had their first deeper insights into this topic while preparing the study and this paper.

#### 3.2.2 Mapping strategy

Although some papers discussed in this systematic literature review, most notably the case studies, do describe the observed scenario and development environment, most do not explicitly state if the development environment is project-based or product-based. As this paper aims to compare results of studies depending on the development environment, we will need a foundation to map all studies to a development environment, when possible. Therefore, we derived a list of questions or criteria from the definition and the list of central attributes of the development environment stated in section 2.

- Is the development environment explicitly stated?
- Does the described development process have a time frame?
- Is the team working for/with one customer, or is it delivering a product to multiple, possible customers?
- Is one team accompanying the whole product development lifecycle? Or are different teams working on the product in different product development phases, e.g. maintenance after product release?

The first criterion takes into account whether a paper defines its observed development environment explicitly. If this criterion is clearly met, the definition by the paper itself is used for the mapping and the remaining criteria are omitted for this paper. The second criterion reflects the first central attribute of a project-based development environment, a positive response to this question implies a project-based development environment. Similarly, the third criterion reflects the second central attribute of a project-based development environment by questioning whether the presence of a single customer working directly with the development team is stated, the presence of a single customer indicating a project-based development environment. The last, more complex, attribute of product-based development environments is covered by the last criterion. In this case a single team working on the whole product implies a product-based development environment.

Because of the major management differences between product- and project-based development, the base assumptions of when and how TD is acceptable are different. In the next sections 3 and 4 we want to highlight specifically how the different TDM actions may be prioritized differently depending on the project-mode. Therefore, in our next step the results were manually categorized into project-based, product-based, mixed and unknown development environments using the questions outlined in this section.
4. RESULTS

When comparing the different case studies and surveys, categorized by their development environment, it becomes obvious that there are many similarities between product- and project-based development processes. For example, TD categories are often distinguished along the same boundaries or main groups [S1] and the most integral steps to TDM are part of product-based, as well as, product-based development [S12]. But there are some differences in TD concepts and TDM depending on the development environment. In this result chapter, we will first focus on differences in TD concepts, as these can lead to a higher necessity of certain TDM steps and in this way differences are transferred to TDM, and afterwards we will focus on TDM steps which differ between the development environments.

4.1 Differences in TD concepts

The common TD concept most papers focus on is the cause of TD. While skill shortage in the developer team is a generally present cause of TD for both approaches [S8]. Some of the main causes are frequently discussed for both development environments, but differ in detail. Deadlines as a TD cause, for example, are discussed in project-based and product-based development. While for project-based development the customer, pressuring for an early implementation of a feature or visible changes [S7], and the budget are main reasons for deadlines [S2], for product-based development it is mostly the need to deliver new features to the targeted market, which generates pressure [S6].

Another similar case for both product- and project-based development, which solely differs in detail are changing requirements. For product-based development, this often means a changed product vision, which is necessary to reach a broader group of possible customers [S6]. For project-based development, this can occur as well, whenever the customer’s requirements change [S2]. While the underlying reason for the cause is different, the effect stays the same, the TD is generated.

There are some TD causes however, which only occur in either product-based development or project-based development. An example for this is fixed budgets in competitive projects which call for proposals. When development teams make such a proposal, they often have to include an estimated budget without being able to negotiate requirements with the customer beforehand. This motivates shortcuts to speed up feature implementations at the expense of code quality [S3]. On the other hand, there is a tendency in project-based development to require a more detailed architectural design, which is made in consultation with the customer before even starting the coding process, while product-based development tends to a more spontaneous design approach [S2]. This can lead to inappropriate planning, which is a cause of TD [S8].

TD consequence is an attribute which is mostly similar between the two approaches, with the most extreme consequences being unsolvable bugs/defects or even product or project termination [S1]. Another relevant TD concept is visibility. For TD visibility, project-based development has a higher risk of needing extra measures to assure a high visibility of TD because a project can end and a follow-up project is started with a new team, intrinsic knowledge of each former project member is lost [S2, S8]. A necessary countermeasure to this may be a greater focus on TD communication and TD representation/documentation in TDM.

While these differences in TD concepts may affect TDM, there are certain characteristics of the two development environments, which directly influence TDM.

4.2 Differences in TDM

Same as for TD concepts, TDM is largely similar, with differences in detail. The goal of TDM, handling TD in a way to balance interest and repayments, stays the same. When discussing the individual TDM steps, while all steps are applied for both development environments [S12, S5], some gain greater focus as others. Broken down for each TDM step, this yields different insights:
While TD identification is arguably the most costly step of all \[S3\], no major differences are noticeable. However, one reason why TD seems hard to identify and categorize is that TD propagates throughout the whole development process \[S2\], meaning architectural debt could possibly influence the code design negatively. While the flawed code design may be easy to see, the actual underlying TD could be near impossible to identify. This needs to be accounted when identifying TD and therefore TD identification should be done for every part of the development process \[S5\]. While for product-based development, the whole product lifecycle is accompanied and measurements can be taken during the whole process, this does not have to be the case for project-based development. Because of this, even while the action taken to identify TD are not necessarily different, the practical result can differ.

There is evidence for differences in TD measurement. In an empirical study of Yli-Huumo et al., teams which follow a rather project-based approach tend to implement TD measurement, while product-based teams often neglect this step \[S12\]. It is important to note that this anomaly seems to be correlating with the team structure. Teams which take actions to implement TD measurement hand over the responsibility for this to their team manager, a role which was only present for project-based teams in this study. A difference between product-based and project-based teams could therefore be coincidental.

For TD monitoring and TD prioritization there is no apparent connection between the development environment and the implementation of these steps. In general, teams have a tendency to neglect separate guidelines or calculations for TD prioritization and instead prioritize them in the same process as other action items \[S1\]. This leads to a higher impact of time- or resource-related pressure lasting on the development team. When a customer requirement or an important feature is upcoming, TD items often have a lower priority \[S1\].

In theory, TD communication should receive greater focus in project-based teams. When working with a non-technical customer, a clear TD communication could be integral for later repayment. However, a clear statement regarding this assumption is not possible with the current studies as this aspect was not widely explored.

When examining TD prevention there is a low influence of project circumstances and methods in general \[S3\]. This is also the case for the development environment.

As stated in the previous section discussing TD concepts, TD documentation has to be thoroughly conducted for project-based development in case of exchange of the team \[S2, S6\]. And finally, TD repayment actions generally differ depending on the circumstances like system size and age \[S8\]. But there are no findings to support the assumption that particularly the development environment is an influential factor to this.

In summary, while most TD concepts, regardless of the development environment, are quite similar, there are certain attributes such as TD causes and visibility which differ. This has direct implications for TDM. And when examining TDM steps as isolated as possible, there are still differences noticeable depending on multiple factors, including the development environment. TDM steps which differ the most are TD measurement and repayment.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Answer to research questions

RQ1 How do TD concepts differ between product- and project-based development?

As the results show, the amount of differences between the two development environments depend on the observed TD concept. Most TD causes occur in both software development environments and mostly differ in detail, with inappropriate planning and fixed budgets being the only exceptions found during our study.

For TD consequences there are no apparent differences. TD visibility differs the most between the development environments as visibility of TD is decreased in project-based environment due the fluctuation of project members or even full teams leaving a project.

RQ2 How does TDM change in product- vs project-based development?

There are indeed TDM steps which are generally different, e.g. TD measurement and TD repayment. However, there is a gap left. Whether the differences in TD measurement are connected to team structure or the development environment cannot be answered undoubtedly. Similarly, TD repayment is different depending on multiple process circumstances and therefore a correlation to the development environment could not be isolated \[S5\].

Additionally, for TD communication and documentation we had assumptions that project-based teams have a higher reward when implementing these steps, but these assumptions could not be proven nor disproven in the scope of this paper.

5.2 Implication for practitioners/researchers

When reviewing the results of our systematic literature review, it becomes apparent that multiple assumptions could not be clearly proven or disproven. This is mainly due to lack of data to support the necessary examination. Therefore, one implication for future research is that an exploratory study focusing on the influence of development environments should be conducted. A possible approach could be an industrial case study containing multiple cases with teams, working with either development environment, recording the TDM process for each team individually. This could lead to a clearer picture of the influence of development environments on the frequency of certain TD causes, the general TD visibility and the design of TDM.

Meanwhile, an implication for practitioners should be a general understanding of the influence of different process circumstances, including the development environment, on TD and TDM. More precisely, this includes a higher awareness of certain TD causes which are naturally inclined to occur within one development environment, such as inappropriate planning for product-based development or shortcuts motivated by fixed budgets for project-based development. Further, there are TDM steps which possibly differ in implementation. Namely, these are TD measurement and repayment. TDM steps such as TD communication and documentation could benefit from a greater focus in implementation, when working project-based. It is highly recommended to reflect these differences when approaching TDM for either development environment.
5.3 Internal validity

Many of the reviewed literature did not explicitly specify the development environment of the survey participants or observed case studies. Therefore, we established criteria to map studies to either project-based development, product-based development or mixed approaches. In some cases, the information provided led to a well-founded assumption, but the amount of information was always limited and more profound insights into the circumstances could result in a different mapping.

Naturally, when conducting a systematic literature review, we are depending on the validity of the literature. By excluding literature which was not peer reviewed, we focused on papers with a higher probability to be valid. Although, it should be noted that for some surveys and case studies, the number of participants and subjects to the case studies were not especially large. For example, the majority of case studies include less than 10 teams, which in total results in less than 1000 participants. This limits the meaningfulness of the collected information.

5.4 External validity

As indicated in section 5.3, the overall scope of development environments studied may not be large enough to allow applying the results to the entire software development industry. As many of the reviewed papers are case studies observing a concrete development environment with all of its circumstantial dependencies, generalising the results and transferring the learnings to other projects may not be beneficial in every case, because the circumstances could differ too substantially. By including papers from 2011 to 2021 that observe development environments from years ago, today's evolution of TDM is not fully reflected. Although our results should be applicable to current projects, there may be new approaches to TDM which could be more applicable or beneficial.

6. CONCLUSION

While there is a great focus on the concepts of TD and TDM in the current scientific discussion, it is difficult to make clear statements about the effectiveness and influence of different circumstances surrounding the development process on TD frequency and the efficiency of TDM. The goal of this paper was to isolate the influence of the development environment, particularly the difference between product-based and project-based development environments, on TD concepts and TDM. Therefore, we conducted a systematic literature review, examining 12 examples of scientific literature, mostly case studies and surveys, focusing on the differences in the development environment. To compare different case studies appropriately, we first had to map those studies to project- and product-based approaches by answering a catalog of criteria for each paper. Although, limited by the amount of papers, which discuss this topic in particular, and the vagueness which comes naturally when mapping studies on such a small amount of information, our results suggest that there are no TD types only specific to one project mode. When focusing on TDM, data shows that TD measurement and TD repayment are the two actions which differ most depending on the development environment. However, the influence on TD measurement could not be validated to be independent of other circumstances, such as team composition. The assumptions that TD communication/documentation would impact teams more if there were part of a project-based environment could not be validated or refuted. Because of our results there is a clear implication for researchers to conduct further research, ideally this would be a study focusing on industrial cases by monitoring TDM of teams with different development environments. Furthermore, more research on the implementation of single TDM actions in an industrial context would provide helpful insights into the effectiveness of different approaches to a particular step. This could lead to more precise proposals and guidelines on how to effectively implement TDM.
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APPENDIX

A. DATABASE SEARCH QUERIES

A.1 ACM

```
(AllField:("technical debt management")) AND (Title:(project OR "project-based" OR "project management" OR Title:(product OR "product-based" OR "product management"))
```

A.2 Scopus

```
TITLE-ABS-KEY ("technical debt management") AND (TITLE (project OR "project-based" OR "project management") OR TITLE (product OR "product-based" OR "product management"))
```
A.3 IEEE


C. MAPPING RESULTS PER PAPER

Managing Technical Debt: An Industrial Case Study S1

(1) While the paper does not explicitly state the observed development environment, it is mentioned that the survey had about 250 participants from 28 different teams. Therefore, it is assumed that this paper contains mixed development environments.

⇒Mixed

Seeking Technical Debt in Critical Software Development Projects: An Exploratory Field Study S2

(1) It is explicitly stated that the multiple teams observed are working in highly different development environments.

⇒Mixed

Costs and obstacles encountered in technical debt management S3

(1) No.

(2) Yes, a project lifetime of 17 sprints was defined.

(3) The presence of a single customer is stated.

(4) Whether the whole lifecycle is accompanied was not clearly stated.

⇒Project-based development, because of criteria (2) and (3).

Tracking technical debt - An exploratory case study S4

(1) No.

(2) No, the project ran for the whole product evolution process.

(3) No single customer was stated.

(4) The product was developed by the same team pre- and post-release.

⇒Product-based development, because of criteria (2), (3) and (4).

The Need for Holistic Technical Debt Management across the Value Stream: Lessons Learnt and Open Challenge S5

(1) No.

(2) Not explicitly stated.

(3) Not explicitly stated.

(4) Not explicitly stated.

⇒Unknown, because not enough information on the project is provided to map this case study.

Value-Based Technical Debt Management: An Exploratory Case Study in Start-Ups and Scale-Ups S6
Yes, it is made clear that the participants were start-ups developing a single product or service.

⇒ Product-based development.


(1) No.

(2) No.

(3) Project 2 (out of 2) had a single customer.

(4) Project 1 was a specific adjustment of a finished product for one use case.

⇒ Project-based development, because of criterion (3) in case of project 2 and criterion (4) in case of project 1.

What Are the Practices Used by Software Practitioners on Technical Debt Payment: Results from an International Family of Surveys [S8]

(1) While the paper does not explicitly state the observed development environment, it is stated that this is an open survey with 432 participants from multiple companies with different demographics.

⇒ Mixed

On the Relationship Between Technical Debt Management and Process Models [S9]

(1) While the paper does not explicitly state the observed development environment, the survey contains a question about the development approach of the corresponding project and groups its results by development modes. Therefore, multiple different development environments are reflected by the participants of this survey.

⇒ Mixed

Managing technical debt in practice: An industrial report [S10]

(1) No.

(2) No.

(3) Multiple possible customers exist.

(4) One team is accompanying the whole lifecycle.

⇒ Product-based development, because of criteria (2), (3) and (4).

Technical Debt in Large-Scale Distributed Projects: An Industrial Case Study [S11]

(1) Multiple teams work on one product but in independently carried out projects. A project-based approach is therefore clearly stated.

⇒ Project-based development

How do software development teams manage technical debt [S12]

(1) Table 1 in this journal article contains a list of all teams depicted in this case. Those teams are working product-based as well as project-based.

⇒ Mixed
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ABSTRACT
Property-based testing (PBT) is a well-known testing method in theory and has found usage since the famous QuickCheck library release in 1999. It is different from standard example-based testing techniques, as it randomizes and generalizes test cases based on property specifications. This allows coverage of unconsidered edge cases and equivalence classes. In addition, PBT can be combined with other well-known techniques like combinatorial testing to further improve effectiveness. Yet it is not as widely used in the industry as other testing approaches, despite tooling support for popular programming languages.

In this paper, we analyze the characteristics of real-world projects applying PBT to identify challenges in its application. Therefore we queried GitHub to find relevant projects that depend on specific PBT frameworks. Based on the findings, we elaborate on the discovered challenges and present approaches from the literature to solve them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—productivity, programming teams, software configuration management

Keywords
property-based testing, software quality assurance, QuickCheck, GitHub, real-world testing

1. INTRODUCTION
Software testing is a method to provide software quality and is usually realized by writing test cases for a set of inputs to check if the output differs from the space of expected results. Example-based testing is one of the many techniques in which the software behavior is tested towards concrete scenarios. However, the example-based tests do not cover the complete range of results since the number of possible generated cases might be out of scope for the developer. Thus, it would be impossible to find faults when some inputs that might be important are not considered. Therefore, another technique called boundary-value analysis can be used. Instead of testing simply inside a certain range of inputs, this method examines the system’s behavior towards the input boundaries. Yet, the chosen values for testing are predefined and pre-selected, which means that the problem of not covering important test cases still arises [9, 10, 11].

For these reasons, this paper analyzes property-based testing (PBT), a testing technique that deals with these drawbacks. The PBT tools generate random inputs automatically to test the properties of the system under test that are formalized by the user beforehand. Quickcheck is the first tool for property-based testing, which led to the development of other approaches and improved extensions for PBT. It is used to test whether Haskell-written properties hold up against these randomly generated inputs. Property testing helps developers to reduce the size of test code and at the same time increases the likelihood of encountering a bug by testing cases that developers are unaware of [25].

For example, when wanting to test whether a system authenticates the user correctly, PBT can be used to test the expected results and difficulty in property definition, we considered three research questions.

RQ1: Is the usage of PBT limited to specific application fields?
RQ2: How popular is PBT in open-source repositories?
RQ3: What are the challenges that might prohibit the usage of PBT?

This paper is organized as in the following. Section two describes what property-based testing is, how results are produced and verified, and how PBT is combined with other testing approaches. The third section explains where PBT is used and where it is applied. Also, in this section, a short code is implemented that helps with finding the most rated projects related to the PBT on GitHub [18]. Afterwards, section four illustrates an example of possible PBT problems that arise when deriving properties from business rule models, followed by section five presenting three new approaches, that try to deal with those problems.
2. FOUNDATIONS OF PROPERTY-BASED TESTING

In testing, we always have to cope with the **combinatorial explosion** of input complexity [4]. It is impossible to test every input of a given unit under test (UUT). **Property-based testing** (PBT) approaches this by defining properties describing the allowed range of inputs and the expected outcomes [6]. Since concrete in- and output values are required for testing, PBT frameworks have to generate test cases from property descriptions. This can be achieved by providing the properties in a machine-readable format.

With PBT, we can cover all valid input combinations with a single property description [6]. Test cases are automatically and randomly generated from the allowed range of inputs. Manual creation of relevant test cases is no longer required. In addition, missed edge cases or equivalence classes can be detected. The random test cases have a chance to cover them. However, we have to provide a correct and complete set of properties to ensure adequate testing. Every specification and every possible input must be considered when they are defined. Further challenges are discussed in section 4.

PBT is a **generative approach** and has similarities to Fuzz Testing [12] and example tables in Behavior-Driven Development (BDD) [24]. It can be used for unit, component, and system testing. Further functional and non-functional testing is possible. Since we formulate properties based on the UUT specification, PBT realizes a **black-box testing** approach. The internal structure of the UUT is not considered. Finally, PBT is not restricted to specific project types.

2.1 Defining Properties

The first step for applying property-based testing is the definition of properties [6]. They can be formulated as follows:

\[
\text{for all } (x, y, \ldots) \\text{ satisfying precondition } (x, y, \ldots) \\text{ property } (x, y, \ldots) \text{ holds}
\]

The definition consists of two parts. Firstly all available input variables are defined. Secondly, a valid input range for which the property must hold is specified with a precondition. Lastly, the property that holds for this input configuration is described. The precondition and the property are denoted as a boolean expression. Through this, the input and output of a UUT are connected.

We use an addition operation as an example to show the concrete difference between example-based testing and PBT. The function \(\text{add}(x, y)\) adds two integer numbers. In standard example-based tests this could result in the test case:

**Given** (3, 2)  
**When** I add them  
**Then** I expect 5

With PBT, we can use the mathematical properties of the addition operations instead:

- **Commutativity**
  \[
  \text{for all } (\text{int } x, \text{int } y) \\text{ satisfying precondition } (x \text{ greater } 0) \\text{ property } (\text{add}(x, 1), 1) \text{ equals } \text{add}(x, 2)) \text{ holds}
  \]
  \[
  \text{...}
  \]

These properties are more general than the concrete example before. We also notice that properties can contain variable amounts of inputs, constant values, or too specific preconditions. This can result in less test coverage and therefore a lower test quality. For instance, we can describe the associativity property as:

\[
\text{for all } (\text{int } x, \text{int } y, \text{int } z) \\text{ satisfying precondition } (\text{true}) \\text{ property } (\text{add}(\text{add}(x, y), z) \text{ equals } \text{add}(x, \text{add}(y, z))) \text{ holds}
\]

2.2 Test Procedure

After the property definition, we can insert them into the testing framework. The already mentioned QuickCheck library for Haskell has set the foundations of the testing procedure [6]. We use it as an example to explain the general structure of every PBT framework. Figure 1 shows the four parts of a QuickCheck. A Checker API as a control structure, a generator for providing concrete test inputs, the test runner and a shrinker to provide human-understandable results.

![Figure 1: Structure of the QuickCheck property-based testing framework.](image)

Each property is handed to the **Checker API**. It generates random input sequences with the help of the **generator** and based on the input specification of each property. The given logical formula needs to be evaluated to check if an input sequence is valid. Then each valid input sequence will assemble a test case. So the number of test cases is controlled by the number of generated input sequences. The generator can use a seeding mechanism to provide reproducibility [8]. A seed is an initialization value for the randomization function. Previous test runs can therefore be repeated by providing the same seed.
All input sequences are then passed to the test runner. Based on the property specification, it executes the UUT and other helper functions with the given sequence. In the end, the logical formula of the property can be evaluated. If it holds, the test case passes and the next one is executed. If not, an error is discovered and the test case fails.

Since the generated input can be very complex, the result of a failed test case is often challenging to comprehend. Particular difficult situations occur when lists are required as input. The generator will produce arbitrary large lists filled with many different elements. If a test case reports an error, the user cannot quickly understand which part of the list causes the problem. Therefore, a shrinking of the generated input sequence should be applied. This step is optional and not used in every PBT framework since it only improves usability. So the testing framework can be simplified if complex input sequences cannot occur.

The shrinker module is executed if a test case fails. It takes the failing input sequence and applies a simplification step. This simplification requires different algorithms and heuristics, like reducing the list size by one. If the new input sequence fails again, we have found a valid reduction and can repeat the process. If not, we have already found the smallest input sequence and can output this to the user. It is possible to use multiple and different simplification procedures [14]. A failing simplification step can then be replaced by another one. To find the smallest failing input sequence, all possible combinations of simplifications have to be tested. This results in a tree of input sequences shown in figure 2.

![Figure 2: Tree of input sequences when shrinking is applied. Nodes represent failing (cross) and succeeding (checkmark) input sequences of a test case. Each edge applies a specific simplification procedure according to the edge label.](image)

The effectiveness of the shrinking heavily depends on the used simplification procedures [14]. We could miss smaller configurations if the procedures reduce the input too much in one step or combine different simplifications. However, if they change the input only slightly and are numerous, the tree of possible input reductions can get huge. In addition, complex data structures can be difficult to shrink. Therefore, usually only basic data types are considered in simplification steps. Alternatively, user-provided procedures can be applied to improve shrinking.

At the end of the testing procedure, the Checker API combines all results and returns them to the user. A property can be marked as passed if it has no failing test cases. For all other properties, the failing and shrunk input sequences are returned.

2.3 Combination with other Testing Techniques

Different testing techniques are often applied simultaneously to improve software quality even more [3]. Beside using other techniques separately from PBT, we can combine them with PBT. This will increase the complexity of the testing framework but also make all their benefits available at the same time. In this section, we have a closer look at boundary value, equivalence class and combinatorial testing as the most popular alternative approaches.

Boundary value testing [3] is a common technique to test special input values. We can modify our generator module to always produce input sequences with given boundary values in addition to the random test cases. As a result, we can guarantee that the properties are tested with all recognized special cases.

As an extension to edge case consideration, equivalence class testing [3] splits the whole input domain into different parts. Concrete input sequences from the resulting classes must have similar properties. So the consideration of equivalence classes can help to define properties. We can also use equivalence classes to modify the generator further. By ensuring that input sequences are generated in every given equivalence class, we can ensure that the domain is tested more thoroughly. It is no longer possible to miss previously known equivalence classes in a test run.

Finally, combinatorial testing [3] ensures the coverage of different input value combinations. This is important if multiple parameters interact in the execution of the UUT body. Combining combinatorial testing with PBT will also result in a modification of the generator module. We require that specific combinations of input values are generated. Since boundary values and equivalence classes can be incorporated into the generation, as seen before, this modification is possible.

We can observe that all combinations require a modification of the generator module and result in a more specific set of test cases. Consequently, fewer test cases need to be generated to cover all relevant input sequences. Combined with optimized shrinking and strong properties, this ensures efficient and effective testing.

3. APPLICATION OF PBT IN REAL-WORLD PROJECTS

The application of PBT in the real world requires a good testing infrastructure. Without frameworks and tool support, the testing of software projects is infeasible. Usually, these tools are developed externally and can be used in different projects. There exist many PBT frameworks for popular programming languages like:

- **Java** JUnit-Quickcheck
- **C++** RapidCheck
- **.NET** FsCheck*
- **JavaScript** fast-check*
- **Ruby** rubycheck
- **Python** Hypothesis
3.1 Methodology

To find further application fields of PBT, we queried GitHub for dependencies. GitHub natively provides an insight on all dependents of a repository. Thus we can find all GitHub projects that rely on PBT frameworks published on GitHub. Since the list of dependents cannot be sorted or filtered on the GitHub webpage, we use the GHTOPDEP project\(^2\) for that purpose.

GHTOPDEP is a python command-line tool. It requires a public_repo token to access all public repositories on GitHub. Then it queries GitHub for all dependents of a given repository URL using the insight feature. The results are given in a table and sorted by stars. Each table entry contains the repository URL and the number of stars. Further, the resulting table can be clipped after a specified amount of entries and projects with too few stars can be excluded. Beside the sorted table, additional information about all dependent public repositories is displayed. This includes the total quantity of found repositories and the quantity of those with at least one star.

We are using stars as a sorting criterion since they are the best available metric for project popularity and relevance. Every registered user account can give stars freely to a GitHub repository. They can be used as a bookmark or to show appreciation for a project. Consequently they do not directly reflect usage and can be manipulated with fake accounts. Still, they display an interaction with a project, are difficult to manipulate in large amounts, and also reflect the popularity of every project type. Alternatives like the dependent count fail to measure projects that are not very reusable (e.g. end-user software), while derived metrics would require complex weighting and normalization.

In the following section, we evaluate two PBT frameworks for different programming languages with the introduced tool. It is set to display a maximum of 50 repositories with at least 1 star. Because we are only interested in applications fields of PBT, neither the restriction to public GitHub projects rated by stars nor the small sample size of two frameworks has a strong impact on the results. If we find a highly rated project for a specific application field, we can assume that PBT was at least considered in this context. So PBT should also be a valid consideration for other projects in this application field because they often have similar challenges, design decisions, or programming languages. Only the extent to which PBT is used cannot be inferred from a dependency.

3.2 Results

The first analyzed framework is fast-check\(^{22}\) for JavaScript. It was first announced in 2017 and then finally released in October 2018 with version 1.0.0. It is still in active development and currently available in version 3.0.0. The framework is primarily written in TypeScript and publicly available on GitHub. With a count of 3100 stars and over 600 thousand downloads per month, the project already has a considerable amount of popularity.

fast-check implements the full PBT feature set including shrinking. With the help of seeding, it also allows to reproduce previously executed tests. Beside the basic PBT implementation, no other testing approaches or fundamental modifications to the property-based approach are provided with this framework.

Table I shows the command-line tool output for fast-check. The table only shows the first ten entries of the result and is extended by a short description of the detected projects. We can directly observe repositories with high star counts above 20 thousand like Jest or Ramda. In comparison to fast-check, these are highly popular software projects. Even the last table entry has a considerable amount of relevance with 6500 stars.

When considering the complete tool output, more than 30 projects with at least 1000 stars are listed. The lowest-rated project in position 50 still has more than 500 stars. In total, 9430 public repositories were found with 2510 of them having at least one star.

If we focus on the descriptions, we detect a variety of different project types. There are testing frameworks, cloud and distributed systems development software, digital currency libraries, and even software for developing user interfaces. Some application fields occur multiple times, like the functional programming libraries. However, no clear focus on one type of project can be detected in general. In addition, all results can be considered typical for JavaScript since this language is mostly used to develop dynamic and interactive web content, mobile apps, and server applications.

FsCheck\(^{20}\) is the second analyzed PBT tool and enables testing of .NET software. It was first announced in 2014 and released in version 1.0.0 later that year. It is still in active development and currently available in version 2.16.5. The software is mostly written in F# and its source code is publicly available on GitHub. With a count of 977 stars, it is less popular than fast-check, although released earlier.
Since FsCheck is a port of Haskell’s QuickCheck library, it implements the complete PBT feature set. Similar to fast-check, a seeding mechanism for reproducibility is provided, but no additional modifications or extensions are introduced.

The command-line tool could detect a total of 1012 repositories dependent on FsCheck, with 327 of them having at least one star. The complete table ranges from projects with 40 stars to projects with 9200 stars. More than 30 projects have at least 100 stars. So beside the smaller star count of FsCheck itself, the number and popularity of dependent projects are also much smaller than for the fast-check example.

Since .NET software platform is mostly used for the development of application software for end-users, it has a different focus than JavaScript and is still relevant for the analysis. A closer view on the top 10 highest rated repositories for FsCheck in table 2 reveals some additional application fields. Parsing, Game Engine development, and programming languages are new examples where PBT is applied. Nevertheless, some previously detected use cases, like testing frameworks and digital currency tools, occur again.

In summary, we can detect usage or consideration of property-based testing in thousands of projects. Moreover, popular projects with up to 40000 GitHub stars are also dependent on PBT frameworks. Finally, the property-based approach does not seem to be limited to specific application fields. However, compared to traditional example-based testing, both analyzed frameworks are still very unimportant. Alternatives like the BDD framework Mocha \cite{19} in JavaScript or the non-PBT framework xUnit \cite{21} in .NET have a much higher star count and are used in vastly more projects. Figure 3 shows the differences in popularity between all mentioned projects. Especially the dependent count is a significant indicator of popularity since testing frameworks are designed for reuse. So property-based testing must have other challenges that prevent developers from using this approach.

### Table 1: Top 10 dependents on fast-check sorted by stars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>repository</th>
<th>stars</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>facebook/jest</td>
<td>39K</td>
<td>JavaScript Testing Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ramlad/ramla</td>
<td>22K</td>
<td>Functional Programming for JavaScript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts</td>
<td>18K</td>
<td>Smart Contract Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jasmine/jasmine</td>
<td>15K</td>
<td>JavaScript Testing Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trufflesuite/truffle</td>
<td>13K</td>
<td>Ethereum Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tinymc/tinymc</td>
<td>11K</td>
<td>Text Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aws/aws-cdk</td>
<td>8.7K</td>
<td>Cloud Computing Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaMask/metamask-extension</td>
<td>8.0K</td>
<td>Crypto Wallet Browser Extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcantifp-ts</td>
<td>7.8K</td>
<td>Functional Programming for TypeScript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adobe/react-spectrum</td>
<td>6.5K</td>
<td>User Interface Development for Adobe Software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Top 10 dependents on FsCheck sorted by stars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>repository</th>
<th>stars</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dotnet/runtime</td>
<td>9.2K</td>
<td>.NET Software Development Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>akka-dotnet/akka.net</td>
<td>4.1K</td>
<td>Distributed Systems Development Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commandlineparser/commandline</td>
<td>3.5K</td>
<td>Commandline Parser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dotnet/fsharp</td>
<td>3.1K</td>
<td>F# Programming Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>microsoft/onefuzz</td>
<td>2.6K</td>
<td>Fuzz Testing Framework for .NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fsharp/sharp</td>
<td>2.2K</td>
<td>F# Programming Language (old)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetacoSA/NBitcoin</td>
<td>1.7K</td>
<td>Bitcoin library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PragmaticFlow/NBomber</td>
<td>1.5K</td>
<td>Load Testing Framework for .NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeutroniumCore/Neutronium</td>
<td>1.3K</td>
<td>Library for .NET programming via HTML, CSS and javascript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bryanedds/Nu</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>Functional Game Engine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3: Number of stars and dependent public GitHub repositories on different PBT and non-PBT testing frameworks.](image)

### 4. CHALLENGES

To discuss challenges in the application of PBT, this section describes a specific example of how property-based testing is used for testing business rules \cite{5}.

The relational database management system (RDBMS) has been used before by many applications to store data since it offers the possibility to define data constraints that keep data structured and consistent. Business rules represent the consistency checks of these data constraints and ensure that the application is well-performing. For their validation, there are automated tests for within and outside
the input bounds generated using QuickCheck. To understand how this works an ordering system example, taken from Laura M. Castro [5] will be explained. As given in [6] figure 2 illustrates an Entity-Relationship Diagram (ERD) between the three system entities, customer, product, and order. 

![ERD Diagram](image)

**Figure 4: ERD between customer, product and order entities [6]**

When translating the diagram in the figure 4 into RDBMS there are constraints implemented, such as the entities should contain primary keys, the relationships between the entities are represented as relations with one or more keys, the amount or the product price should not be empty, and so on. Other constraints that rely on the system operation, like how a customer gets the gold status or what featured products can be bought only by gold customers, are the so called business rules. To test if the system has implemented these rules correctly they are translated into SQL queries. Below is an example of a business rule written in the SQL query, which states that the customer can purchase a featured product only if the customer has the gold status [5].

```
-- Business rule:

SELECT customer.id
FROM customer, order, order_products
WHERE customer.id = order.customer_id
AND order.number = order_products.order_number
AND customer.status <> 'gold'
AND order_products.products_code

Listing 1: Business rule in SQL query
```

Assume that the customer obtains the gold status after placing at least five orders. Since the system allows modifying or canceling the order, it presents the possibility of violating the business rule. When achieving the gold status, the customer might place an order which contains a featured product and afterwards cancel the other four placed orders. In this situation the customer would have a special product and a non-gold status. Since QuickCheck randomizes tests in the above-described case, it could happen that it is continuously tested only for placing an order with random non-existing products or the orders are being canceled [5]. In this way there will not be any new testing results produced.

To overcome this challenge and produce more test cases, state-machine testing can be applied. This technique uses the knowledge of past test results to generate new ones. All data stored in the database at a particular moment is what makes a state, while the path from one state to another is the transition of the state machine. Using only one state for the whole database and updating only that state continuously does not provide the possibility of finding errors. Therefore, when testing it is important to keep only enough data in the current state to generate all the possible new states and transitions. The input data is already contained in the database or it is randomized, meaning that new information is added to the database and can be re-used for the other possible test cases [5]. In this example the author uses Quviq’s Quickcheck which generates programs written in the Erlang, a programming language for real-time systems, that provide high availability [5,7].

Firstly, an abstract state with an empty customer and product information is defined. The customer field contains the customer id and the orders placed by that customer, while the product field will contain the list of purchased products [5].

```
initial_state() ->
    #shop{customers = [],
          product = []}.

#customer {id, orders=[], }
```

Listing 2: Definition of the first state

The next_state function shows how the interaction between the state and the chosen data for testing affects the database. Firstly the newly created customer is added to the list of customers with an id and places orders on that id. Then the next_state function updates the state based on the information about the customer and the product. If the information was present in the abstract state, it means that the data was newly produced and the database is updated by adding the new orders placed in the customer’s information, otherwise the state does not change [5].

```
next_state(State, CallResult,
            {call, ?MODULE, new_customer, [Name]}) ->
    NewCustomer = #customer {id = CallResult},
    State#shop{
        customer = [NewCustomer] ++ State#shop.customers};

next_state(State, CallResult,
            {call, ?MODULE, place_customer, [Id, ProductCode]}) ->
    case existing(ProductCode, State#shop.products) of
        true ->
            case get_customer(State#shop.customers, Id) of
                not_found -> State;
                Customer ->
                    NewOrders = [CallResults] ++ Customer#customer.orders,
                    State#shop{
                        customer = [Customer#customerorder = NewOrders] ++
                                    Customer#customer.orders}.
            delete_customers(S#shop.customers, Id)}
```

Listing 3: Next state function
Listing 3: Definition of the newly created and updated states

When updating the customer records with the new data, the previous old records are removed from the state. In this part the problem relies on the fact that after updating the state, the database also changes and there is no way of checking the consistency of the updated information with the business rules. Afterall, the original database is not saved in an internal state of the machine model. Therefore, it was proposed to check for the violation of business logic after every sequence of tests. This enables the tests to run faster and in parallel [5].

As mentioned at the beginning of this section each business rule is translated into SQL queries and is embedded in a database transaction.

```sql
Listing 4: Embedding a business rule as part of a transaction
```

```sql
business_rule(Connection) ->
  [] == db_interface:process_query(
    Connection,
    "SELECT id "
    +" FROM order_products NATURAL JOIN customer"
    + " WHERE status <> 'gold'"
    + " AND code IN (" ++ string:join (?) GOLDEN_PRODUCTS ")"
    +")">
```

Listing 5: Testing the compliance of the updated database with the business logic rule

The above-described example is evaluated using a risk management information system, ARMISTICE, that contains a database schema with almost 124 data-related business rules. In such cases, when the number of business rules is large, it is suggested to have more than one state machine as a test model for every possible operation or command affecting subsets of the database schema. One reason is that the complexity of the business rules affects the size of the database. As a consequence tests require more time to be executed and also the number of bugs increases. Along with the long testing time, there is also a delay in shrinking the counterexample set during the re-run of the failing tests [5].

PBT also faces challenges in web-service applications. The described approach in [1] uses FsCheck to test business rule models when deriving generators for sequences of web-service requests. This tool supports, similarly to QuickCheck, models with states and transitions, where the inputs are translated from parsed XML files to extended finite state machines. The goal in [1] is to test the incoming requests between web service applications, which in this case are the transitions of the state machines. Here a transition represents the incoming data, the saving of the web page, and the graphical user interface that is used from the FsCheck to derive the properties for testing. One problem that occurred during testing happened because of the lacking information regarding business-rule models, such as the reference attributes. For this reason, the tool reported unreal bugs or exceptions.

However, PBT has proven to be suitable when testing business rules, since predicting the possible sequence of operations that caused their failure is sometimes out of scope for a developer. They often do not hold due to the unpredictable changes in conditions, thus, generating sorts of test cases that might cause a failure helps in detecting errors [5].

5. NEW APPROACHES

In the previous chapter there were described some challenges of PBT, such as continuously testing with random inputs even if no new test results were being produced, incrementation of business rules complexity followed by longer testing time, delay in the shrinking of the counter example sets or lack of information regarding business-rule models causing unreal bugs or exceptions. Therefore, in this chapter there will be presented some new approaches which deal with some of these challenges.

For example having a large space of input is crucial when testing out of the input bounds or also known as negative testing. However, this does not always assure yielding satisfactory results. An approach called targeted property-based testing (TPBT), instead of testing via random inputs, applies a search strategy for the input generation, specified by the user [15]. The user defines a search-based component that generates inputs with a higher likelihood of falsifying a property based on a utility value which measures how close the random input was to falsifying that property. It has been shown that the TPBT requires fewer test cases to find bugs than the random PBT technique.

In case of the property definition it might happen that the properties contain preconditions on their inputs, which are not always satisfied, such as the list should be sorted or must not contain duplicates. Therefore, the system can react by dropping these inputs, leaving many cases untested. For these reasons, in [13] there was proposed a new approach of PBT, namely coverage guide property-based testing (CGPT), an extension of QuickCheck called FuzzChick, which controls the information flow. FuzzChick contains a generator that produces initial inputs and mutants that are type-aware. The inputs are mutated until they do not generate new test results anymore. This approach is based on fuzz testing, a technique that inputs random bytes in a program and tests whether the system fails. As a result it covers more tests than those that generate inputs for each test [13].

Except for tools, there are also libraries created with the
purpose of using PBT. An example is the Hypothesis, a library built for Python. It has been observed to improve the scientific research results in software testing and supports test-case reduction and targeted property-based testing, where the user only specifies the goal and tests are generated towards that goal.  

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, property-based testing was analyzed as a software testing method as well as the characteristics of real-world projects that apply PBT to identify challenges and its application. The root of PBT starts with Haskell, a functional programming language used to define properties in the form of functions. Tools like QuickCheck use these properties to generate random inputs and compare the output with the expected result. After each positive result, the set of counterexamples becomes smaller, while testing and the generation of inputs continue until there are no new results. It is proven that PBT is useful, especially in large systems where the number of possible inputs is out of scope for the developers. Again, manually written tests do not guarantee full coverage of possible inputs and thus possible results. Additionally, not considering all the inputs increases the difficulty of finding faults. However, QuickCheck is not the only tool. With the software becoming more complex when testing properties, problems also escalated. Therefore, methods such as state-machining testing, usage of SQL queries to define properties, new tools like FuzzChick, FsCheck, and libraries, such as Hypothesis, have been developed.
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ABSTRACT

Test oracles are an integral part of software testing to verify that the SUT (Software Under Test) behaves correctly to its specifications. Since the test oracle problem was first investigated in 1978, new approaches have been designed over time and currently the focus has shifted towards automating existing solutions. We divide the different methods into classes and look at their temporal evolution in research. For the categorisation, we looked at literature of different approaches in the context of their time periods and present the results of our analysis. Test oracles can be categorized into pseudo oracles for testing non-testable programs, test oracles based on specifications, metamorphic testing based on metomorphic relations, test oracles created by machine learning or search based learning, regression testing and assertions. These categories are defined in the context of present literature and are subject to change after further research, be it through refinement of existing or definition of new groups.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2 [Software]: Software Engineering; D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—productivity, programming teams, software configuration management
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1. INTRODUCTION

Software testing allows for easier discovery of issues in the internal logic and confirming the successful conflict resolution thereof by checking the received output for a set input [1]. It is a key part of development and an accurate check of program reliability, though it is also costly to efficiently implement in both time and effort [3]. Choosing the appropriate input and methodology is a complex task that evolves alongside the development process [3, 4]. Maintenance costs, which are mostly delegated to testing, almost certainly surpass initial production costs because of it, given the software is supported for a certain time [14]. Because of the importance of this process, the term test oracle was introduced as the first step in formally categorizing different test methods [9].

In testing the test oracle takes over the role of verifying the correctness of an output for a given input and can therefore validate the behaviour of a system. To be able to confirm a software’s actions the test oracle needs to be created in such a way that it is capable of knowing the right output for each possible input. This process is therefore in most cases costly in computation time and human effort [3].

Many different oracles have been newly discovered and reclassified since, with new literature on the subject being published frequently. However, this abundance of research material is insufficiently organised. Attempts to classify oracles have been made, but are either not up to date, or not universally applicable [9, 11].

RQ1: The first research question of this paper is to analyze publications on solving the test oracle problem ranging from highly specific to generally applicable solutions and separate them into distinct classes.

RQ2: In addition the second research question is to identify research trends in the field of test oracles and analyzing the temporal evolution of the interest in the classes and give a comparison.

Therefore we will analyse and classify different methods and approaches to designing a test oracle. Chapter 2 takes a deeper look at options for testing non testable programs, as well as the classes of test oracles called metamorphic testing (2.2), regression testing (2.3), specification languages (2.4), assertions (2.5), implicit test oracles (2.7) and machine learning approaches to automate the before mentioned test oracles (2.6).

After the classification we analyse a temporal evolution of research on the aforementioned classes of test oracles in chapter 3 to represent when and how they were first introduced, how the focus in research shifted towards automation of existing solutions and take a look at future trends.

2. TERMINOLOGY

We will discuss certain terms in order to give them a uniform meaning in this research and to aid in understanding the following classification of test oracles. Our definitions are based on the widely-used ISO standard, the current version being ISO 2022 at time of writing.
3. CLASSIFICATION OF TEST ORACLES

Simple test oracles like input-output comparisons that explicitly check for equality between given and received information are common in practice due to their ease of implementation [13]. However, they are rarely discussed in scientific literature, as they do not hold possibilities for optimization or expansion because of this simplicity. More complex test oracles can be divided into three main categories: specified, derived and implicit, each of which has multiple sub-classes that we will focus on in the following chapters [1].

Specified test oracles are designed according to formal specifications which are based on the desired behaviour of a system [1]. In our analysis we focus on two types of specified oracles called specification-language and assertions. Derived test oracles evaluate the behaviour of a system based on information extracted from sources like documentation, system executions or previous versions [1]. In this chapter we look at the classes of pseudo-oracles, metamorphic testing and regression testing. Implicit test oracles assess a system’s behaviour by analysing general and implicit information like program crashes. Since these oracles are independent of any formal specifications or knowledge about the system they can be used universally for all programs [1].

The aforementioned cases are a vague categorization of test oracles, therefore for our analysis we split them into more specific sub-classes discussed in detail in the following chapters.

3.1 Pseudo Oracles

A program for which there is no oracle or for which an oracle cannot practically be implemented is called non-testable. There are three types of non-testable programs. Firstly programs where for a given input the output is unknown and the purpose of the program is to calculate the right output. Secondly are programs whose quantity of output is too large to verify. Lastly are systems impaired by tester’s misconceptions about, for example specifications [3].

It is believed that many systems fall under the category of being non-testable, which brings up the question of how to verify the correctness of such programs [15].

One way to test a non-testable program is a pseudo-oracle. The approach of this method is to implement multiple versions of the same program in parallel by disjoint teams of programmers based on the same data and specifications. After completion the different programs are compared and if the outputs are equal the test is valid. Otherwise both programs are revised and examined again until all differences are removed. The comparison is taken over by monitoring both programs and can be automated to check larger amounts of test data in shorter amounts of time. Pseudo-oracles also solve the problems of non-testable programs type three, listed in the beginning of this chapter, since it is highly unlikely that both programming teams are subject to the same misconception [9].

To make practical use of pseudo-oracles some requirements have to be met. First independence of the pseudo-oracle is crucial to reduce the risk of misconceptions influencing the oracle and its original program. Second a convenient and high-level programming language to speed up the development of the pseudo-oracle, so that programming and debugging is not overly time consuming. Third the original program will be used frequently in order to compensate the extra time and work of producing multiple versions of the same program. Fourth specifications need to be complete, precise and equal for each individual team to minimize the differences between their results. Last is the suitability of test data, for example programs which output a boolean value of true and false are more difficult to compare for correctness than programs with an integer output. This is the case since it is highly unlikely for two programs to produce the exact same integer value if one program is not correct. When comparing two boolean values the confirmation is less meaningful since the chance of accidentally hitting the right answer is higher [6].

A second method can be applied for code belonging to category 2 that has too much output to verify. For checking such programs it can be useful to simplify the data and run tests on these reduced inputs and outputs. However, it is clear that results from simplified tests cannot be taken as a measurement for the entire program, since often the complex test case invoke errors and are overlooked by this method. Therefore it can only be of assistance with finding specific types of errors. Another more intuitive method is to accept reasonable results which, however, can not be fully validated as being correct. This can be done by narrowing down the scope of possible correct outputs towards an acceptable interval or by calculating the probability of a result to be right [15].

Testing without a test oracle can mainly result in two consequences that we want to discuss now. In order to do so we distinguish two different results that are most likely to happen. First is a correct output but the test’s verification fails and labels the output as incorrect. Although less likely and often caused by a tester’s mistake, this always results in additional time and labour cost for someone to find the reason for the false error. In a worst case scenario the tester also changes the code in order to fix the problem and therefore adding new real errors [15].
Second, and more regular, is the consequence of a test output being wrong but the test result verifies it as correct. It is rarely the case that programs, which were subject to tests, do not include any errors, but it should be possible to rely on the fact that the sections of an application that were previously tested are truly correct [15]. In order to support and simplify testing of non-testable systems Weyuker suggests the following list of information that should be included in any program’s documentation as a guideline for future testing [15]:

1. Specify the testing criteria which the test data is based on
2. The amount of testing criteria fulfilled in relation to unfulfilled criteria
3. The actual data used for testing
4. The output for each individual input chosen from the test data
5. Give a description of how outputs were verified as correct or incorrect

This concept can also be applied to and be beneficial for the following classes of test oracles.

3.2 Metamorphic Testing

Metamorphic testing describes the approach of taking existing tests and test data and transforming them, commonly used if the test data is complex and time consuming to compute in execution since there are no values beforehand and therefore need to be generated during runtime. The idea or goal of metamorphic testing therefore is that the new tests thus generated should then calculate the output faster and more efficiently compared to the original tests. As an example take an input x and the function f which computes the output of the program f(x). The goal now is to find a metamorphic relation so that for any given input x’ its output f(x’) can be predicted using f(x) [12].

Testing with metamorphic relations is time- and labour-intensive for even small tests. Especially the input conversion requires a lot of computation and can be extremely complicated if the given data is not in a format that is legible for humans. In addition the output verification faces difficulties if, for example, the application allows multiple correct results for a single input [12].

Test oracles based on metamorphic testing still face problems limiting their effective usage in practice. The most prevalent challenge is reducing the time and costs necessary to modify each input while increasing its accuracy and correctness. Another obstacle is the comparison of an output to its computed relation as it also struggles with increasing data size and is susceptible to errors [12]. These problems might be solved by automating the process but more on that in chapter 3.6.

One example to illustrate metamorphic testing is finding a shortest path in an undirected graph. Take two nodes x and y in a graph G. The goal now is to verify if the computed shortest path G(x,y) is correct. The simplest metamorphic relation would be to test if the same path backwards, so G(y,x), results in the same path length [2]. In order to connect this chapter with section 3.6, it can be said that metamorphic testing approaches are also a good method to test non-testable programs. Take the first class of non-testable programs where for a given input the correct output is unknown. Tests can still be carried out since metamorphic testing does not require any detailed knowledge about the program, because if an output for a given input is not as expected errors can still be detected [12].

3.3 Regression Testing

Regression testing describes the concept of comparing a new version of a program to its predecessor to check if it is still performing according to its specifications and requirements. It is based on the assumption that the previous version of a program can be used as a test oracle for the current specifications [1]. A distinction is made between adaptive or perfective maintenance and corrective maintenance. The former describes the case that the specifications change from one program version to the next, in which case all affected tests need to be updated or reconstructed in order to correctly represent the new specifications. In comparison, the latter describes the opposite case, so that the specifications did not change and the test does not need to be updated or reconstructed [14].

There are two ways to compare two versions of a program. On the one hand, the retest-all strategy, as the name implies testing the correctness of everything but therefore devoting more resources and time, which is not worthwhile for smaller changes. And on the other hand, the selective strategy only testing a partial amount of the tests generated for the previous version and therefore minimizing resources spent. The second method has the goal of only needing a new test run if something in the section of code it covers changed, which further reduces costs and time spent for testing. Though it needs to be mentioned that in comparison to the goal mentioned above, it also adds a new problem of finding dependencies in the code that effect the block of code covered by the selective test oracle [14].

Take an object-oriented language like Java as an example. A selective strategy may find the affected code sections in a class but will miss all other affected parts which are dependent on the changed class. In order to also cover these indirectly affected classes new methods like collecting coverage information need to be added in order for selective strategies to be correct. Therefore these methods also collect data about all affected classes for each individual test, which then can be used for the next version of the program to select all tests that need to be rerun to verify the correctness of the updated version of a system [8].

According to Wahl a testing process with a selective strategy can be described in six steps [14]:

1. Analyse the differences between both system versions and the code sections affected by the changes
2. Choose the tests related to the affected code sections
3. Test the affected code section on the basis of its related tests
4. Check the test results for correctness or identify failures
5. If an error is found then localize and correct it
6. Update the new program and its tests
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The concept of regression testing described above applies to three different levels of a program - the unit, integration and system level. At each level different failures can occur. Regression testing in general applies to all levels combined but there are also specific test oracles for each individual one [14]. The unit level is commonly focused on by regression testing methods and its goal is to verify correct behaviour according to its specifications, for each individual software module [14]. At the integration level regression testing puts a focus on gradually merging the individual software modules back together to form the original program. In this process errors can be found that did not occur before at the unit level testing. This procedure is of high importance since around 40% of failures are caused by incorrect merging of individual modules [14].

On the system level regression testing checks if the complete program functions according to its specifications. Therefore it first has to check if there were any failures on the integration level and that the merged modules meet their requirements and functionality. Thus this testing procedure does not require any information about the contents of each individual model [14]. When comparing different regression testing approaches four different characteristics are mainly considered. First is inclusiveness, meaning the range of tests chosen by the method to find failures triggered by changes in the code. Second is precision, representing the accuracy of only choosing tests that are relevant to revealing an error introduced as an effect of changes. Third is efficiency as a measurement of costs generated by the computation of a testing process. And as a last criterion there is generality. As the name implies, it is describing the adaptability of a test oracle to be used for different languages and applications. When looking for a test oracle these categories can be used to make a decision, for example if a program is required to be extremely reliable, a safer method with high inclusiveness is best to choose in order to guarantee finding as much errors as possible. On the other hand, if the goal is to minimize the time a test oracle needs to verify the correctness of an application, a version with high precision is the best choice since it reduces the amount of tests needed for confirmation [14].

To come back to the beginning of the chapter we now take a look at the juxtaposition of cost effectiveness regarding retest-all and selective testing strategies. In most research the focus is on selective methods since it is presumed that these approaches incur less costs by only working with a fragment of all test cases. But as described above these methods include a selection process in order to choose the right tests to work with. Therefore if the task of inspecting and filtering test cases involves too high costs or can not reduce the number of test by a significant amount, selective strategies are equally or even less cost efficient in comparison to retest-all approaches. So when comparing the costs of these two methods it can be said that selective strategies are more efficient if the added expense of test selection is lower then the costs of running and verifying the excluded tests which are included in retest-all techniques [14].

### 3.4 Specification Languages

Test oracles based on specifications are designed to describe the desired behaviour of a system in a formal manner. Once a specification-based oracle is defined it can be reused for example in regression testing. Therefore the cost of creating the oracle only has to be raised once and pays off by its reuse [13].

In the following we will describe the concept of a specification-based test oracle on the basis of an elevator example given by Richardson et. al. The system, in this case the elevator, has to respond to specific inputs. For example a button to call the elevator to a certain floor or the buttons inside the elevator to move to a certain floor. Furthermore it is restricted in its actions. For instance it should not move when the doors are open. In order to formally represent these requirements specification languages are used, examples are formal languages or state charts. For the example we look at a formal language to represent the events and temporal properties of an elevator. Actions are represented by terms of the language like open(elevator), close(elevator) or set_direction(elevator, direction). After all events are defined the properties of the system can be described. An elevator should not move with open doors therefore a restriction is made which is a chronological sequence of events that must be fulfilled in order for the system to behave correctly. This could be represented as follows: set_direction(elevator, direction) ⇒ (up ∨ down) ⇒ open(elevator) so the elevator only opens after it has moved up or down. Now at each control point, for example when the elevator reaches a floor, an assertion is made to check if the system complies with its specifications [14].

Specification languages like the one described above model all the states and operations of a system and therefore are called state-based specifications [13]. Another subclass is called state transition systems and, as the name implies, the properties of a system are depicted as a graph displaying the transitions between each state. The output of a system is either the final state or the set of transitions the system went trough. Specification languages only approximate the system so differences in its behaviour will therefore occur at some point and the test oracle needs to be revised in order to solve the conflict. As a result it is still an open problem to find models that exactly represent its system which depends on if the system’s behaviour is observable and deterministic [14].

In general there are still three challenges for specified test oracles to be solved. First is, as briefly touched on before, the task of finding formal specifications that are abstract enough to work with. This problem leads to challenge number two, the inaccuracy of a specified test oracle caused by non-realisable properties or incomplete coverage of all the required specifications. Lastly it remains a challenge to find an accurate method for comparing the test oracle output to the program output. This problem arises because the results of a specified test oracle are on a higher abstraction level then the results of the actual program. In addition the output of an oracle might only be computed to a limited extent or is simplified in comparison to the actual output [14].

### 3.5 Assertions

Assertions as a test oracle are not separated from the original program but are integrated into the code and executed at runtime. They are implemented as boolean expressions where a value of true symbolises correct execution and a value of false indicates an error [1].
In general assertions are also classified as specification languages but differ from them in two ways. Firstly, the fact that assertions can access and use the programs variables so the probability of a wrong representation in the specification language is reduced drastically. Secondly, assertions are not written after the SUT is finished but alongside its development.

In practice a classic assertion test oracle has constraints to the amount of properties it can check at each point in the program. Therefore all the classes analysed above extend the principle of assertions and add new methods and functionality in order to create better and more efficient test oracles.

### 3.6 Machine Learning for Test Oracles

Machine learning does not introduce a new solution to the test oracle problem but aims for automating already existing solutions. The goal is to aid in or even completely take over the creation of test cases and also executing the task of a test oracle to verify the correctness of a program.

In research the main focus is on the second target of automating the generation of test oracles. Since current methods are often individual for each program and involve a considerable amount of human resources the automation of this process would result in massive cost and time reductions. However, there are currently still limitations in the process of creating an oracle due to the human involvement in finding good quality test data in high quantities and then training the machine learning algorithm.

Many developed methods and especially earlier approaches are reduced to a smaller set of outputs as they struggle with multiple and more complex outputs. Though machine learning techniques brought forth recently make use of more complex and larger-scaled neural-networks for example and therefore are able to work with more complex problems and find solutions for them.

In general machine learning methods make choices based on the analysis of the given data and its structure for patterns and correlations. Automation approaches mainly focus on three types of test oracles, test verdicts, expected output and metamorphic testing. Test verdicts try to predict the results of a test for a specific input. Expected output approaches attempt to predict the actions of a system caused by a certain input. The results can vary from exact outputs to a wider more abstract set of outputs. The latter makes it difficult to forecast a system’s behaviour if it is more complex. Metamorphic testing was already discussed before, here machine learning approaches try to find metamorphic relations based on the data it is given of a new program.

Test verdicts and metamorphic testing take over the task of creating the information needed to verify the correctness of a program and then also perform the verification process. In comparison the other two approaches assist in or completely take over the definition of oracle information and specification but do not take part in the confirmation of correctness, since they only provide the information needed for that process.

However, there are still open problems which need to be solved in order to include test oracles created by machine learning algorithms into practical use. The first challenge is to find adequate training data since it needs to have the necessary contents and its size can often reach enormous amounts. In addition it still requires a significant portion of human involvement in order to produce these training data sets and can be highly time consuming since the program needs to be run numerous times to collect the necessary data to even start the training process.

Considering the class of metamorphic test oracles, most approaches are not yet ready to be used in practice since they can not overcome the need for human involvement. In order for a machine learning algorithm to learn which metamorphic relations hold or not a person with expertise has to manually add labels to the code to mark existing relations. This results in high costs before the actual training process has even started.

Once the learning algorithm has produced a test oracle it is fixed and does not change during its use. This can cause inaccuracy if the training data was not complete, therefore adding the necessity of retraining the oracle with further data if results are not correct or when new specifications are included in the program.

In general there are still three open problems in research yet to be solved. First the readability and usability of outputs which machine learning test oracles give, since they can differ from current test oracle approaches. Second the correctness of the aforementioned methods because it is believed that their results are at most partially correct. Third is the acceptability of users, meaning the aim to find a good way of organizing the cooperation of human involvement and expertise with automation of creating, executing and assessing tests.

### 3.7 Implicit Test Oracles

As described in the beginning of chapter [3](#) implicit test oracles are based on finding and analysing more indirect and universal information of a system to verify its correctness.

An often used example is buffer overflow errors, since they almost always indicate an incorrectness of a system. Considering these types of information an implicit test oracle uses, they are applicable to almost all programs and do not require knowledge about the system and its specifications. Also these approaches are often not standalone solutions for verification but are built on already existing processes which detect those obvious errors, like system crashes. Therefore an implicit test oracle defines correlations between a certain error as input and an reaction as output. However, it should be noted that these approaches are not always guaranteed to be correct for each program since in some cases even system crashes can be a desired outcome.

One example we want to look at is called fuzzing. The approach of fuzzing describes a method to detect implicit errors like system crashes in a time and cost efficient manner. It is based on the idea of generating random, or where the name comes from, fuzz inputs, and then testing the system with that created test data. This method works since it only analyses implicit information of the software under test which should result in the same output for each applicable input. If, however, an error is found in the testing process a report is made containing the specific error and the input that caused the problem. A common application for fuzzing is in the area of software security to find system vulnerabilities caused by a buffer overflow, a leak in the memory or exceptions that are not being handled.

### 4. TEMPORAL EVOLUTION

The first use of the term “test oracle” can be found in a 1978 paper by W. E. Howden [9](#). Howden defines test
oracles as an assumed to exist tool to check correctness of an output. Notably he also differentiates between multiple types of oracles, namely formally and informally defined, though suggests no further categorization. His work is not the first to focus on the testing problem, as papers from as early as the 1950s already looked at other techniques, e.g. finite state machine testing, but it remains one of the most influential particularly because of the now staple term.

Following Howden’s proposed terminology, techniques were being developed increasingly often, with Barr et al. observing that the 1990s spawned the most out of any decade. The cumulative amount of publications also increased every year up to 2012. Replicating the Google Scholar query method of Barr et al., we observe that this trend continues into the 2020s, suggesting that the field continues to be receive interest by researchers.

In order to get a brief overview of how research trends developed over time we run four different web searches on Google Scholar, one for each group of test oracles, namely specified, derived and implicit oracles as well as one search for automation of oracles via machine learning. The queries consisted of the keywords “test oracle” followed by “test oracle class” or “test oracle sub-class” for all classes discussed in the previous chapters starting in the following four query types:

1. "test oracle” + ("assertion" OR "specified oracle" OR "specification language")
2. "test oracle” + ("derived oracle" OR "pseudo oracle" OR "metamorphic testing" OR "regression testing")
3. "test oracle” + ( "implicit oracle" OR "Fuzzing")
4. "test oracle” + ( "automating test oracles" OR "automated oracles" OR "machine learning" OR "deep learning")

The results of each individual query were added up for each class and presented in figure 1 and 2. This approach on analyzing the amount of publications involves some minor drawbacks and inaccuracies. First of all Google Scholar does not cover all publications and therefore might miss papers which were only published in specific publications or academic journals. Furthermore the papers found might not exactly fit to the desired topic, but these cases are minimized by requiring that the keywords searched for need to be exactly contained in each query result. From this it can be concluded that our approach might not be 100% accurate, but is precise enough to give an overview on how research trends and interest has developed over time for each class of test oracles. In the following we will first analyse each category of test oracles on its own and then give a comparison between all four.

To start off we take a look at the first search query of specified test oracles displayed in figure 1. It can be seen that since the term test oracle was first introduced in 1978 research took a slow start of 4 to 10 published papers per 5 year period until 1990. From 1991-1995 onward research in the field kept growing up to a steady pace of around one to three hundred new papers published in each time period until 2010. From then the interest in research on specified test oracles grew rapidly reaching 713 new papers between 2016 and 2022. The amount of published papers in this field reaches an amount of nearly 2100 papers by the year of 2022. This leads to the conclusion that specified test oracles are up to this day a research problem of high interest and this trend is likely to continue in the next years, growing even faster than in the last time periods.

Next we analyse the results of the next search query on derived test oracles presented in figure 2. Again it can be said that after the term test oracle was first coined in 1978, research in derived oracles started off slowly with the first papers being published between 1981 and 1985. In the first time periods from 1986-1990 until 1996-2000 between 12 to 80 papers were published per time span starting off a bit slower in comparison to research on specified test oracles. But from 2001 onward research expanded quickly nearly doubling from one time period to the next reaching an amount of 1150 new papers between 2016 and 2022 and a total amount of nearly 2500 papers. Since publishing numbers keep rising it can be assumed that this field of research will continue to expand in the coming years.

For the third category of test oracles we take a look at the development in research of implicit test oracles shown in figure 3. Up to 2005 there was only one paper published which was between 1986 to 1990 leading to the conclusion that before this year the field of implicit test oracles did not arouse any interest for further research. However, from that point
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onward researchers started to investigate the topic more intensely, publishing 22 papers between 2006 and 2010. In the next time period the amount of publications more then quadrupled to 92 new papers and then increased five-fold in the next time period with 483. In total the research in implicit test oracles reached an amount of nearly 600 papers by 2022. Since that breaking point in 2010 the numbers are increasing rapidly up to today, leading to the conclusion that the focus on research in this field is starting to attract a lot of new scientists and that this class will be further investigated in the future.

At last we also want to take a look at the development of research in automating the creation and execution of test oracles with the help of machine learning. The results of the query are presented in figure 3. Surprisingly the first paper was already published between 1986 and 1990. From then research interest started to grow slowly with 12 to 28 papers per time period until the year 2005. After that the amount of publications increased rapidly more then doubling every five years until 2015 reaching 300 new papers from 2011 to 2015. Since then the field of automating test oracles expanded vastly, quadrupling by the end of 2015 to 2022 by 1200 new papers. In 2022 a total amount of roughly 1700 was reached. When looking at figure 4 it can clearly be seen how the interest in this approach is starting to attract many new researchers as it seems to promise great possibilities to increase time and cost efficiency in testing as well as decreasing the need for human involvement.

When comparing all four charts it becomes apparent that the temporal evolution of specified and derived oracles is quite similar even in the amounts of publications and only differ minimally. The same can be said for implicit test oracles and automation, their research trend curves are similar as well but they differ in their total amount of publications. Namely 600 for implicit and 1700 for automating test oracles. When ranking all four categories by their total amount of publications by 2022, derived test oracles are in first place, followed by specified test oracles and then automation of test oracles each by a gap of around 400 papers. Only implicit test oracles are far behind with a difference of more then thousand papers to the next class.

After analysing all four categories it can be concluded that research in all fields is still thriving and will likely continue this trend in the upcoming years. Although it must be said that the focus of research has shifted more towards improving existing solutions and also automating them instead of finding new solutions to the test oracle problem [1], [9].

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we analysed different classes of test oracles and displayed their temporal evolution in research. To answer the first research question we divided test oracles approaches into three broad categories, specified, derived and implicit test oracles. The first category describes test oracles which are designed on formal specifications of a system in order to model the desired behaviour of a program. In our analysis we focused on two types of specified oracles called specification languages and assertions. The former implement a language in order to represent the properties of a system and creating conditions based on this language to check if the system acts according to its specifications. Assertions are boolean expressions integrated into the source code of a program in order to validate the correctness of a program at specific checkpoints.

For the next category of derived test oracles we analysed three different classes, pseudo-oracles, metamorphic testing and regression testing. Derived test oracles in general describe the concept of evaluating a systems behaviour based on information like documentation, system executions or other versions of the program. Pseudo-oracles are designed to test and validate programs for which no test-oracle exists since they are classified as non-testable. In order to achieve that the original system is programmed multiple times from multiple disjoint programming teams and their output is then compared. If they produce the same result the test is considered to be successful. Metamorphic testing describes the approach of transforming the current tests and test data into a new format, which is less complex and faster to compute while still being able to judge the original programs correctness based on the conversion.

As a last approach in the category of derived test oracles we looked at regression testing. This concept describes the process of comparing two versions of a program and ensuring that correctness still holds for the newer version, so that the changes in the program did not result in any errors or changes in behaviour.
For the last category of implicit test oracles we focused on one exemplary method called fuzzing. The idea behind fuzzing is to test the system on randomly generated inputs since the errors covered by implicit testing techniques should be the same for all input output pairs. In addition to the three classes we looked at the automation of these existing test oracle approaches with the use of machine learning. Automation aims for either taking care of the creation of test data or executing the tests and verifying them and in some cases even do both jobs together. The focus, however, is mainly on the second task of creating a test oracle.

For our second research question we analysed a temporal evolution of the research on these topics. With this goal in mind we made four different search queries on Google Scholar, one each for specified, derived and implicit test oracles as well as automation. We checked the results in five year periods starting in 1980 up until 2022. All four queries resulted in a slow increase of research from the 1980 onward to around 1990-2000 depending on the oracle type. From this point on all four groups experienced a rapid increase in interest and therefore also in research and publications. As a result of our analysis, we can state that the test oracle problem and its subfields are still of great interest for researchers but their focus has shifted more towards optimizing already existing solutions and automating them.
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